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THE WORLD BANK /INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

DATE: December 28, 1984

TO: Julian Bharier, Chief, EGYEA

FROM: Masood Ahmed, Deputy Chief, EGYEA

SUBJECT: Meeting with Jay Pelosky

1. At Franco Batzella's request I met y-esterday afternoon with Mr.
Pelosky who is a New York-based freelance journalist currently writing an
article on the World Bank Energy Program in Africa for the Economist
Intelligence Unit. The article is expected to be published in EIU's Quarterly
Energy Report of Spring 1985.

2. Mr. Pelosky had already met with Franco and his colleagues and
wanted some additional information on the objectives, scope, etc., of the
Assessments and ESMAP. I gave him a brief overview of the program and
particularly of their extensive focus on Africa.

3. I also gave him copies of:

(i) December 01 - Quarterly Info Brief

(ii) Niger - Blue Cover Assessments
Ethiopia - Blue Cover Assessments
Botswana - Blue Cover Assessments

- he already had copies of all other blue cover assessments in
Africa and Franco had already told me that we were supplying him
with considerable material for the article, and

(iii) the following ESMAP Blue Cover Reports:

- Malawi Tobacco Curing
- Kenya Power Efficiency
- Burundi Petroleum Supply Management
- Uganda EASR

4. Mr. Pelosky appeared quite satisfied with the information/documents
he had received. He promised to send me a copy of his article when it was
published.

cc: Messrs. Batzella (EGYD2); Kalim (EGYDR)

MAhmed:tla



THE WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

DATE: December 21, 1984

TO: Mr. Julian Bharier, Chief, EGYEA

FROM: Masood Ahmed, Deputy Chief, EGYEA

SUBJECT: Coordination-,tith West Africa Region

1. I met today'with Francois Bauer, Brian Davis and Ted Moore to
discuss the coordination procedures for ESMAP activities in the region.
We agreed on the follcwing items:

(a) Clearance procedures for ESMAP reports -lould foLlow the
same process asie have developed for East Africa. These
procedures -will be set out in a joint memo from Francois
and myself to Steve O'Brien, 'ihich I-will draft next"week
and discuss 'itth Brian. Francois suggested that 'ie should
also set out the parallel procedure for assessment
reports. I will follow up with Robin.

(b) To improve overall program coordination, we agreed to meet
immediately after the issuance of our Quarterly Status
Reports to review ongoing and planned activities by both
divisions. We would also get the relevant Program
divisions and other energy-related units to participate in
this meeting (e.g. INDEC, INDD1-2, EGYEC, EGYD2, etc.)
The task of chairing the meeting and of writing any
minutes could rotate in turn.

(c) Each of us agreed to provide a list of the staff in our
divisions who are responsible for individual countries.
We would circulate this list to all staff and ask to
establish early and informal contact in the planning,
execution and review of individual activities. As a start
to this process, we further agreed to have initial working
sessions on all West Africa ESMAP countries with the
relevant staff from both divisions to discuss current and
potential operations. These meetings will be scheduled
early in the New Year.

2. We also discussed the scope for ESMAP involvement in three
specific activities:

(a) Nigeria: expedite implementation of power rehabilitation
program and define scope of next phase of this program; no
problem in principle but we would require EASR first or in
parallel. Brian Davis and I will follow up with Programs.

(b) Ivory Coast: preparation of TORs for Pricing Study to be
funded from SAL III; agreed that preferred route would be
to use SAL III preparation funds, ESMAP funding would be
considered as fallback.



(c) Senegal - Mananthali-Optimal Water Use Study: size of
study ($300,000) necessitates cofinancing if ESMAP were to
be involved and in that case willingness of other donors
to accept ESMAP cofinancing guideLines (i.e. our manage-
ment) would be an issue. Francois wilL follow up and
revert.

3. I believe the meeting was extremely useful in furthering our
dialogue with West Africa and in starting to put into place a series of
mechanisms that will facilitate a smooth and cordial working relationship
with the Region.

cc: Messrs. Rovani, Bourcier, Saunders, Iskander, Bates, Kalim (EGY);
Bauer, Davis, Moore (WAPEG)

MAhmed:aaf.



THE WORLD BANK /INTERNATIONAL ! ; CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Distribution DATE: December 21, 1984

FROM: Masood Ahmed, Deputy Chief, EGYEA

SUBJECT: WHY STUDIES SUCCEED: Lessons from Effective Preinvestment Work

This is an interesting paper. Any views? Should we ask Engelman
(who is a retired staff member from LAC Transport Division) to help in:

- designing a specific ESMAP activity

- carrying it out

- reviewing and commenting on one or more of our activities

- something else?

Attachment.

Distribution:

Messrs. Alahdad, Floor, Gulstone, Sherbiny, Ferroukhi, Weimper, Mitchell, Armar,
Richter, Broadfield, King, Salvador, Frueh, Akanda, Bachrach, Gaskin,
Mian (ESMAP Staff)

Mesdames: Shanberge, Sharkey (ESMAP Staff)

MAhmed:jcl
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WHY STUDIES SUCCEED:
1/

Lessons from Effective Preinvestment Worl

by Peter Engelmann & Kenneth A. Bohr
PREINVEST, Inc.
8200 Fenway Road
Bethesda, 1 20817 Good project design and execution

require good preparation. The steps
to successful preinvestment work are
perhaps obvious, but neither simple
nor easy.

Things can go wrong with preinvestment work. Even with the best
intentions and generous resources, it is difficult to prepare well for
investments which introduce major change at some point in the future. But
a catalogue of hazards awaiting those who prepare capital projects would
not be useful and might, in fact, discourage both studies and investments.
On the other hand, there are lessons to be learned from good work that has
been done in preparing projects.

This article identifies features that have been found common to
preinvestment work which has been executed expeditiously and led to sound
decisions. It reflects experience of its authors during service on the staff
of the World Bank, covering a wide-range of conditions in different countries.
The observations come from direct involvement in project work on transporta-
tion and urban development and from a retrospective view of experience in
other fields; they probably apply to most capital works requiring prein-
vestment studies of similar complexity.

What we have learned from successful experience is, in general, not at
all complex. It is possible, therefore, that some of the points made below
will strike readers as simple, even simplistic. But it is perhaps just this
"common-sense" nature of effective preinvestment work which can create the
impression that the process is automatic and that its execution may be taken
for granted. Precisely the opposite can be demonstrated: in preinvestment
work, which often examines change in areas that are critically sensitive and
requires collaboration among agencies and persons not accustomed to collabo-
rate, nothing can be taken for granted.

Our discussion of effective preinvestment work is organized under the
following six headings:

(1) institutional potency

(2) spadework

1/ Article published October 31, 1984, by the United Nations "Development
iusiness," Issue 161 (with different title and subheadings).
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(3) concept definition

(4) study design effort

(5) starting dynamics and

(6) follow-through,

Institutional Potency

"Institutional potency," as used in this article, refers to both power
and competence within the agencies concerned with preinvestment work. It is
helpful if sponsoring institutions have skills to participate effectively in
the preparation process. Other key considerations are:

A- power of the agency having principal interest in the study and the
project (it is desirable that executing power and interest coincide
in the same agency);

- awareness by the principal agency of its dependence on other
agencies and the need for adaptation to weaknesses in some of those
agencies, which may affect the speed of study implementation;

- attention to the relative authority levels among agencies their
financial resources, attitudes and "stopping power";

- the feasibility of assigning lead responsibility for overall control
(preferably to the one agency/person most interested, competent and
efficient) and of designating clearly the connection points to other
agencies; and

- access to financial resources for all phases, with clear
understandings on responsibility for moving funds from source to
users and establishment of expeditious disbursement procedures.

Successful studies are almost always associated with a stable
institutional environment and each of the above considerations is relevant
not only at the outset of the exercise, but throughout the study process.
For good results in preinvestment work, it pays to avoid periods of major
organizational change or of key staff changes in responsible agencies.

Spadework

The term "spadework" covers a variety of steps which are required to
provide a basis for defining study concepts. In preinvestment work for
complex projects, the objectives of spadework are to:

- identify the sectors affecting the proposed project in a national
economic setting and identify main trends and development
prospects which could affect the study subject;

- define clearly the setting of the proposed project within its
sector(s) and region;

2



- assess completed and on-going studies on the subject and in the
project's regional and sectoral setting;

- identify portions of previous studies that can be used (to avoid
duplication) and define how such material should be updated for the
proposed study (A critical point here is the assignment of responsi-
bility for results, if different sources of inputs are used); and

- extract lessons from previous studies and projects, covering the
history of both failures and successes, and attempt to diagnose
causes indicating what should be avoided/repeated/strengthened in
the proposed study.

Ideally, spadework for major preinvestment work is a collaborative effort
among agencies concerned with the proposed project, using a small team of
professional staff who will be associated with concept definition and
subsequent stages of project preparation, through the execution of studies.

Concept Definition

Critical for successful study design, but frequently ignored as a

separate and distinct step, is the definition of basic concepts around which

a proposed preinvestment study (or group of studies) should be formulated.
A conceptual framework is necessary as a basis for study design to ensure
clear focus on key issues, efficiency, and ultimate usefulness of prein-
vestment work.

Concept definition for major studies requires a period of undivided
attention by senior professionals familiar with the "spadework," who will:

- define key issues that could affect the proposed project and should
be resolved by the study. This may involve some diversity of views
and the team should reach agreement on a ranking of issues,
before the study has started (understanding that other issues may be
uncovered during study process); on this- basis, the team should
define key decision areas for the project and the agencies that
should participate in the decision process for each;

- search for ideas within agencies concerned and among informed
outsiders. Even lower level professionals should be allowed to take
part in informal "brain-storming" sessions and should be encouraged
to express their views on key issues, the validity of past studies,
possible new study procedures, etc.;

- define key outputs of the proposed study (or group of studies),
leading to identification of alternative study approaches;

- outline alternative study configuration (e.g., should there be a

quick first-phase with a review before the rest of a study proceeds

in depth? Are there key demand factors which should be assessed
before physical solutions are explored? How and to what depth are
key issues identified earlier to be addressed?). This should result

3



in one preferred configuration for the study which should be
outlined in more detail; and

- draft a statement of objectives for the proposed study, estimate
its approximate timing and overall budget, and obtain agreement
among key agencies on these points.

Study Design Effort

Agreement on the basic study concepts then leads to detailed study
design, which should be undertaken by professionals with experience in urder-
taking/directing/evaluating preinvestment work.

Examples of past study definitions are often not very helpful, since each
project situation is different. The main effort at this stage should be to
define a study that is suited specifically to the project at hand, its
national, sectoral and regional setting, the institutions involved and the
historical background. Study areas should be defined in detail, and the out-
put should be:

- scope definitions in form suitable for (a) review and approval by
the agencies concerned, (b) invitation of proposals from consultants
(if needed), and (c) contract(s) with selected firm(s) or work
assignments for participating agencies;

- "control points" at which study results should be submitted for
interim review. Such reviews could be the occasion for formal
coordination among participants and decisions on next steps in the
study. The timing of control points will determine the phasing of
study components;

- assignment of key study tasks to agencies' staff and/or consultants,
with clear definition of responsibilities of each;

- a reasonable but lean budget, based on "nominal" staffing schedules
for the work, estimated man-months for main categories of effort,
other cost components (travel, materials, equipment, computer time,
etc.), and suitable provision for contingencies; and

- a time-phased program for implementation, with realistic periods for
all actions required by the agencies in the initiation of
preinvestment work with their own staff or their consultants.

These outputs of the study design effort, if well prepared, will
provide the basic documentation for all preinvestment activities and a solid
foundation for the study process.

Starting Dynamics

Both timing and professional judgment are important for the successful
initiation of preinvestment work. When studies require services of consulting
firms, their invitations, evaluations of proposals, and negotiation of a
contract should follow a strict time schedule. The dynamics of this process

4



are such that the lead agency must assign a team of selected professionals
(ideally the same persons who participated in the spadework and study design)
to work fulltime on study initiation work, to the virtual exclusion of other
assignments.

Clear definition of consultants selection criteria should precede the
invitation of proposals. Good team spirit amorg the professionals who
evaluate proposals is helpful, and high professional standards should be
maintained both in the evaluation process and during contract negotiations
with the selected consultants. For the agency engaging the consultants,
experience in the business side of consultancy practices and in negotiating
procedures are key factors for arriving at a satisfactory contract.

Once contracts are signed, the focus shifts to initiation of the work.
It is difficult to overstress the importance of starting on the right foot,
with adequate briefings of agency staff at the various levels involved and
with support efforts that ensure the consultants' effectiveness on arrival.

Follow-Through

Once underway, important factors in execution are to:

- create and sustain a collaborative spirit among participants,
maintaining morale and momentum;

- respond to interim findings and periodically review the progress
and quality of the work, with participation by senior officials of
both agencies and consultants;

- effectively control the process in terms of costs, disbursements,
and timing; and

- evaluate final study ,results when produced and encourage a
dialogue on findings and recommendations.

For effective utilization of preinvestment work upon completion, it has
been useful to make review of final reports the occasion for (a) giving
appropriate credit and recognition to all participating agencies, their
consultants and internal staff, (b) reaching formal agreement on the next
steps for project implementation and (c) assigning responsibilities for all
required follow-up action.

While preinvestment work cannot guarantee that a project will be
implemented and operated successfully, chances for success are certainly
increased if the project is well thought out with participation of those
responsible for eventual implementation and operation. The preparation
process is itself good training for the rigors of project implementation and
operation that follow. Thus, good preparation work is an investment in
project success.

5
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CURRICULUM VITAE

MASOOD AHMED

Masood Ahmed, a Pakistani national, is a Deputy Division Chief

in the Energy Assessments Division of the Energy Department where he is

responsible for managing the UNDP/World Bank Energy Sector Management

Assistance Program. He has been with the Bank since 1979 and has worked

primarily in the energy sector. He led the energy assessment missions to

Mauritius, Sri Lanka, Malawi, Senegal, and is the principal author of the

recent Bank publication "The Energy Transition in Developing Countries."

Before joining the Bank Mr. Ahmed was a lecturer at the London

School of Economics where he received his undergraduate and graduate

training in economics.

December 4, 1984



CURRICULUM VITAE

ZIA MIAN

Zia Mian, a Pakistani, B.A. (Hons.) M.Sc. in Economics, M.A.;

LLB, has worked for seven years in Exxon as economist and eight years as

Industrial and then Energy Economist for UNDP in Jamaica. He has also

worked in Pakistan Institute of Development Economics (3 years) and Wall

Street (2 years). He joined the Bank and Energy four years ago. He was

the Assessment leader on Zimbabwe, Zambia, Fiji, Solomon Islands,

Lesotho, Swaziland, Jamaica and the Caribbean. He was also responsible

for managing the small-country assessment program. He is currently

managing the Energy Sector Management Assistance Program in Kenya.

December 4, 1984



THE WORLD RANK INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

TO: Messrs. Harinder S. Kohli, Asst. Director, IND December 4, 1984
and Julian Bharier, Division Chief, EGYEA

FRO4. asoo Ahmed, EGYEA, Julio Gamba, INDEC

SUBJECT: Coordination of Energy Sector Management Program (ESMAP)
and Industrial Energy Efficiency Unit (INDEC) Activities
- Status Report

1. As you know, in November 1983, we agreed on some basic
operational principles to ensure (a) that there would be adequate
collaboration between ESMAP and INDEC, and (b) that our respective
activities would be properly coordinated. These principles, which are
set out below, are based on the Memorandum of Understanding between the
Energy Department (EGY) and the Industry Department (IND), concerning
their respective responsibilities in Industrial Energy Conservation,
dated May 12, 1983 (attached).

(i) INDEC will be the principal contact point in IND for all
the ESMAP activities in the industrial energy rationali-
zation area, including energy conservation and fuel
diversification matters. INDEC will obtain and
coordinate comments on these ESMAP activities from the
relevant IND operational divisions. INDEC will also
ensure that activities or projects identified through the
ESMAP are brought to the attention of the IND division
which may have an operational interest in them.

(ii) With regard to institutional, policy, sector and front-
end project work in industrial energy rationalization
previous to, during, or as a result of ESMAP activities,
INDEC will be given first option by ESMAP to express
their interest in such work. If such interest exists,
INDEC will propose the staff and/or consultants require-
ments, which will be funded from ESMAP resources. If
such interest does not exist or INDEC cannot provide the
necessary resources, the work will be managed by ESMAP
staff and INDEC will provide a technical advice and
review function.

(iii) To enable both units to plan, coordinate and monitor
their related work programs, ESMAP and INDEC managers
will meet on a regular (monthly) basis.

2. We are pleased to report that during the past twelve months
these arrangements have worked satisfactorily for both sides, and we see
no need to modify them at this time as long as both sides continue to
work to these guidelines.
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3. The current status of ESMAP/INDEC operations is as follows:

(i)Senegal: A report on Energy Conservation Potential,
based on staff/consultant's visit to the country, has
been prepared and is under review. Once cleared, it will
be submitted to the Government. A mission to discuss the
findings and recommendations of the report is scheduled
for the second-half of January, 1985; INDEC is expected
to participate. After an agreement has been reached with
the Government, INDEC will continue to assist ESMAP on a
suitable follow-up.

(ii) Uganda: A consultant, under TOR prepared jointly by
ESMAP and INDEC, is currently in the country identifying
the possible scope for energy audits in the industrial
sector. The consultant's report is expected to be ready
for review and discussion in January, 1985.

(iii) Zimbabwe: A consultant's report on a preliminary
assessment about energy conservation potential in large
industries is under review. A meeting will be scheduled
shortly to discuss the report's findings and recommenda-
tions, and decide on the next steps. It was indicated
that Zimbabwe is included in INDEC Sector Work Program
for FY85/86 and therefore any follow-up activities in the
field of industrial energy conservation will be designed
to avoid any duplication of efforts.

(iv) Indonesia: France is currently provi.ding technical
assistance (through Transenerg) to design an energy
conservation program. Their report is expected to be
available next December for review. INDEC involvement
may be required during 1985.

(v)Kenya, Mauritius, Haiti and Sri Lanka: No specific
assistance, other than technical review and advice, is
required from INDEC for ESMAP activities in these
countries.

4. We are planning to discuss FY86 activities in due course.

Attachment.

cc: Messrs. Dherse (EISVP); Rovani (EGY); Golan (IND)

JGamba/MAhmed:aaf.
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tnderstand4e between the Enery DeDartnent (ECY) ane the
Industry Denart-ent. concernin? their P-esne:tve
Responsibilities in Industrial Energv Conservation

General

1. The purpose of this understanding between the Energy Departmeit EGY)and the Industry Department (IND) as regards industrial energy conservatioiL isto facilitate cooperation between the two Departments by setting out C.heprinciples that will guide the Departments' respective responsibiliti%s. -r.-understanding cannot, nor is it intended to, cover each and every sittatio:that will come up in this joint effort and can therefore not replace the good-will of each manager and staff to make his/her contribution .to this cooperation.

Energy Assessment and Forr.ulation of Enerev Conservation Policies

2. EGY has the prime responsibility for the assessment and formulation ofthe overall energy conservation policies and strategies in a given country (inclose cooperation with the Regions, IND and speciali:ed OPS Departments asappropriate) and for recommending inter-sectoral pricrities (e.g., transportation,power, agriculture, residential,- industry, etc.) for subsequent Bank work.Specialized sector, project identification, preparation and iplementation workis the resonsibilit: of IND (for industry) or the Regional Projects Staff orother specialized COPD/DPS Departments (for other individual sectors).

3. Missions dealing with the assessment and formulation of multi-sectoral,energy conservation policies and strategies, will normally be led by EGY (orRegional staff in agreement with EGY). IND will endeavor to make available tosuch missions, to the extent its resources permit, its own staff, specializedindustry consultants or a combination of both. Particularly on those missionswhich are likely to lead to subsequent industrial energy conservation sector,policy or lending work, the Industry Department will attempt to make availableits own staff.JI4. In the case of -issions whose obect is the review and formulation ofspecific energy conser-ation policies, prceras and invesmens for the indus-
trial sector of a cutry, the r-ission. leadersh" -,.-ill cs a rule be with ID:in these cases EGY will endeavor, if necessary, to support such missions withits staff to help carry out such work in the context of the overall energy sectorpolicies proposed by ECZ.

NfT "W98 RCA 248423 Wo w4ds
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The Joint tMP/World Bank Enerey Sector cnnc-enent Prorram

&the Joint Procram)

5. EGY will have the prime responsibility for the management and delivery
of the Joint Program. As regards the assessment and formulation of energy
conservation policies in industry, two alternatives will apply: (1) that such
assessment will require or lead to specialized sector and policy work in indus-
trial energy conservation; or (2) that it will not. To determine which of the
two alternatives might apply, the Energy Department, in planning the work under
the Joint Program, will give the Industry Department an opportunity to express
an interest in the subsequent follow-up work. If such interest exists, EGY will
ask IND to participate in the Joint Program work with IND's own staff, and/or
consultants. In that event, the Industry Department will be compensated from
the resources of the Joint Program, either thrcugh the allocation of an agreed
number of ID staff positions and/or consultant funds. Once funds have become
available under the Joint Program, the two Departments will review annually (or
more often as may be needed) the planned industrial conservation activities for
the coming year or years and agree upon the contributions to be provided by the
two Departments and on the budgeting for such contributions from Joint Program
resources.

Bank Lending Work in Industrial Energy Conservation

6. Within the framework and context of the overall energy conservation
policies developed by the Energy Department as described above, it is the respon-
sibility of the Industry Department to carry out in agreenent with the Regions,
any subsequent prcject identification, preparation and implementation work as
well as the necessarY sector, volicv and institutional work that is part and Par-
cel of any industrial energy conservation lending undertaken by the Bank.

7. More specifically, such project preparation and specific policy and
institutional work will normally include sector work, pre-investment work (i.e.,
plant energy audits, prefeasibility/feasibility studies and program formulation),
the setting , i~ e e conservation~centers, as well
as other relevant project preparation and appraisal work. Whenever in this work
there are any significant energy conservation linkages with other sectors (i.e.,
transportation, pcwer, agriculture, residential, etc.), IND will seek specialist
assistance from the relevant Regional and/or OPS work units and policy assistance
from EGY.

Specialization of Staff

8. To avoid duplication and to ensure efficient use of resources, EGY and
IND will not recruit staff specialized in functions belonging to the other
Department. IND will not recruit staff specializing in general energy policy and
planning issues; EGY will not recruit specialists in industrial energy efficiency
policies and techniques, except for one or two staff as needed to enable EGY to
develop its energy integrative capacity, to help formulate country policies and
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strategies in conservation and guide industrial conservation work done in the
context of the Joint Program. Therefore, when one Department needs specialist
assistance in areas outside its jurisdiction, it will request the other
Department to provide such support.

Resolution of Disaeree.ents

9. Questions arising in regard to respective departmental responsibilities
under this Understanding, should be elevated quickly to the relevant Assistant
Director (or Director level, if necessary) for speedy resolution.

Yves Ro ani Hans Fuchs j
Director, Energy Department Director, Industry Department

Washington, D.C.
May 12, 1983



November 29, 1984

Julian:
Re: Sri Lanka Industrial Energy Conservation

Having met with Gary and Noel we agreed that completion of this
study has the highest priority for Gary's time until he leaves for three
weeks on December 20. We agreed upon the following work program which is
tight but will ensure that the report is in Draft Green by the time Gary
leaves. Thereafter Noel will process to Green and send to Government.
The timetable is:

(a) Gary with Noel's assistance will complete White Cover by
December 6. This will require overtime typing, which I
promised him you would authorize as required.

(b) White Cover of about 20-30 pages would be reviewed over-
night by you and 4 others in the Division - tentatively
agreed that Ursula, Trevor, Dale and Julio Gamba would do
this review and give Gary comments by Friday evening,
December 7. Suggest a short meeting to agree on comments
and modifications.

(c) Gary/Noel would then revise White Cover and issue it for
Yellow Cover review by December 11, i.e. following
Tuesday. Will need overtime typing.

(d) Comments on Yellow Cover would be incorporated by Gary
upto December 19 and Noel would complete by end of that
week so report would be sent in Green to Government by
December 24.

I believe it is essential for our credibility and for future
ESMAP program in Sri Lanka that we get this report sent to the Government
by end-December. This means that above schedule must be addressed to and
that no competing demands on Gary's time are made which will prevent him
from finishing the Yellow Cover by December 11. He assures me that he
can fit in his Thailand assessment commitment with this schedule.

M od

MAhmed:aaf.
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IMPORTANT-PLEASE READ INSTRUCTIONS BELOW BEFORE TYPING FORM

Typewritten
Character
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Completely In TEST NUMBER
Boxf PAGE OFFCIAL DEPT/DIV MESSAGE NUMBER (FOR CASHIER'S USE ONLY)

1 OF EVIATION

START
2 HERE CEYLON ELECTRICITY BOARD, COLOMBO, SRI LANKA.

ATTENTION DR. MOHAN MUNASINGHE. AN ESMAP CONSULTANT,

MR. VAN DER PLAS, IS CURRENTLY IN COLOMBO ON HIS WAY TO INDONESIA.

HIS MISSION TO INDONESIA HAS BEEN CANCELLED AND SO WE ARE TRYING

TO CONTACT HIM TO ASK HIM TO RETURN TO HOLLAND. I UNDERSTAND

THAT IN COLOMBO HE WILL BE MEETING MR. SEPALAGE OF THE CEB TO

8 DISCUSS SOME OTHER BUSINESS. WOULD BE GRATEFUL IF YOU COULD

CONTACT MR. VAN DER PLAS AND LET HIM KNOW THAT HE SHOULD NOT

10

PROCEED TO INDONESIA. PLEASE ALSO ASK HIM TO CALL ME AT AREA CODE

11

202 477-3996. THANKS FOR YOUR ASSISTANCE. BBB REGARDING OUR

12

CONVERSATION ON POTENTIAL FINNISH PROJECTS, I HAVE PASSED ON THE

13

GIST OF OUR DISCUSSION TO FINNIDA. BEST REGARDS, MASOOD AHMED,

14

DEPUTY DIVISION CHIEF, ENERGY DEPARTMENT, WORLD BANK.
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The World Bank 1818 H Street, N.W. (202) 477-1234
INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT Washington. D.C. 20433 Cable Address: INTBAFRAD
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION U.S A Cable Address: INDEVAS

November 29, 1984

Mr. J. C. Petitpierre
Resident Representative
U.N.D.P.
Avenue Moulay Hassan et Rue Assafi
Rabat, Maroc

Re: Rehabilitation of Morocco Windmill System

Dear Mr. Petitpierre:

A copy of your letter of January 16, 1984 to Mr. Bruce Harland on
the above subject was forwarded to us along with a letter from him on October
11, 1984.

We would like to inform you that the Bank is preparing to launch a
mission in March 1985 for an Energy Assessment Status Report to update
Morocco's Energy Assessment, based on the February 1982 Mission. It is in the
context of the Status Report that we usually establish a program of Energy
Sector Management Assistance (ESMAP). The rehabilitation of the windmill
system you proposed in your letter seems to fit within the ESMAP activities
which we would welcome its consideration along with other activities during
the forthcoming mission.

I am enclosing for your information a copy of our latest Quarterly
Information Brief.

With best regards, I remain

Sincerely yours,

Masood Ahmed
Deputy Division Chief
Energy Assessment Division

Enclosures

cc with Enclosures: Mr. A. B. Harland

MAhmed/jcl

ITT 440098 RCA 248423 WUI 64145 Y-7040



ENERGY SECTOR MANAGEMENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

Cofinancing Opportunities:
Finland Target Countries

Country Activity Tentative Cost

(Us$)

1. Tanzania Pre-investment analysis for setting up
urban/rural fuelwood plantations,
including measures to strengthen
institutional/policy aspects and incen-
tives to promote fuelwood plantation
development 400,000

2. Tanzania Preparation of an industrial energy
conservation program based on industrial
audits which would identify appropriate
low cost measures as well as retrofit
requirements 300,000

3. Zambia Pre-investment analysis for energy
conservation projects in the industrial
sector, based on already completed pre-
feasibility studies carried out by the
Government 200,000

4. Zambia Identification of measures to improve
transmission efficiency on the Tazama
oil pipeline including improvement/
rehabilitation of pumping arrangements,
intermediate storage and port facilities 1 million

5. Bangladesh Financing a program coordinator for a period
of two years to manage the implementation
of a $56 million power loss reduction program 250,000

6. Nepal Pre-feasibility studies for five potential
hydro-electric sites 5 million

7. Ethiopia Program to develop and test both biomass
and electric "ingera" baking devices (stoves) 140,000

8. Sri Lanka Identification of measures to improve energy
utilization efficiency in rural industries
- brick and tile production, coconut process-
ing and tea drying 150,000



Country Activity Tentative Cost

(us$)

9. Sri Lanka Feasibility studies for about 10 transport
energy conservation projects 1-5 million

10. Sri Lanka Feasibility study for an energy conserva-
tion project in a health center 300,000

11. Sudan Pre-investment work for 10,000 hectares of
peri-urban fuelwood plantations in the
vicinity of Khartoum including measures to

strengthen institutional aspects/incentive

systems 350,000

12. Sudan Developing measures to upgrade arid and semi-
arid land fuelwood production through the
identification of appropriate species/culture
combinations and field trials 200,000

13. Sudan Identification of measures (low-cost and
retrofit) to improve energy efficiency in
industrial plants through energy audits 150,000

12. Kenya Defining opportunities for reducing the cost
of energy use in the tea drying industry
through efficiency improvements as well as
fuel substitution. Where such substitution
results in an incremental demand for woodfuel
the study will evaluate the possibility of
dedicated wood production 175,000

ZAlahdad:aaf.
November 6, 1984



HE WORLD BANK, INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

TO: EGYEA'Staff DATE: October 15, 1984

FROM: Masood Ahmed, Deputy Chief, EGYEA

SUBJECT: Guidelines for the Distribution of ESMAP Reports
Within the Bank

1. The attached tables provide guidelines for the distribution
within the Bank (and to UNDP) of Activity Initiation Reports (AIRs),
Back-to-Office Reports (BTOs), Yellow Cover Reports and Blue Cover
Reports of all types (energy assessment status reports, power efficiency
studies, etc.) issued under ESMAP.

2. The distribution of ESMAP Draft Green Cover Reports for
clearance varies according to the different Region involved. To find out
who such a report should be sent to, check if there are other ESMAP staff
who have already obtained clearance for a report from the same Regional
Department. If yes, ask them who they sent it to. If no ESMAP report
has not yet been cleared by the Region you're working with, contact the
loan officer for the country the report is written about to ask who it
should be- cleared by. You can find the name of the loan officer in the
"Regional Country Assignments" section at the back of the World Bank
Telephone directory. Once the report has been cleared,- send a copy of
the Final Green 'Cover Report for information to the people who cleared
it.

3. To draw up a distribution list for a particular AIR, BTO, Yellow
Cover or Blue Cover ESMAP report, followo the four steps described below,
referring to the attached tables:

Step 1 - Core List

Get from Table 1 the core list of UNDP, EISVP and EGY staff who
receive almost all of these reports, and of various other staff
(for example at IFC) who receive Blue Cover reports only. You
will have to check each staff member all the way down Table 1 to
see who should received the report.

Step 2 -Basic List for the Region

Identify in Table 2 the basic list of staff who work in the
Region which deals with the country the report is written on,
and who should receive a copy of it. For each Region, this
includes staff in the office of the Regional VP, and in the
(Power) Projects and Country Programs Departments. In the case
of the Country Programs Departments, you will have to look up
the names of the Director, Division Chief, Loan Officer and
Country Economist for the country you are dealing with in the
"Organizational Listing" and "Regional Country Assignments" at
the back of Bank telephone directory. In this Step 2, you will
only need to check on Table 2 the staff within the Region which



-2-

covers the country the report is on. Remember that distribution
requirements vary by region and over time, so don't just use the
regional distribution list from a previous report without
checking the table.

Step 3 - List of Staff with an Interest in the Specific
Subject(s) Covered by the Report

Figure out which of the subjects in Table 3 (industry, coal or
lignite, woodfuels - including stoves and kilns, and transporta-
tion 1/) the reports deals with. Then go through Table 3 making
sure to identify all those under the subject heading who should
receive the report on the basis of its specific topic and the
country involved. For example, in the case of Yellow Cover
Report on energy conservation in manu-facturing industries in
Morocco, looking under the headinkg "Industry Related" will- show
you that it should be sent to Messrs. Golan and Kohli and
Ms. Haug in IND, to Mr. Rowat because he is the Chief of the IND
Division which works on manufacturing, to Mr. Gamba since he
heads the IND Industrial Conservation Unit, and finally to
Mr. Zaidan because he is Chief of the Industrial Development and
Finance Division in the EMENA Projects Department.

Remember that it is possible for a single report (for example an
energy assessment status report) to deal with 'several of the
subject areas. In that case, you'll have to check under the
appropriate different subject headings to identify' all staff
members, who should receive a copy.

Step 4 - Other Staff with a Special Interest in the Report

This involves any staff closely involved in the field of the
activity the report is about, but who have not already been
covered by Step 1, 2 or 3. This would include, for example,
staff members in the various program and project divisions who
have been involved in the activity and to whom a separate copy
of the report would be sent in addition to the one being sent to
their division chief. You will to obtain the names of these
staff members from the project profile for the activity. The
activity manager has the responsibility for identifying these
staff members and listing their names on the project profile,
which is available from Angelica Fernandes.

Attachment.
NKing:aaf.

1/ The distribution of reports on power is already taken care of in
Step 2, since all reports go to the Chiefs of the Regional Power

Division. However, please note that final blue covers of power
reports should be sent to the Power Division Chiefs in all regions
for information.



ENERGY SECTOR MANAGEMENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM (ESMAP)
STANDARDIZED DISTRIBUTION LIST

Table 1: Core List

Organizational Unit Dept. Room Yellow Slue

And Staff Members Title Code Number AIR BTO Cover Cover

OPERATIONS POLICY STAFF

Rajagopalan PPD D-1030 X

Raphaeli PPD D-1041 X

de Azcarate CPD N-536 X

IFC

Richardson Director CDD 1-12-129 X

iD

Riley IRD E-808 X

-Burney IRD E-808X

INDUSTRY

Golan Director IND A-513 X

Kohli Asst. Dir. Po . IND A-507 X

Haug (Ms.) Asst. Dir. Op . IND A-513 X

Gamba Chief, INDEC IND F-530 X X X

OFFICE OF THE VICE PRESIDENT

Dherse Vice Pres. EISVP C-502 X

Weissman Frog. Coord. EISVP C-503 X X X

Ludvik EISVP C-503 X X X

ENERGY DEPARTMENT

Rovani Director EGY Front Off. X X X

(Rao) Asst. Dir. EGY Front Off. X X X X
Bourcier Asst. Dir. EGY Front Off. X X X
Sadove Senior Adv. EGY Front Of f. X X X

Saunders Econ. Adv. EGY Front Off. X X X
Kalim Asst. to Dir. EGY Front Off X X X

McCarthy (Asia/Emena) OR Chief EGY Pet. Div.1 X X X X

Iskander (Africa/Lac) Chief EGY Pet. Div.2 X X X X

Dosik Renew. Adv. EGY Renewables X X X
Fish Sr. Advisor EGY Power X X X

Heron Financ. Adv. EGY Power X X X
Bharier Chief EGY EGYEA .X X X X

Bates Dep. Chief EGY EGYEA X X X X

UNDP

Harland New York UNDP New York X X X
Mashler New York UNDP New York X X X

Cox (3) New York UNDP New York X X X

RESIDENT REPRESEMTATIVES

World Bank Country X X X X

UNDP Country X

EGEA

Professionals EGYE 4/6 Floor X X X X



ENERGY SECTOR MAAEMENIT ASSIOTANCE PROGRAM (ESMAP)
STANDAROIZED DISTRIRUTION LIST

Table 2: bseic List for the legions

Dept. Roon. Yeillo 'MueRegion and Staff Masbers Title Code Nuber AIR BTO Cover Cover

AST AFRICA 0EGION

laycox Vice Pre. EANVP -1210
Gulhati Chief Econ. EANVP B-1211 X

Projects
Wyss Director EAP A-1042 I
G aten Sr. Eon. EAP A-1042 X X X
Sronfaan Aset. Dir. EAP A-1042 X X X
Wkacktan Chief, Egy Div EAP D-611 X X K X
Lathe, T.A. Ad,. EAP C-1203 X X 

Pro raee

(see tea phone directory) Director EA X
) Chief X X X X
) Loan Officer X I X X

) Country Icon. X X X X
WEST AFRICA E31O11

Thalwitz Vice Pres. WANVP A-313 x
O'Brien Chief Econ. WANVP A-313 X

Projects
Puchs Director WAP B-404 I
usa Sr. Econ. WAP A-343 X X X
Bouhmouela Asst. Dir. WAP 9-404 X X X
Thia Chief, Egy Div WAP 0-913 X X X X
Davis Dsp. Chief, Eg WAP D-912 X X X X

(sea telephone directory) Director X
) Chief X X X I
) Loan Officer I X X X
- Country Econ. X X X I

AST ASIA AD PACIFIC EGION

Karaocmanoglu Vice Pres. AEMSP A-613 X
Yenal - Chief Econ. AENVP A-613 X
Projects

Kiroani Director AEp A-607 x
Baldwin Sr. Econ. AEP A-600 X X K
Tursham Aast. Dir. ARp A-607 X X X
beach Chief, Ely Div AEP C-413 X X I X
Ahzed Dep. Chief. Eg AEP C-419 I I X X

ephone directory) Director I
) Chief X I X X

a) LonOfficer X X X X
) Country Econ. X X X K

S AS A

Ropper Vice Pres. ASNVP R-5177 K
Holeen Chief econ. ASK"P B-5173 I

Projects
Lerdau Director ASP R-4049 I
Novicki Sr. con. ASP R-4053 X I X
Geli A$et. Dir. ASP 9-4033 1 1 X
Irodreth Chief, Power ASP R-3137 X I X I
'lIvn Dep. Chief, Eg r ASP B-3173 X X X X

(iiiiiilephone directory) Director X
- Chief ICX X X
) Low Officer I X X I

- - Country Sco. X X X X

Wapenhans Vice Pres. 1IMP R-12-071 X
lease Chief Ecm. INVP 9-12-075 X

Projects
Piciotto Director ESP H-10-067 X
Ljaeg Sr. Icon. EP B-11-113 X X X
Dewy Asst. Dir. EMP 9-10-047 1 X X
Reekse Chief. Power EMP R-10-113 X X X X
Rol Dep. ChiefPom EMP H-10-111 K I X I
El Meroufi T.A. Adv. DMP R-11-049 I I X X

se ephone directory) Director I
Chief X X X I

S Load Officer I X X X
) Country &con. X I X X

I. A.IC AID CAM A

Knox Vice Pres. LCNVP A-907 X
Pfeffernan Chief Keen. LCNVP A-900 X

________Projects

van der Meer Director LCP A-813 1
Ray Sr. Econ. LCP A-823 X X X
Jeneinga Aset. Dir. LCP A-813 X X X
Mescate/Linder 1/ Chiefs. Power LCP ?-918/E-903 x X X X
-alperin Dep. Chief,Po LCP F-918 X X X X

(se eephoos directory) Director x
<- - ) Chief IC X X

) m LonOfficer X X X K
) Country Icon. I X X X

Al eAsposible for different countries:
Meesrs. Moscote/Hliperi - All except those under Mr. Linder.

Lieder/no deputy - Argentina, Bolivia. Coloebio. Dominican Republic and Prms.



ENERGY SECTOR MANACXP9T AISTANCIP. PR,AMO Af SMAP)
STANDARDIZEDI ISTRIBUTION LIST

Table 3: List of staff wits s Interest is the
Specifin Sebjects Covered by Report

Dept. Rom elios il
SubJict and Staff Members Title Code Roeber AIR RWT Coer Cover

DWSMgTE ISLATED

Golan Director IND A-513 3
Kohli Asst. Dir. Pol. IND A-507 x I I
Haug (Ms) Ast. Dir. Op.. IND A-513 x x x

plus relevant divisions
and/or units

Goldberg (Mining) Chief. Div.I - IND C-513 x x x
Segura (Pertiliser Ref. Chief, Div. I IND A-540 x x x

and other Chem. Ind.)
Roset. (Msnufecturing) Chief. Div. III IND 1-504 x x x
Stern (Telecoee./Elec.) Chief, Div. IV IND C-508 x x x
Camb (Ind. Egy Cons.) Coord. Eff. Unit IND P-530 X X x

ples Regional Departments
according to the country

Aguirre-Saceee Chief, ID: Div. EAP D-1149 x x x
Alysr Chief, IDP Div. HAP A-712 x x x
Gould Chief, IDP Div. AEP A-414 x x
Williems Chief, IDP Div. ASP R-R-159 I I x
Zaidon Chief, TD Div. EMP R-10-1l3 x 3 3
Schultz/Flood Chiefs,IDP Div. LCP -002-809 x x X

COAL, LuIl ORt FEAT IMLATED

Goldberg Chief, Div. I IND C-513 x x X
Liotard Dep. Chief. Div.I IND E-503 x X I

OVPUE.s (IBMC. STORKS An
W"i-) mLAE

Regional departsents accord-
ing to the country

East Africa
Christoffersen Asst. Dir. PAP A-1042 x
Nekby/Murshell (M)/ Chiefs, Agr. Div. EAP P1007/AI140 x x x

sener Chief, Agr. Div tAP E-1005 x x X

West Africa
Eccles Asst. Dir. WAP m-404 X
Meedos/Waltn/ Chiefs, Agr. Div. WAP D-933/A-343
giuschi/Thooln 0 .v WAP 5704/T)-929 x x x

East Aeiu 6 Pacific
0seeiil/Davur/
Turnhm A.est. Dir. AEP A-607/A-600 x
Wadserth/Kriuhse/ Chiefs. Agr. Div. AEP E-630/E-610
fuesain/Saith/ AEP E-624/A-642 X x X

South Asia

Raynes Aset. Dir. ASP R-4-037 1
Nottidge Chief. Agr. . ASP 1-4-085 1 I I

SMENA
Coffin Ast. Dir. EMP R-10-065 x
Ramesubbu/'Sullivan/ Chiefs, Agr. Div EMP R9047/H9113
srria R-9065 x x I

Ien Cigth Ast. Dir. LCP A-813 x
- cGarry/Martiousen/ Chiefs, Agr. Div LCP E-844/C-802
Ott"s LCP C-913 x x x

pla. Operations Policy Staff

Spears Porestry Adv. AGN N-1143 x I x

TlANSPOMTATIOu 1ELA!U

Regional deprtsents accord-
ing to the country

East Africa
Loh Aest. Dir. EAP A1042 I
Brown/Abe Chief., Transp. EAP 8110I/D1211 x 3 .

West Africa
Gustta Ast. Dir. WAP B-404 x
Soto/Apitz Chiefs, Trreop. WAP B-308/A-707 X x x

uest Asia
Dsvar Turnham Amst. Dir. AZP A-600/A-607 x
SDbeti/Carnemmrk Chiefs, Transp. ASP P-402/1-608 X x x

South Asia
Gali Ast. Dir. ASP R-4-033 Xbrandr.th Chief, Trasep. ASP R-3-157 X X x

Pranich Asst. Dir. EMP B-10-057 xNemird/Grosdidier R-12-001/
de Matous Chief., Transp. IMP 9-12-047 x x x

LAC

Jesnings AMet. Dir. LCP A-813 xShields/Neowman Chiefs, Transp. LCP D-948/A-942 X x x
plus Operations Policy Staff

Bennthan EcOnesi Adv. TRP M-938 x x x
Johansen (Me) TRP M-943 x X X

----- POM RXLATEO-

Reports already distri-
buted to Power Divisi
under Regions Core List

T Mte that hlue Cover is distributed to Poeo Chiefs in all regions for iotorsei.
October 15, 19864
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THE WJRLD BANK INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

TO: Mr. Donal O'Hare, PMD DATE: October 5, 1984

FROM: Masood Ahmed, Deputy Chief, EGYEA

SUBJECT: Divisional Managers Development Program

1. Further to my telephone conversation with Mr. Loughran this
morning, I am enclosing the completed set of questionnaires for the above
course. I am sorry that we could not arrange a meeting before my
departure, but Mr. Loughran explained to me that the individual trainers
for the course participants had not yet been assigned. We also agreed
that it would be acceptable to have a meeting with the assigned trainer
and my supervisor, Mr. Bharier, immediately after the completion of the
first week of the course in November.

2. Regarding the Wilson Survey questionnaires, my own copy is
attached. You should also have received copies filled in by the

following staff:

Mr. Julian Bharier - Supervisor
Ms. Maria Kiwana - Economist

Mr. Willem Floor - Energy Planner
Mr. Alfred Gulstone - Electric Power Engineer
Mr. Ziad Alahdad - Energy Planner
M_;. Jacqueline Shanberge - Researcher
Mr. Matthew Mitchell - Research Assistant
Ms. Maryellen Buchanan - Editorial Assistant
Ms. Angelica Fernandes - Staff Assistant

In the event of any missing questionnaires please call Mrs. Fernandes at
7-3996 who will follow up with the concerned staff.

3. I agreed with Mr. Loughran that any further materials/-
information on the course would be sent to Mrs. Fernandes, from whom I

would collect the package upon my return to Washington on November 10. 1

would like to take the bus to Wye Plantation on November 11.

4. I look forward to seeing you and to participating in the course.

Attachments.

MAhmed: aaf
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Ahmed/aaf.
October 4, 1984



THE WORL; FA NK INTEPNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

TO: All EGYKA Staff DATE: October 3, 1984

FROM: Masood Ahmed, Deputy Chief, EGYEA

SUBJECT: ESMAP: Operations and Staff Responsibilities

1. I will be away from the office from October 8 to November 16 on
home leave and a subsequent training course. During my absence Ziad
Alahdad will handle ESMAP operations until October 26 and Zia Mian will
be responsible from October 29 to November 16.1/ To make their jobs and
yours easier during this period, I am attaching for your information:

(a) A current monthly status report on all ongoing and planned
ESMAP activities; the initials of the staff responsible
for each activity are listed in parentheses next to the
activity;

(b) A tentative travel schedule for ESMAP operations upto
November 15;

(c) The minutes of the weekly ESMAP meeting of October 29,
setting out what actions need to be taken over the next
six weeks and by whom;

(d) An interim listing of country coordination and technical
product responsibilities for ESMAP work.

The first three items are self-explanatory. Regarding the fourth, I
would like to stress that the purpose of this listing is to provide a
guide for routing queries or mail to the staff who are most likely to
have the concerned information. This should be treated as a residual
reference document to consult only if the listing of specific activities
does not provide a ready answer. Thus if there is a memo or letter
regarding a particular country and it does not relate to any specific
ESMAP activity in that country then it should be routed to the country
coordinator for action. Similarly, if there is a consultant enquiry or
other material relating to a particular subject area but not to a
specific ESMAP activity in that area, then it should be directed to the
technical staff designated responsible for that area.

2. In the coming months,' as additional staff come on board and
individual work programs are finalized and as the ESMAP product line is
further defined, we will need to explore further the concept of country
coordination teams and technical product teams and to define more
precisely the mechanisms for interactions between them. This would
include their respective responsibilities in the definition, supervision

1/ Dates may alter depending on their mission schedules. Mr. Bharier
will decide and notify staff.



and completion of specific ESMAP activities. The attached listing is a
start in this process but it is too early to assign firm responsibilities
and the attachment should therefore be viewed very much as an indicative
guide.

3. If there are any situations which are not covered by the
attached documentation, as I am sure there will be, Ziad or Zia will,
with Julian's guidance, decide on the appropriate way to handle them.
Regrettably, I, personally, will not be thinking of any of the above in
the hills of northern Pakistan during the next month. I will endeavour
to send you all a postcard.

4. See you in late November.

Attachments.

cc and cleared with Mr. J. Bharier (EGYEA)

MAhmed: aaf.
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/aaf.
October 3, 1984



ENER SECTOR MANAGEMENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

Tentative Travel Schedule
(From September 15 thru November 19, 1984)

Staff Member Country Assignment Dates
From To

Ahmed Pakistan Home Leave 10/05/84 11/09/84
Training 11/12/84 11/16/84

Akanda Gambia Status Report Mission 11/01/84 11/09/84

Armar Zimbabwe Solar Water Heating 09/17/84 10/18/84
Gambia Status Report Mission 11/01/84 11/09/84

Alahdad Malawi/ Technical Assistance II
(tentative) Uganda/ Institutional Review

Sudan EASR 11/01/84 11/22/84

Bachrach Indonesia Power Efficiency 11/15/84 12/15/84

Broadfield Zambia Status Report Mission 11/15/84 11/25/84

Ferroukhi Gambia Petroleum Supply Mgmt. 10/12/84 10/20/84

Floor Ethiopia Cooking Efficiency 10/25/84 11/05/84

Frueh Uganda Tobacco Curing 11/01/84 11/30/84

Gaskin Sri Lanka Transport and Industrial
U.K. Conservation
Thailand 09/24/84 10/18/84

Gulatone Bangladesh Power Efficiency
Sweden Consultants Interview
Holland Consultants Inverview 10/09/84 10/26/84
Indonesia Power Efficiency 11/15/84 12/15/84

King U.S.A. Leave 10/01/84 10/29/84

Mian Kenya Coal Import Action Plan
Tea Industry
Peri-Urban Fuelwood 09/27/84 10/13/84

Mitchell Indonesia Power Efficiency 11/15/84 12/15/84

Richter Kenya Coal Import Action Plan
Tea Industry
Peri-Urban Fuelwood 09/27/84 10/13/84

Rivera Gambia Petroleum Supply Mgmt. 10/12/84 10/20/84

Shanberge Senegal Solar Water Heating 11/25/84 12/15/84

/aaf.
October 3, 1984



ENERGY SECTOR MANAGEMENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

NINUTES OF THE MEETING HELD ON OCTOBER 1, 1984 AT
2:30 P.M. IN RO " D-668

Attendance: Messrs. Ahmed (Chairman), Alahdad, Akanda, Bates,
Broadfield, Bachrach, Ferroukhi, Frueh, Floor, Gulstone, Mitchell,
Salvador, Sherbiny and Mesdames Buchanan, Kiwana, Shanberge and
Weimper.

The meeting discussed the status of various ESMAP activities and
the actions required in respect of them over the next six weeks. The
following is the outcome of these discussions:

Costa Rica - Technical Assistance Project: This report is now
with the Government. Mr. Bachrach will call the Government this
week to get their comments; if none, it will be issued in Blue
Cover by the middle of this month.

Burundi - Energy Round Table: This report was prepared for the
donors meeting in February in Burundi. The Green Cover version
has been sent out to the Government for final clearance, and the
report will be published in Blue as soon as clearance is
received. Mr. King will follow up with Government upon his
return in early November if no response is received by then.

Haiti - Status Report: It is in Green Cover and will be sent to
the Government for comments and final clearance this week.
Mr. King expects to get the report in Blue Cover by mid
November.

Sudan - Status Report: When the mission was in the field, the
Government of Sudan cleared this report. Since then it has been
circulated within the Bank and some minor changes have been
made. It has been sent in Green Cover for Government's
clearance and will be processed for Blue in the first week of
November, if there are no further comments. Mr. Alahdad will
handle.

PNG - Institutional Review: Currently in Green Cover awaiting
further Government comments, if any. If there are no further
comments by mid October, the report will be processed for Blue
Cover by Mr. Alahdad. In the meantime, Ms. Buchanan is
correcting the format.

PNG - Tariff Study: The revised report is now being reviewed
within a Working Level Group. In about a week their comments
will be incorporated and circulated within the Bank. If no
substantial changes are required, it will be finalized in Blue
Cover by the middle of November. Further clearance from the
Government is not anticipated.
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Senegal - Energy Assessment Status Report: The Government of
Senegal has cleared this report for printing. Ms. Buchanan has
been requested to edit the English version. The French version
is currently being reviewed. Mr. Floor hopes to get it in Blue
Cover by October 15.

Bangladesh - Power Efficiency Report: It is being produced in
Yellow Cover and will be sent to the Region for comments by the
end of this week. It will be handcarried to Bangladesh for
clearance by Mr. Gulstone on October 9 and printed in Blue Cover
thereafter. Ms. Buchanan has been asked to edit this report.

Ethiopia - Power Efficiency Report: Will be circulated in
Yellow Cover to the Region for comments by October 9. Green
Cover will be sent to the Government for their comments by
October 31.

Ethiopia - ERESA ICS Options: Report will be held pending
comments from EELPA which are being reviewed by East Africa
Region. If comments are not significant report will be sent to
the Government by October 31'for their comments.

Burundi - Charcoal Stoves: Consultant's revised report is
expected by October 15; Yellow Cover (in translation) by
November 15; Green Cover by November 30. Mr. Floor/-
Ms. Shanberge will handle. Mr. Leitman to translate into
English.

Burundi - Peat for Industrial Purposes: Consultant's report is
expected by the middle of October and Mr. Floor/Ms. Shanberge
will process to Green Cover by November 15. Ms. Buchanan is to
edit this report.

Gambia - Photovoltaic Applications: Awaiting comments from the
consultants. Expect Yellow Cover by October 10, Green Cover to
the Government by October 20 and Blue Cover by mid November.

Gambia - Solar Water Heating Project: Yellow Cover will be sent
next week to the Region for comments; Green Cover to the
Government for clearance by the third week of this month and
Blue Cover by mid November.

Gambia - Energy Assessment Status Report: Mission is
tentatively scheduled for first week of November. Draft Status
Report will be cleared in the field and Blue Cover issued by
late November. Mr. Akanda has also requested one week of
uninterrupted typing for the three Gambia reports starting
immediately.
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Senegal - Energy Conservation in Industrial Sector: French
version in Yellow Cover this week. English version will be
ready next week. Given extensive review of White Cover draft at
Working Level, Green Cover is expected to be ready by October
15. A mission will visit Senegal in November to discuss the
implementation schedule of the proposed follow up activity.
After Government clearance, the report will be issued in Blue
Cover in December.

Sri Lanka - Energy Conservation in the Industrial Sector:
Consultant's summary report has been received and needs to be
reviewed. It will be circulated for internal review by
Mr. Gaskin the end of this month. Green Cover will be issued by
the middle of November.

Burundi - Negotiations with Oil Companies: This is a short
report prepared by Mr. King on assistance provided by ESMAP. It
will be issued in final after Mr. King returns from vacation.

Gambia - Petroleum Supply Management: The report is being typed
and will be ready for internal circulation to the Region on
October 3. Green Cover will be issued on October 9, to be
followed by a mission to Gambia to discuss this report, which
will then be issued in Blue Cover by the end of November. Mr.
Rivera has requested help with further typing of this report.

Guinea-Bissau - Technical Assistance Projects: Currently in
White Cover in the Word Processing Unit. Yellow Cover is
expected to be issued next week, Green Cover by the end of this
month. Mr. Sanchez-Sierra will handle.

Zambia/Zimbabwe - CAPCO: A draft Activity Completion Report has
been prepared. The Government and the Region want to keep the
Joint Committee's final report confidential. Mr. Alahdad will
handle.

Nepal - Status Project: Yellow Cover will be issued this week,
Green Cover by October 31. No further Government review is
anticipated. Mr. Mitchell will handle.

Peru - Cooking Efficiency Project: Consultants are in the field
and will be there for four months. An interim report will be
issued in mid November following Mr. Floor's mission. First
draft of the report is expected by end of January.

Rwanda - Charcoal Kilns: The mission has been postponed to the
end of January. Mr. Floor will circulate status memo on 'this
activity during this week.

Rwanda - Charcoal Stoves: Mission will be in the field on
October 8. First report will be ready by mid January and Yellow
Cover by mid February.
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Sri Lanka - Energy Conservation in the Transport Sector:
Consultants are in the field. Mr. Gaskin is currently with
them. No work required in the next 5-6 weeks.

Portugal - Energy Conservation in the Transport Sector: UNDP
has budgeted $250,000 for this work. Mr. Schmedtje will meet
with UNDP Resident Representative October 11 or 12.

Uganda - Tobacco Curing: Mission postponed to November 5. No
preparatory work required. Mr. Frueh will handle.

Ethiopia - Cooking Efficiency Project: Messrs. Newcombe and
Floor will be in Ethiopia from October 29 to November 4 for
initial meeting of this 18-month project. A BTO will be
prepared after the mission.

Botswana - Technical Assistance Project: Mr. Armar will be on
mission at the end of the year to develop a program under ESMAP.

Ethiopia - Briquetting Project: We are awaiting bilateral
financing of this project. The Dutch will be contacted this
week. UNDP Resident Representative has also shown interest in
funding but no clearance from the Government is expected. Mr.
Floor mentioned that if both Dutch and UNDP money is forthcoming
then there is another TA project into which this money can be
channelled to, in order to avoid disappointment to either
donors.

Haiti - Solar Crop Drying Project: Depends on the Kenya and
Sudan mission. Work should start around March.

Haiti - Industrial Conservation: Work will start on this
project at end of February, 1985.

Kenya - Coal Action Plan, Peri-urban Fuelwood Project, Solar
Water Heating Project and Tea Drying Industries: Messrs. Mian
and Richter are in Kenya. They called to inform that all was
going well. They are developing a implementation program for
these projects. Work will start early next year.

Liberia - Power Efficiency Study: Mission is tentatively
scheduled for early February.

Uganda - Power Efficiency Study: This mission is also scheduled
for February to be run in conjunction with Liberia. Activity
Initiation Reports for both studies will be prepared in
November.



Niger - Improved Stoves: GTZ will confirm their contribution
this month. If for any reason Mr. Lequeux cannot get the EEC
contribution, CIDA is interested. Project scheduled to start in
January 1985. Mr. Floor will handle.

Senegal - Solar Water Heating Project: Mission (Ms. Shanberge/-
Mr. Malik) is tentatively scheduled for November 25. AIR is
ready for circulation this week.

Sudan - Solar Water Heating Project: AIR is ready and will be
circulated by Ms. Shanberge. Mission is scheduled for January-
February, 1985.

Uganda - Brick and Tile Production and Tea Industries: Will be
discussed during Mr. Frueh's mission. Resident Representative
of UNDP has shown interest in providing $150,000 for this
project. No action required.

Uganda - Industrial Audit: AIR will be issued this week or
latest by next week. Reconnaissance mission scheduled for
11/19. Currently Mr. Alahdad is lining up consultants for this
project. This project is expected to cost $90,000.

Indonesia - Stove Project and Brick Industries: AIR will be
issued in November for work to begin in New Year.

Zimbabwe - Industrial Conservation: Mission is in the field.
Mr. Armar will handle.

Tanzania - Fuelwood Project: Preliminary project profile will
be ready this week.

Indonesia - Power Efficiency Project: Mr. Gulstone will head
three-in-one mission (Generation Efficiency, Diesel Maintenance
Program and Review of Conversion of Priok Plant to Combined
Cycle Operation). AIR will be issued this week and mission
scheduled for the middle of November. Three staff members and
five consultants will work on this project.

Guinea Bissau - Cape Verde - TA Projects: Sweden would like to
finance these projects. TORs are needed. Mr. Gulstone will
discuss financing of these projects with Swedish SIDA during the
last week of October on his way back from Bangladesh.

Zimbabwe - Establishment of ZESA: Mr. Armar is defining the
Technical Assistance required for the establishment of ZESA. No
work required until Mr. Armar's return. BTO will be issued
thereafter.

Gambia - Status Report: Mission (Messrs. Armar/Akanda) is
scheduled for the beginning of November. Draft White Cover is
being typed. Blue Cover should be ready by the end of November.
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Lesotho - Status Report: Ms. Kiwana volunteered to take over
this task. Mission is tentatively scheduled for end of January.

Zambia - Status Report: Mr. Broadfield is preparing a draft
White Cover. Mission is scheduled for November 15-23.

Turkey/Morocco - Status Report: Mission for Turkey Loan Officer
is scheduled for October 15. Mr. Sherbiny will meet with the
Loan Officer to discuss Energy Strategy Paper prior to this
mission. Status Report mission to Turkey (Mr. Sherbiny) is
tentatively scheduled for second half of November. Morocco
mission identified for spring, 1985.

Regional Study of Petroleum in South Pacific: Ms. Kiwana and
Mr. Rivera will do preparatory work concerning the TORs.

Before closing the meeting, Mr. Ahmed explained briefly the
primary and alternate responsibility list that will be circulated
shortly. He stressed that these responsibilities were temporary and for
the period while he is away. He also confirmed each staff member's
travel schedule.

/aaf.
October 3, 1984



ENERGY SECTOR MANAGEMENT ASSIISTANCE PROGRAM

Country Coordinator Interim Listing

Region/Country 1/ Primary Alternate

East Africa
Botswana Armar Akanda
Burundi* King Floor
Ethiopia* Floor Broadfield -
Kenya* Mian Richter
Lesotho Kiwana Armar
Malawi Alahdad Floor
Mauritius Ahmed Sherbiny
Rwanda* King Floor
Seychelles Mitchell Mian
Sudan* Alahdad Freuh
Tanzania Kiwana Broadfield
Uganda* Alahdad Freuh
Zambia* Broadfield Mian
Zimbabwe* Armar Mian

West Africa
Cape Verde Sanchez-Sierra Del Bueno
Gambia* Armar Akanda
Guinea-Bissau* Sanchez-Sierra Sharkey 4
Ivory Coast Ferroukhi Perine
Liberia Sharkey Bachrach
Mauritania Richter ?
Niger Schmedtje King
Nigeria Alahdad Broadfield
Senegal* Floor Shanberge
Togo Weimper Muller

East Asia and Pacific
Fiji Kiwana Armar
Indonesia* Mitchell Ahmed
Papua New Guinea* Alahdad Kiwana
Solomon Islands Kiwana Armar
Thailand Tillman Boroumand
Tonga Kiwana Armar
Vanuatu Kiwana Armar
Western Samoa Kiwana Armar

South Asia
Bangladesh* Mitchell Gulstone
Burma Sherbiny DeCaux
Nepal* Mitchell Mian
Sri Lanka* Richter Gaskin

EMENA
Morocco Sherbiny Ferroukhi
Portugal Schmedtje Sherbiny
Turkey Sherbiny Alahdad
Yemen Arab Rep. Floor Sherbiny

C
Costa Rica* Sanchez-Sierra Bachrach
Jamaica Gaskin Mian
Paraguay* Sanchez-Sierra Rodriguez
Peru* Sanchez-Sierra Rodriguez
St. Lucia Mian Broadfield
St. Vincent Mian Broadfield

* Only countries where assessment mission has been completed are
listed. Countries with ongoing ESMAP activities are marked with *.
Assessment mission chief is country coordinator until Blue Cover
Assessment Report is finalized.

MAhe.d:af.
October 3, 1984



ENERGY SECTOR MANAGEMENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

Technical Product Responsibilities

Product Team Members Coverage

Electric Power Gulstone*, King, Power Efficiency Studies
Preinvestment Mitchell, Banks (cons.) Power Sector Inst. Asst.

Other power activities not
assigned to any specific
staff.

Woodfuels/ Floor*, Shanberge, Fuelwood, Charcoal, Biomass,
Renewables (Malik), Solar Water Heating, Photo-

Chronowski (cons.) voltaics, other renewables.

Conservation Gaskin*, King All conservation activities
not assigned to other staff.

Petroleum Supply Mian*, Rivera Petroleum Procurement,
Management Distribution, Storage; LPG

Recovery, etc.

* Team Leader.

MAhmed/aaf.
October 3, 1984
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THE WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

TO: EGYEA Staff DATE: October 2, 1984

FROM {ulian Bharier, Chief, EGYEA

SUBJECT: Demonstration of ATPLAN Energy Planning Model

1. Instead of our regular staff meeting this week, you are invited to
attend a demonstration/presentation of the above model by Atkins Planning
Limited on Thursday, October 4, at 2:30 p.m. in Room D-468. A brief
description of the model is attached.

2. The next divisional staff meeting will be held on Wednesday, October
10 at 3:00 p.m. in Room D-556.

Attachment.

cc: Mr. Rowat (IND)

MAhmed:aaf.



ATPLAN IN ENERGY PLANNING

A PRESENTATION AND DEMONSTRATION FOR THE

ENERGY DEPARTMENT OF THE

WORLD BANK

TO BE GIVEN BY

D B BUTCHER, DIRECTOR ATKINS PLANNING

A M SUTTON, HEAD OF COMPUTER MODELLING, ATKINS PLANNING

ON

THURSDAY 4 OCTOBER AT 14.30



ATPLAN - THE ATKINS PROCESS AND FINANCIAL MODELLING SYSTEM

ATPLAN is a computer modelling system which can be used to model a
project, a business or even an economic sector. ATPLAN represents the
flows of materials and resources between various processes and activities.
ATPLAN has been used to build computer models ranging from a model of the
steel sector in Venezuela through to detailed. energy analysis for an
industrial company. The modelling system represents the physical cost and
financial aspects of the topic being studied. Thus for a project ATPLAN
can examine its physical feasibility, forecast operating costs and
determine project cash flows. Once the project is better defined ATPLAN
can be used to examine the funding structure and forecast profit and loss
accounts and balance sheets. Since ATPLAN is a modelling system it can be
used to represent a problem in as much or as little detail as is
necessary. Equally, like a child's construction kit, it can be used to
represent a wide range of applications eg: natural gas flows throughout
Europe, a truck factory or an oil refinery.

ATPLAN has been used for a number of energy applications, three of these
are described below:-

1. ATPLAN was used for the International Energy Agency to study the
effect of possible disruptions in gas supplies to IEA countries.
Using ATPLAN we constructed computer models which simulated the
main features of natural gas supply and demand networks so that
the models might be used to investigate a wide range of
disruptions in supply. Three models were constructed
representing Western Europe, North America, and lastly the
Pacific region. Models described nalural gas supply sources,
imports, storage facilities, pipelines and sectoral demands by
area and country on a month by month basis for selected years up
to the year 2000. Scenarios representing disruptions of supply
of varying durations were investigated in order to assess the
extent of the problems which might arise and the emergency
actions that may be taken.

1



2. ATPLAN has been used to construct many different industrial
models. In a study for the Brazilian steel-making company,
COSIPA, we built an ATPLAN model of the steelworks to analyse
hour by hour energy production and uses. Production strategies
were revised and process changes evaluated in terms of their
impact on the energy balance. The objective was to maximise the
use of waste heat and by-product gas and to mir.imise the use of
imported oil.

3. Atkins were commissioned by the UK Department of Energy to
undertake a feasibility study concerning the space and water
heating of domestic, commercial and institutional properties by
a heat water pump from a combined heat and power station (CHP).
The study examined the viability of such a scheme for districts
in nine 'lead cities'. ATPLAN was used to undertake the
financial analysis and determine the net present value of the
schemes and their sensitivity to variations in capital costs,
heat sales, discount rates etc.

ATPLAN can be useful in two distinct energy contexts; the analysis of
alternative supply patterns for a given set of end user demands, and the
determination of the demands for energy for a sector or industry given the
desired product mix. The two can, where appropriate, be directly
integrated into one model.

The major benefits of using ATPLAN are:-

- ATPLAN models are based on physical flows and processes, the
parameters are recognisable in the real world eg conversion
efficiencies of plant and appliances.

- ATPLAN models are run interactively and alternative solutions
can be quickly and easily examined. This, together with the
first advantage means that considerable understanding of the
real system can be built up in a short time.

2



- The same ATPLAN models can be used to check phys-ica4
feasibility, determine product costs and forecast cash flows.

3
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THE WORLD BANK/ INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM DECLASSIFIED

NOV 1 4 2022

WBG ARCHPWDENTIAL

TO: Mr. Harold E. Wackman, EAPEG Date: October 1, 1984

THROUGH: Mr. J. Bharier, Actg. Assistant Director, EGY

FROM: Masood Ahmed, Deputy Chief, EGYEA

SUBJECT: Mr. John Besant-Jones

1. I would like to put on record our appreciation for the help and
advice that John has been providing for our Assessment and ESMAP work in
East Africa. As you know, we have a number of activities underway in
Uganda, Sudan, Botswana and other countries where John is working for
EAPEG. In all of these instances he has not only provided us with
detailed and constructive comments but frequently done so to short dead-
lines and competing pressures on his time. He has also established
excellent working relationships with a number of staff in our division.

2. Since complaints are aired much more quickly than complements, I
thought I would let you know how much we appreciate his efforts and look
forward to his continued involvement.

cc: Mr. Bates, EGYEA (o/r)

MAhmed:aaf.



October 1, 1984

Mr. Jochen Schmedtje

Jochen,
Re: Portugal ESMAP Follow-Up

As I mentioned to you, Bruce Harland called me to say that the
Government of Portugal has requested that $250,000 from the UNDP's
European IPF be transferred to ESMAP to carry out the transport sector
conservation study recommended in the Assessment Report. Mr. Prince, who
is associated with the UNDP's European Regional Office will be visiting
Washington in the week of October 7 and would like to meet us to discuss
this study and to ascertain whether the Bank might be interested in
financing any follow up investments emerging from it. I told Bruce that
I would be away but that you would meet with Mr. Prince. We should be
able to do the study as part of ESMAP, starting around spring-summer
1985. Regarding follow-up, I would assure Mr. Prince that in principle
there is no reason why the Bank wouldn't want to fund any priority
investments emerging from such a study. However, obviously no commitment
is possible until study results are available. Please find out what the
administrative procedures for transferring the money to ESMAP would be.

Following your meeting, a letter to the Government of Portugal
thanking them for their interest and expressing our willingness to embark
on such a study in 1985 would also be useful.

You might wish to get the Loan Officer to attend the meeting.

asood

cc: Julian, Robin, Ziad

MAhmed:aaf.
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September 27, 1984

Dr. Iraj Kormi
P. 0. Box 8537
Philadelphia, PA 19101

Dear Dr. Kormi:

Thank you for your letter of September 19, 1984. We have reviewed
your c.v. and while your background and qualifications are impressive,
they are too specialized for the purposes of the Energy Assessment and
Sector Management Assistance Programs. However, they may be of interest
to our colleagues in the New and Renewable Energies Unit of the Energy
Department. Therefore, I have passed on the papers to Mr. Ernie Terrado
in that Unit who will contact you directly should a suitable opportunity
arise.

Thank you for your interest.

Yours sincerely,

Masood Ahmed
Deputy Division Chief
Energy Assessments Division
Energy Department

bcc: Mr. E. Terrado (EGY)

MAhmed:aaf.



1. Mr. Ahmed, Masood (EGYEA) and
Mr. K. Ahmed (AEPEN) - would you like
to send a representative?

Devbrat Dutt
9/26
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FORM NO. 75

(6-83) THE WORLD BANK/IFC
DATE:

ROUTING SLIP Se~ptemTber 24, 1984

NAME ROOM N0

Mr, Bowen, Australian EDs Of f.

APPROPRIATE DISPOSITION NOTE AND RETURN

APPROVAL NOTE AND SEND ON

CLEARANCE PER OUR CONVERSATION

COMMENT PER YOUR REQUEST

FOR ACTION PREPARE REPLY

INFORMATION RECOMMENDATION

INITIAL SIGNATURE

NOTE AND FILE 1URGENT

REMARKS:

Attached is the costing of the Kenya
Coal Import Action Plan as discussed.

FROM: ROOM NO. EXTENSION:

Masoo eD-629 73996



KENYA - Coal Conversion Action Plan

(Cost Estimates)

US$ 000

1. Project Manager (12 MM)

Salary and Benefits (net) 79
Travel (4 visits to Kenya) 16
Subsistence (80 days) 10

Sub-total 105

2. Allocation for Non-Australian Consultants
includes technical support and reviews (3 MM) 30

3. IBRD Costs

Bank Staff Management and Reviews 40
Travel and Subsistence b/ 8
Secretarial Support, Report Preparation,

printing, etc. 15
Communications 2

Sub-total 65

4. Australian Consultants 300

Total Cost of Project 500

a/ includes the allocated time of program manager, reviews and support
by other departments, and management time.

b/ 25% of total costs are allocated to coal action plan.

September 21, 1984



September 20, 1984

Mr. Julian Bharier

Julian:

Re: Bagasse Studies and Your Comments

We had indeed agreed to finance the bagasse prefeasibility sti'
in Ethiopia under ESMAP. However, last Friday Dick called me to say t-
they would like to fund this study out of their regular budget as Bel:ze
had dropped out and their budget could cover two studies. I did point
out that presumably there were other things that Dick wanted to do wl-:h
couldn't be funded from ESMAP, while the Ethiopia study fitted in vfzv
nicely with the follow up to the assessment under ESMAP. He said he
realized that but Ernie felt that the ESMAP procedures might be t:o
onerous - i.e. need to produce an activity completion report; the need
for Ernie to manage the work directly rather than contracting it cut
entirely to a consulting firm - the final report would then have the
Bank's stamp on it and we would stand behind the analysis; and the need
to join the consultants in the field for at least part of the time.
Given this, Dick and Ernie had decided to forego the ESMAP funding
option.

That's how it stands. Personally, I don't mind how the study is
funded but it seems to me that the procedures designed for ESMAP were
meant to ensure quality control and should be followed even if Bank
administrative funds are involved.

Maso d

MAhmed:aaf.



Items of Interest of the OPS Staff Meeting of September 19, 1984

Sector Work in Energy

Mr. Rovani described the experience gained and the lessons

learned through the nearly four years of i0pleantation of the joint

UNDP/World Bank Energy Sector Assessment Program. He stressed that the

sharing of EGY's experience of managing this Program, with other OPS

staff was particularly timely given the current focus on improving the

quality and relevance of sector work across the Bank. This in turn

stemmed from the growing recognition that the analysis of sector policy

issues, investment programs, pricing, institutional management and

training was vitally important to support the Bank's policy dialogue, to

develop rational country-assistance strategies and to enhance the quality

and relevance of the Bank's operational product. However, despite this

growing emphasis, he felt that the systematic application of improved

management and procedures to ensure the quality of sector work was not as

widespread in the Bank as it needed to be and lagged considerably behind

the improvements that had been made in regard to the management of

country economic work. There were still examples of sector work being

done as a residual and relatively low priority activity by staff whose

principal concern was different - i.e., lending. As the Energy

Assessment Program was organized and managed in a different manner, he

thought it would be useful to share this experience and to identify any

features which could be profitably replicated elsewhere in the Bank.

The Energy Assessment Program was started in November, 1980 and

is part of a three-pronged effort to assist developing countries in

formulating rational and integrated energy sector strategies, to provide



- 2 -

the donor community with a framework for programming their financial and

technical assistance activities, and to help build up a stock of

knowledge and experience in the energy sector within the Bank.

Complementary activitie to the Energy Assessment Program Include (i) the

in-country follow up un preinvestment and policy issues wiich is provide-

through the Energy Sector Management Assistance Program (ESMAP), another

joint UNDP/World Bank Program also managed by EGY; (ii) the program of

Energy Strategy Papers which comprise the follow up within the Bank by

defining a clear medium-term Bank assistance strategy for the sector in

the light of the assessment's findings, and which are managed by both the

Regions and by EGY; and (iii) the ongoing program of subsector work in

energy (electric power, oil and gas, coal, refineries, etc.) which is

carried out by the various operating divisions and which both feeds into

and derives from the output of the Energy Assessment Program.

This output is a series of country energy assessment reports -

of which over 30 have been completed to date - which analyze the key

issues in the energy sector, identify the strategic options open to the

government for resolving these issues, describe what institutional or

policy changes are needed to realize these options and set out the

requirements for investment and technical assistance in the sector. The

reports are aimed at key policy makers in the country and decision makers

in the donor community. Consequently, assessments are selective rather

than encyclopaedic in their coverage (focusing on the priority issues

that need attention) and action oriented rather than descriptive

(outlining solutions rather than providing a comprehensive inventory of,

for example, system facilities). Executive summaries are routinely
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included to facilitate the use of these reports by senior policy and

decision make rs. aclh assessment requires betwceen 25-150 staffwe1ks,

depending on the size and complexity of the country; the equivalent

dollar cost being between $50,000 and $300,000.

The management and production process for the csescssients hlave

been designed to conform to these objectives. Regarding management, the

assessments (together with the follow up ESMAP Program) are the

responsibility of one large division in the Energy Department which has

about 30 higher level staff and 12 assistant level staff. Concentrating

this work in one unit facilitates training and promotes an intensity of

attention and level of cross fertilization conducive to rapid

methodological improvement - i.e. learning from experience. This

division does not have other responsibilities, and its staff and managers

are judged on the quality and timeliness of this output alone, which

ensures that this important work is not treated as a residual or lower

priority activity.

Regarding the process, the first step after the selection of a

country (on the basis of both need and government commitment to address

the issues) is the preparation of a desk study which compiles all

relevant data and knowledge that is already available in the Bank or from

other sources. Thereafter a brief reconnaissance mission reaches

agreement with the government on the priority issues to be covered, the

counterpart staff and their responsibilities (including preliminary data

collection and analysis) and confirms the government's commitment to the

study and to taking follow up action on its recommendations. Then, a

pre-mission issues paper is prepared and reviewed extensively within the
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Bank to ensure that the mission's focus, statfing and approC> are

appropriate. After the maJn ass s :n aissi-n, which t. pc21xy

comprises between five and ten persons and stays in the country for 3-4

weeks, a post-mission issues paper is similarly prepared and reviewed,

followed by reviewsn of the white, yellow and gren cover drafts o the

assessment report before subsequent discussions with the government. An

important feature of all of these reviews in the Bank is that they

involve the concerned operational managers and their staff and the

operational relevance of the mission's recommendations is subject to as

much scrutiny as the theoretical basis of their analysis. In this regard

the experience was that the "success" of an assessment was considerably

enhanced in countries where the relevant Programs staff were closely

involved and committed to the activity (examples were Nigeria and

Indonesia). Another important feature of the Assessments Program is that

following government discussions all assessment reports are finalized and

circulated widely to the donor community. This not only has an obvious

aid coordination aspect but it also fosters a degree of discipline by

making the work open to review by all agencies concerned. As mentioned

earlier, upon completion of the assessment, further in-country technical

or management assistance is generally provided through the Energy Sector

Management Assistance Program; and within the Bank, in some cases an

Energy Strategy Paper is prepared to delineate the Bank's assistance role

and its specific component features.

In the subsequent discussion, there was general agreement on the

usefulness and quality of the Energy Assessment Reports and on the value

of following systematically the process for ensuring the quality and



-5-

relevance of sector work. However, one speaker pointed out t1hat the

relatively high cost of these studies made their replicabil ity dlfflcnilt

in other sectors. Another, that the ability to mobilize non-Bank

resources for this work may also be restricted in other sectors because

of the "crisis envIrcn t" in encrgy when the program ws startec.

Mr. Rovani replied that the high cost was partly in the nature of a

capital investment in developing the stock of Bank's knowledge and

analytical techniques in a new and complex sector. Regarding resource

mobilization, he agreed that energy was a sector of interest to donors

but felt that other sectors such as population and health were also of

increasing interest and stressed that a prerequisite to mobilizing

funding was the development of a marketable product. The initial money

for the Assessments Program had been obtained by preparing similar sector

studies for Pakistan and the Philippines as part of the Bank's regular

operations. One speaker while agreeing with the usefulness of having a

division dedicated to sector work, questioned its replicability in other

sectors particularly those not managed by COPD's. In this regard the

possibility of pooling sector work for related sectors in one division

was also mentioned. Finally, in response to a question on the extent of

country commitment to the process, Mr. Rovani replied that more than one

planned assessment study had been cancelled at the time of or before the

reconnaissance mission upon discovering that the necessary country

commitment was lacking.

JCPRichardson/YRovani: aaf.

9/29/84



September 19, 1984

Messrs. Mian, Richter, Floor

Re: Kenya Fuelwood Study

Keith Openshaw, whom we initially considered for project
manager and ruled out because of his other commitments under
USAID's Energy Initiative Project, may be available to
participate in very limited way in this study, mainly as part of
the review committee and to provide technical advice in the field
as required. He is quite knowledgable about the subject and as
he is based in Nairobi, the incremental cost of having him
participate would be minimal. You might want to touch base with
him during your mission.

Masood Ahmed



THE WORLD BANK /INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

TO: Distribution DATE: September 14, 1984

FROM: Masood Ahmed, Deputy Chief, EGYEA

SUBJECT: Presentation and Demonstration by ATPLAN

You and your staff are invited to attend a presentation and
demonstration by. Atkins Planning Limited of their microcomputer based
energy planning model "ATPLAN". The presentation will be held in room
D-448 on October 4, 1984 at 2:30_p.m. and should last about 90 minutes.
I am enclosing a brief description on "ATPLAN in Energy" for your
information.

Attachment.

Distribution:

Messrs. Thiam (WAP); Wackman (EAP); Brandreth (ASA); Beach (EAP);
Reekie (EMP); Moscote, Linder (LCP);

cc: Mr. Rowat (IND);
EGY Staff

MAhmed:aaf

P-1 867



ATPLAN IN ENERGY PLANNING

A PRESENTATION AND DEMONSTRATION FOR THE

ENERGY DEPARTMENT OF THE

WORLD BANK

TO BE GIVEN BY

D B BUTCHER, DIRECTOR ATKINS PLANNING

A M SUTTON, HEAD OF COMPUTER MODELLING, ATKINS PLANNING

ON

THURSDAY 4 OCTOBER AT 14.30



ATPLAN - THE ATKINS PROCESS AND FINANCIAL MODELLING SYSTEM

ATPLAN is a computer modelling system which can be used to model a

project, a business or even an economic sector. ATPLAN represents the

flows of materials and resources between various processes and activities.

ATPLAN has been used to build computer models ranging from a model of the

steel sector in Venezuela through to detailed energy analysis for an

industrial company. The modelling system represents the physical cost and

financial aspects of the topic being studied. Thus for a project ATPLAN

can examine its physical feasibility, forecast operating costs and

determine project cash flows. Once the project is better defined ATPLAN

can be used to examine the funding structure and forecast profit and loss

accounts and balance sheets. Since ATPLAN is a modelling system it can be

used to represent a problem in as much or as little detail as is

necessary. Equally, like a child's construction kit, it can be used to

represent a wide range of applications eg: natural gas flows throughout

Europe, a truck factory or an oil refinery.

ATPLAN has been used for a number of energy applications, three of these

are described below:-

1. ATPLAN was used for the International Energy Agency to study the

effect of possible disruptions in gas supplies to IEA countries.

Using ATPLAN we constructed computer models which simulated the

main features of natural gas supply and demand networks so that

the models might be used to investigate a wide range of

disruptions in supply. Three models were constructed

representing Western Europe, North America, and lastly the

Pacific region. Models described natural gas supply sources,

imports, storage facilities, pipelines and sectoral demands by

area and country on a month by month basis for selected years up

to the year 2000. Scenarios representing disruptions of supply

of varying durations were investigated in order to assess the

extent of the problems which might arise and the emergency

actions that may be taken.

1



2. ATPLAN has been used to construct many different industrial

models. In a study for the Brazilian steel-making company,

COSIPA, we built an ATPLAN model of the steelworks to analyse

hour by hour energy production and uses. Production strategies

were revised and process changes evaluated in terms of their

impact on the energy balance. The objective was to maximise the

use of waste heat and by-product gas and to minimise the use of

imported oil.

3. Atkins were commissioned by the UK Department of Energy to

undertake a feasibility study concerning the space and water

heating of domestic, commercial and institutional properties by

a heat water pump from a combined heat and power station (CHP).

The study examined the viability of such a scheme for districts

in nine 'lead cities'. ATPLAN was used to undertake the

financial analysis and determine the net present value of the

schemes and their sensitivity to variations in capital costs,-

heat sales, discount rates etc.

ATPLAN can be useful in two distinct energy contexts; the analysis of

alternative supply patterns for a given set of end user demands, and the

determination of the demands for energy for a sector or industry given the

desired product mix. The two can, where appropriate, be directly

integrated into one model.

The major benefits of using ATPLAN are:-

- ATPLAN models are based on physical flows and processes, the

parameters are recognisable in the real world eg conversion

efficiencies of plant and appliances.

- ATPLAN models are run interactively and alternative solutions

can be quickly and easily examined. This, together with the

first advantage means that considerable understanding of the

real system.can be built up in a short time.

2



- The same ATPLAN models can be used to check physical

feasibility, determine product costs and forecast cash flows.

3
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. S. Weissman, EISVP DATE: September 13, 1984

FROM: Masood Ahmed, Deputy Chief, EGYEA

SUBJECT: ESMAP: Tentative Work Program

I am attaching a copy of the tentative ESMAP Work Program for FY85
and FY86. Please note that this program is based on the assumption that the
eight additional professional staff we have advertised for will be on board
by mid October. If there are delays in recruitment/arrival of staff, as
seems likely, then the FY85 program would be reduced by about 25-35 percent.

Attachment.

cc: Mr. Bharier (EGYEA)

MAhmed:aaf.

P-1 867



M"85 OperatiJn- Yh Op-rations
?>. of WMK$ N>. of Weeks
Acty. Staf f Cvs. Tota: Acty. Staff Qons. Total

1. Energy Assessmnt
St.atus Reports a/ 18 145 - 145 15 12f' - 12

2. Mangar Ong'in
Follov Up b' 25 75 - 75 3D - 9D

3. Ryvwr PreiTvestwt
Activities c/ 10 100 170 27- 10 72 165 237

4. Other Preir-stwnt
Activities c! d/ 18 140 374 514 17 175 374 549

of wich:
Stoves (5 43 140 183) - - - -
other energy

ef ficiencv (6 56 167 223 5 43 104 147)

5. lnstitutional Policv
Support c/ 10 60 106 16f 12 3-' 65 99

of which:
Petrole.r Supplv ),Jt. (1 7 15 22 4 34 65 99)

Total e' 56 52,, 650 117C 54 581 739 1329

a/ EASR's costed at average of 8 SW.

b/ Allows average of 3 SW to manage ongoing follow up ir each active
country.

c/ Based on individual cost estimates as per attached list.

d/ Includes six cofinanced operations for which staff/consultant week
estimates reflect only the expected contribution fror ESMAP core
resources.

e/ Total activity numbers exclude "managing ongoing follow up".



The World Bank 1818 H Street, N W (202) 477-1234
INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT Washington, D C 20433 Cable Address INTBAFRAD
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION U S.A Cable Address INDEVAS

September 13, 1984

Mr. D. B. Butcher
Director
Atkins Planning
Woodcote Grove Ashley Road
Epsom Surrey
KT18 5BW
England

Dear Mr. Butcher:

Thank you for your letter of September 5, 1984. I am pleased to
inform you that we would be interested in hearing more about "ATPLAN in
Energy" and that a presentation and demonstration in the afternoon of
Thursday, October 4 would be most welcome. I suggest you and your
colleagues come to my office (Room D-629) at 2:15 p.m. I have passed on
the material you enclosed to interested staff, a number of whom have
expressed interest in attending the presentation.

We look forward to your visit.

Yours sincerely,

Ma L" ' '
Deputy Division Chief
Energy Assessments Division
Energy Department

ITT 440098 RCA 248423 WUI 64145 Y-7040



The World Bank 1818 H Street, N W (202) 4771234
INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AN DEVELOPMENT Washington, D C 20433 Cable Address INTBAFRAD
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION U S A Cable Address INDEVAS

September 6, 1984

Prof. K. K. Y. W. Perera
Chai rman
Ceylon Electricity Board
Sir Chittampalam A. Gardiner Mawatha
P. 0. Box 540
Colombo 2
Sri Lanka

Dear Prof. Perera:

Re: ESMAP - Solar Water Heating Study

Thank you for your letter of August 13, 1984 to Mr. Bates
regarding the above study. We appreciate that the limitations of staff
and resources would make it difficult to embark on this study during
1984, particularly in view of the extensive work being done now on energy
efficiency improvements in the industrial and transport sectors. Once
this work has been completed by the middle of 1985, we would be happy to
discuss with your staff the scope and timing of a solar water heating
study, which I am sure you will agree could lead to the identification of
an important and profitable energy savings project.

In the meantime, we look forward to our continued collaboration
in the context of the industrial and transport energy efficiency improve-
ment programs.

With best regards,

Yours sincerely

Masood Ahmed
Deputy Division Chief
Energy Assessments Division
Energy Department

rTT 440098 RCA 248423 * WLM 64145



September 6, 1984

Mr. Julio Gamba

Julio -

I have followed up on our discussion regarding interunit support
from INDEC for assessments and ESMAP work in FY85. It appears that the
0.5 SY we had agreed, did not show up in the aggregate budget submissions.
However, we would still welcome support from your staff for both assess-
ments and ESMAP work. The budgetary transfers would have to be handled
differently now. The easiest way would be for us to reimburse your
division in cash for any mutually agreed time spent by your staff on our
work. We would also pay for any travel or other associated costs for this
work.

Based on our discussion of August 15, you were going to prepare
a note on the countries/projects where you would like to be involved
in ESMAP work. Once you have it lets meet to work out the associated
budgetary arrangements.

sood

bcc: Messrs. Bharier, Bates, Heron (EGY)
Ms. Owen (EGYEA)

cc: INDEC file with incoming mail
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WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: September 4, 1984

TO: Mr. Jean-Loup Dherse, Vice President, EIS

FROM: Yves Rovani, Director, EGY

EXTENSION: 7-2285/6

SUBJECT: Restructuring EGY

1. As you know, I have been discussing with EGY managers the
restructuring of the Department. Messrs. John Evans of OPD and Joseph
Lopez of PMD have also participated in the meetings and have provided
useful guidance.

2. We all agreed that the object of this exercise should be to
produce an organizational structure that would enable the Department to
implement effectively the priority objectives for FY85 that have now been
extensively discussed and agreed. In particular, this should enable us
to strengthen our critical policy and review function both in regard to
the rest of the Bank and to the international energy industry as a
whole. This has translated into the following guiding principles:

- there should be a clear distinction between staff and line
functions;

- responsibility for each activity should be allocated to a
single manager;

- the quality control function for each activity should be
the responsibility of a manager in a different stream to
the one in which the activity is carried out;

- certain departmental-wide activities (recruitment,
library, MIS, etc.) should be handled by newly established
small task forces whose work will be chaired by one of the
EGY managers;

- a system of 'contracting' should be established to ensure
that all staff who have a contribution to make to any
activity are able to do regardless of where they are
located.

A single model has emerged as having the support of all concerned. It
divides the output of the Department into three parts: the staff function
of policy and review; and the line functions of petroleum operations on
the one hand, and UNDP program operations on the other (see the annexed
organization chart).

3. Under the Assistant Director, Policy and Review, there would be
two groups of staff. One group would be responsible for overall energy
policy and country strategy and would draw on staff throughout EGY and
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the rest of the Bank to ensure a coordinated and consistent approach both
to the Bank's external policy dissemination activities and to the Bank's
approach to energy issues in specific countries. The other group would
be responsible for policy formulation and review of all Bank energy
operations, including sector and subsector analysis and lending. This
group would cover not only technical, economic and financial issues but
also institutional arrangements, public/private sector relationships,
procurement, etc. The emphasis would be on the enhancement of the
quality of Bank staff and Bank operations and the staff of this group
would, when appropriate, fill gaps in the work being carried out by other
Bank units or other agencies.

4. Petroleum operations, under an Assistant Director, Petroleum,
would concentrate for the most part on the line management function which
already accounts for 50 percent of the budgetary resources of the
Department. This arrangement will better enable us to focus on providing
the operational skills necessary to modify the content of the petroleum
lending program in accordance with the Guidelines as well as to give the
requisite attention to the financial engineering of oil and gas
operations.

5. The Energy Assessment and ESMAP programs, under a Manager, would
be formally established as a separate and closely intertwined operational
line of activities, which indeed they have always been de facto because
the technical assistance and pre-investment activities they cover are
directed towards helping individual countries with their energy policies
and investment programs. We believe that this arrangement will further
strengthen the resource mobilization functions of this group in dealings
with UNDP, other aid agencies and private investment banks. These
functions include procurement of consultants, cofinancing of pre-
investment activities and the development of investment opportunities,
etc. as well as rather unique responsibilities and accountabilities to
donors and investors.

6. The major differences between this proposed organization and the
existing structure of EGY are: first, integration of all the units
(including financial, power, renewables) into the main staff and line
streams; second, a clearer distinction of staff and line functions in the
hydrocarbons subsector; and third, the recognition of the unique
operational, staffing and funding features of the UNDP programs.

7. Two final points.

(a) I would like to avoid the issue of the creation of a third
permanent Bank Assistant Director position by heading the
line activities of UNDP Programs with a "Manager". The
appropriate grade for this position (which, as you know,
is now filled by Julian Bharier) as well as the period for
which it will be in existence will be determined after
consultations with Personnel (on the level and scope of
responsibilities) and UNDP (on the prospects for outside
funding).
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(b) Second, it is clear that to achieve the objectives of the
policy and review functions, as discussed with you
recently, there will have to be a reallocation of EGY
staff. As soon as you have approved this proposed
organizational structure, I shall reallocate as much staff
as I can by reducing some parts of the FY85 work programs
of Assessments, Petroleum and other units as well as by
reorganizing the current work program of the existing
policy staff. Further reallocation of staff and
strengthening will have to wait until FY86.

8. I would be grateful for your early reaction to these proposals
so that we can move quickly on the restructuring. The detailed work
program of the various units will be submitted in the coming weeks.

Attachment.
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September 4, 1984
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TELEX

DRAFT

INTBAFRAD

NAIROBI, KENYA

FOR MR. BAIG

PLEASE TRANSMIT THE FOLLOWING MESSAGE TO MESSRS. KARUGA, KIHARA

AND NYOIKE IN THE MINISTRY OF ENERGY AND REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT.

QUOTE. REFERENCE: TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE ACTIVITIES UNDER THE

UNDP/WORLD BANK ENERGY SECTOR MANAGEMENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM.

(AAA) FURTHER TO OUR EARLIER CORRESPONDENCE ON THE ABOVE SUBJECT

AND YOUR RELATED DISCUSSIONS WITH MR. WACKMAN DURING HIS RECENT

VISIT TO NAIROBI; I WOULD LIKE TO BRING YOU UP-TO-DATE ON THE

STATUS OF PREPARATION OF THE VARIOUS TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

ACTIVITIES THAT WE HAVE BEEN DISCUSSING IN THE CONTEXT OF THE

ESMAP. YOU WILL RECALL THAT IN ADDITION TO THE POWER SECTOR

EFFICIENCY AUDIT AND THE ENERGY ASSESSMENT STATUS REPORT BOTH OF

WHICH HAVE NOW BEEN COMPLETED, ESMAP ASSISTANCE HAD BEEN

REQUESTED BY GOK FOR FOUR FURTHER ACTIVITIES. THESE ARE:

(I) COAL IMPORT ACTION PLAN;

(II) PERI-URBAN FUELWOOD PLANTATIONS FEASIBILITY STUDY;

(III) SOLAR WATER HEATING PROGRAM FEASIBILITY STUDY;

(IV) PRE-FEASIBILITY OF ENERGY EFFICIENCY IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM

FOR THE TEA DRYING INDUSTRY.



TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR THE FIRS-T THREE OF THESE STUDIES HAVE

ALREADY BEEN REVIEWED AND DISCUSSED WITH YOUR STAFF AND A DRAFT

OF THE DETAILED TORS FOR THE TEA DRYING ENERGY EFFICIENCY

IMPROVEMENT STUDY WILL BE FORWARDED TO YOU SHORTLY FOR YOUR

REVIEW AND COMMENTS. (BBB) AS YOU KNOW, THE MAIN HURDLE IN

COMMENCING THESE STUDIES HAS BEEN THE NEED TO OBTAIN FUNDING FOR

THEIR EXECUTION AND TO THIS END WE HAVE BEEN IN DISCUSSIONS WITH

A NUMBER OF POTENTIAL DONORS. AS A RESULT OF THESE DISCUSSIONS

WE HAVE NOW OBTAINED THE FOLLOWING FUNDING COMMITMENT TO THE

ABOVE STUDIES UNDER THE AUSPICES OF THE ESMAP:

(I) PERI-URBAN PLANTATIONS - TOTAL COST OF $250,000 TO BE

FUNDED BY A SPECIAL GRANT FROM THE NETHERLANDS GOVERNMENT

TO THE ESMAP;

(II) COAL IMPORT ACTION PLAN - ESTIMATED TOTAL COST $500,000.

WE HAVE RECEIVED OFFERS OF GRANT FUNDING FOR THIS STUDY

FROM THE CANADIAN GOVERNMENT (THROUGH A CIDA CONTRIBUTION

TO ESMAP) AS WELL AS FROM THE AUSTRALIAN GOVERNMENT (AGAIN

AS A CONTRIBUTION TO ESMAP);

(III) SOLAR WATER HEATING PROGRAM FEASIBILITY - ESTIMATED COST

$60,000-80,000. CIDA HAS AGREED TO FUND THIS STUDY THROUGH

ESMAP;

(IV) TEA DRYING ENERGY EFFICIENCY STUDY - ESTIMATED COST

$175,000-200,000. CIDA IS CONSIDERING THE FUNDING OF THIS



STUDY THROUGH ESMAP AND OTHER DONORS HAVE ALSO SHOWN

INTEREST.

(CCC) GIVEN THE PROGRESS THAT HAS BEEN MADE IN SECURING FUNDING

FO.R THESE ACTIVITIES WHICH WOULD RESULT IN A LEVEL OF ESMAP

EXECUTED ACTIVITIES OF ABOUT $1 MILLION, ALL OF WHICH WOULD BE ON

A GRANT BASIS, IT IS CLEARLY IMPORTANT THAT WE NOW DEVELOP WITH

YOUR STAFF A FIRM SCHEDULE AND PROGRAM OF IMPLEMENTATION WHICH

WOULD INCLUDE A DISCUSSION AND AGREEMENT OF THE INSTITUTIONAL

ARRANGEMENTS AND SPECIFIC RESPONSIBILITIES FOR SUPERVISING THE

EXECUTION OF THESE STUDIES WITHIN THE CONCERNED AGENCIES IN THE

GOK. AN EQUALLY IMPORTANT ISSUE IS THE FINANCING ARRANGEMENT FOR

THE COAL IMPORT STUDY WHERE, AS MENTIONED ABOVE, TWO DONOR

AGENCIES HAVE AGREED TO FUND THIS PROJECT UNDED ESMAP. WE NEED

YOUR GUIDANCE ON HOW YOU WOULD PREFER THIS STUDY TO BE FUNDED AND

WE WOULD ALSO LIKE TO DISCUSS WITH YOUR STAFF WHETHER AN

ADDITIONAL PRIORITY ACTIVITY COULD BE IDENTIFIED FOR ESMAP WHICH

COULD THEN BE OFFERED TO THESE DONORS AS AN ALTERNATIVE CANDIDATE

FOR FUNDING. (DDD) ALL OF THE DONORS CONCERNED HAVE EXPRESSED

THEIR ANTICIPATION THAT THESE ACTIVITIES CAN BE IMPLEMENTED

SPEEDILY AND GIVEN THE PREPARATORY WORK THAT HAS ALREADY BEEN

DONE, WE BELIEVE THAT IT WOULD BE FEASIBLE TO INITIATE THE

SUBSTANTIVE WORK IN ALL THESE AREAS BY THE END OF 1984. TO

ACHIEVE THIS, HOWEVER, WOULD REQUIRE A FURTHER ROUND OF DISCUS-

SIONS WITH YOURSELF AND YOUR STAFF TO FINALIZE THE FINANCING AND

IMPLEMENTATION ARRANGEMENT AND SCHEDULE. TO THIS END, WE PROPOSE



THAT MR. ZIA MIAN (SENIOR EN9RGY PLANNER AND ESMAP PROGRAM

MANAGER FOR KENYA) VISIT KENYA FOR THE LAST WEEK OF SEPTEMBER TO

DISCUSS THESE MATTERS WITH YOU AND YOUR STAFF. I WOULD BE

GRATEFUL IF YOU COULD LET US KNOW WHETHER SUCH A MISSION WOULD BE

CONVENIENT FOR YOU. REGARDS, JULIAN BHARIER, CHIEF, ENERGY

ASSESSMENTS DIVISION, WORLD BANK.



August 28, 1984

)4r. Yucer:

The following text can be inserted in your memorandum regarding
cooperation with UNDP in Senegal. "Regarding collaboration in energy,
the Energy Assessment Status Mission (Floor/Ahmed) had discussed a number
of specific ideas with Mr. McAdmas in the week preceeding my arrival. As
a result of these discussions, UNDP has agreed, in principle, to finance
the bulk of the cost of $400,000-450,000 Industrial Energy Efficiency
Program. This Program would last about two years and would carry out the
pre-investment and associated technical assistance required to implement
the energy efficiency improvement projects in the larger industries.
Details of this Program will be provided in the report of the Energy
Assessment Status Mission which is to be circulated shortly for review
and comments." Please call me if you need any further clarification.

Masood Ahme

cc: Mr. Floor (EGYEA)

MAhmed:aaf.



THE WORLP BANK 'INTFHNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Messrs. J. Bharier, R.. Bates, D. Craig Date: August 28, 1984

FROM: Masood Ahmed, Deputy Chief, EGYEA

SUBJECT: Upper Volta

1. In my note of August 22, 1984 summarizing my discussions with CIDA
I had mentioned the confusion regarding the Upper Volta Assessment where CIDA
had received a telex asking them to do the assessment directly. I have just
received a call from Martin Soutter saying that he had made a mistake in that
this telex had actually come from Cameroon not Upper Volta. Upper Volta is
on track and there is no need for any action.

MAhmed :aaf.

P-1867
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THE V%7RLD RANK INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

TO: Mr. Jean-Loup Dherse, Vice President, EIS August 24, 1984

FROM: Yves Rovani, Director, EGY

SUBJECT: EGY Objectives for FY85

1. As you know, the detailed set of EGY Objectives and associated
operations programs for FY85 is in the final stages of preparation for
your review. However, for our meeting today I thought it would be useful
to set out the half-a-dozen priority objectives that, in my view, the
Department must address during the coming years. To that end, I also see
these as being the core of my own personal objectives for this period.

2. These priority objectives are:

(a) Restructuring the petroleum operations program in the
light of the Guidelines and developing a firm FY85-88
petroleum lending program in conformity with these
guidelines.

(b) Establishing even closer relationships with the petroleum
industry and with potential cofinancing sources to ensure
the delivery of the above program; this includes exploring
new financing mechanisms and ways of collaborating with
IFC.

(c) Fostering a much stronger element of country focus in the
Bank's energy lending and sector work program through a
variety of mechanisms, including but not restricted to
ESP's.

(d) Examining the potential for more creative financing of
electric power projects and promoting such mechanisms in
the regions; also providing intellectual leadership to the
regions in improving the quality and relevance of power
operations more generally.

(e) Distilling the results of the considerable work already
done on gas into a clear set of operational criteria and
programs.

(f) Identifying a product line to succeed the energy assess-
ments after December 1985 and ensuring that the ESMAP
operation is firmly established.

(g) Promote an expansion in the Bank's activities in household
energy/fuelwood, based on a more analytic and market
oriented approach to household energy issues.

P-1867
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(h) Restructuring the Department to carry out the above tasks
more efficiently; identifying and recruiting replacements
for key staff who leave the Department.

(i) Ensuring that any vacancies in the management and staff of
regional energy divisions are filled with candidates who
are receptive to the new realities in which the Bank will
operate.

3. I will, of course, need your guidance and support for carrying
out all of these objectives; in particular, I hope that you will be able
to help us in our dialogue with the regions on items (c), (d) and (i) and
with the industry regarding items (a) and (b). I would also welcome your
comments and guidance on the above points and on any other items which
may have been omitted.

YRovani: aaf.
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OUTLINE OF OPERATIONS PROGRAM

COUNTRY STRATEGY

ect Assistance to Countries

G Energy Assessment Reports (attach operations program).

Energy Sector Management Assistance Programme (attach plan objectives by category

of assistance).

0 Technical Assistance component in project (assign priorities in forthcoming

energy lending operations, ensure adequate supervisory attention and specific

accountability).

Sector work program (including country studies on natural gas strategy etc.)

[list activities plan].

* List of aid group meetings in FY85 when energy strategy is important and country

may need assistance in presentation.

Set objectives for additional resource mobilization from bilateral sources for

ESAP and ESMAP, in consultation with UNDP.
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M5>.lmFY86 Oprations
)b. of reX~ of I-rL0 Weeks
Acty. Staff Cbns. Total kAty. af Cons. Total

1. Energy Assessmnt
Status Tportsk/ 18 145 - 145 15 120 - 120

2. ManagI- Crigox
Follow Up x 25 75 - 75 3) g - 90

3. Jbwr Preinvestnt
Activities /' 10 100 170 270 10 72 165 237

4. OtherL Preinvestzmnt
Activities / 18 140 374 514 17 175 374 549

of iUch:
Stoves (5 43 140 183) - - -
othebr energy

efficiency (6 56 167 223) 5 43 104 147)
5. Institutional jbicv

SuPport 10 60 106 166 12 34 65 99

of hih&I:
Petroler Supply Ygmt. (1 7 15 22) 4 34 65 99)

Total 56 520 650 1170 54 581 739 1320

EASR's costed at average of 8 SW.

Allows average of 3 SW to manage ongoing follow up in each activecountry.

Based on individual cost estimates as per attached list.

Includes six cofinanced operations for which staff/consultant weekestimates reflect only the expected contribution from ESMAP coreresources.

Total activity numbers exclude "managing ongoing follow up".

Ci XA
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM

TO: Mr. Julian Bharier, Chief, EGYEA Date: August 22, 1984

FROM: Masood Ahmed, Deputy Chief, EGYEA(

SUBJECT: Meeting with CIDA/UNDP in New York: r
Summary of Discussions

The following points summarize the discussions I had with
Messrs. Mashler, Cox (UNDP), Soutter (CIDA) and Mann (Canadian Mission at
the U.N.) on August 17, 1984.

Assessments

1. Because of a change in internal regulations, CIDA no longer requires
a formal request from the recipient country for CIDA support of the
assessment. However, the country desks would still like some
indication from the country that this is a priority use of CIDA
funds.

2. Upper Volta. CIDA has received a telex from the Government agreeing
to CIDA funding of an assessment but asking that the assessment be
carried out directly by CIDA. Soutter had talked to Robin on this
just before Robin went on leave. We agreed that there was probably
some misunderstanding in Upper Volta because the Government had also
cleared our mission in September. We also agreed that our mission
would follow up on this and arrange for a modified request to be
sent to CIDA. Soutter is sending me a copy of the telex they
received. I have spoken to David Craig about this and he will
follow up during his mission.

3. Country Substitution. Given the uncertainty regarding some of the
countries in the current agreement, Soutter has been exploring with
the country desks the possibility of substituting six new countries
which are in our program and of interest to CIDA. The current state
of play is:

Dominican Republic - declined
Swaziland - declined
Ecuador - declined
Tunisia - awaiting response
Zaire - awaiting response
Guinea - interested and would like more info

I agreed that we would send him further info on timing and cost of
the proposed assessments in Tunisia, Zaire and Guinea upon Robin's
return in early September.

ESMAP

4. Tom had drafted a memorandum of understanding between UNDP and CIDA
which we reviewed and agreed the changes to. This is now being

P 1867



revised (we should receive a copy this week) and will be reviewed/-
cleared by UNDP's financial people and us and by CIDA before
signature. We should have it signed by end September.

5. Country Coverage. This remains the same as agreed during my trip to
Ottawa 15 months ago. Soutter recognizes that the countries,
amounts and timing will probably change significantly once we get
down to specific discussions with each country desk; but he feels
that we should leave the list as is until the internal CIDA approval
process has been completed. We modified the wording of the overall
agreement so that any changes in countries, amounts etc. would be
relatively simple as long as the total allocation did not exceed
C$ 5.3 million. The current allocation and tentative disbursement
schedule is attached.

6. Other features of the Canadian contribution are expected to be as
follows:

(i) About two-thirds of the contribution for each country will be
for specific cofinancing activities under ESMAP; for these the
scope of work and terms of reference etc. would be discussed
and agreed with the relevant CIDA desk officers prior to
implementation.

(ii) The remaining one-third contribution for each country would be
for general ESMAP operations in the country (i.e. "core
activities"); the TOR's etc. for these activities would not be
reviewed prior to implementation.

(iii), About 60% of the Canadian contribution would be allocated to
the use of Canadian consultants working on the agreed countries
on ESMAP activities; this would not necessarily be only for
CIDA supported ESMAP activities. The 60% figure would be for
the aggregate contribution of C$ 5.3 million and not a country-

by-country target.

(iv) The coverage of Canadian content would include the travel and
subsistence costs of the Canadian consultants and any charges
billed by them to us; this would not cover our administration
costs for these consultants or any office/secretarial support
provided to them in Washington but would cover any charges for
administration or secretarial support that they incurred
directly and then billed us for.

(v) The Canadian content would also cover the time and travel costs
of any Canadian staff recruited explicitly for ESMAP when they
work on ESMAP activities in the countries supported by CIDA.

(vi) The contribution would be paid in tranches at agreed intervals
but always before the implementation of the agreed activities
(i.e., ESMAP will not prefinance any activities which are
supported by CIDA).



7. Reporting Arrangements will be worked out in detail along the lines

agreed for the assessments. We will supply CIDA with quarterly
reports on Canadian consultants used in ESMAP work in the agreed

countries.

8. Acknowledgement of CIDA contribution will be made on ESMAP reports

using the same wording as agreed for the assessments.

9. Next Steps. Soutter and Cox are both revising the memorandum of

understanding (which will be turned into an exchange of letters).
Once these have been reviewed and cleared by the three agencies and

signed by CIDA and UNDP (around mid September), Tom and I will go
up to Ottawa for a couple of days to:

- discuss and finalize the country allocations with the individual

desks;

- identify and agree specific ESMAP projects where possible;

- identify possible substitutes for countries which are likely to

drop out (e.g. Egypt, Colombia);

- finalize the terms of the agreement (as in para 6 above) which

has to be ratified by each country desk, some of whom may ask
for more stringent terms and may have to be dropped from the

agreement if those terms are unacceptable to UNDP or us (e.g.
100% Canadian content etc.)

10. I will ask Robin to follow up on the Assessments queries as per
paras 2 and 3.

Attachment.

cc: Messrs. Bates (EGYEA), Cox (UNDP, New York)
Ms. Owen (EGYEA)

MAhmed:aaf.



CIDA CONTRIBUTION TO ESMAP

Country Coverage and Tentative Schedule of Disbursements
(Subject to Change)

COUNTRY 1984 1985 1986 1987 Total

---------Canadian dollars in thousands------------

Colombia - 305 305 610

Egypt - 305 305 610

Ghana - - 305 305 610

Jamaica - 250 360 - 610

Kenya 300 700 100 - 1,100

Peru - 300 310 - 610

Rwanda - 244 - - 244

Tanzania - 300 310 - 610

Uganda - 244 - 244

Total 300 2,038 1,995 915 5,248

August 22, 1984
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August 20, 1984



FORM NO. 75F-RN7 1HE WORLD BANK/IFC

DATE:ROUTING SLIP August 20, 1984
NAME ROOm NO.

Mr. Tom Cox, UNDP, New York

APPROPRIATE DISPOSITION NOTE AND RETURN
APPROVAL NOTE AND SEND ON
CLEARANCE PER OUR CONVERSATION
CMMENTE OU REUEST
FOR ACTION PREPARE REPLY
INFORMATION RECOMMENDATION
INITIAL SIGNATORE
NOTE AND FILE URGENT-

RE MARKS;

The attached is for your review and
Comments.

FROM R0DM ND, E.TENSION-Masood Ahmed D-629 73996



The World Bank 1818 H Street, N.W (202) 477-1234
INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT Washington, D.C. 20433 Cable Address INTBAFRAD
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION U S.A Cable Address INDEVAS

August 16, 1984

Mrs. Rosemary Harkness
Kenya Desk
CIDA
200 Promenade du Portage
Hull, Quebec
KIA OG4

Dear Mrs. Harkness:

Further to our telephone conversation earlier this week, I am
pleased to enclose for your information and review a copy of the draft
terms of reference and scope of work for the proposed ESMAP Tea Industry
Energy Efficiency Program in Kenya. As I mentioned to you on the
telephone, this study which is expected to cost about $175,000, could be
a useful substitute for the Peri-Urban Fuelwood Plantation Feasibility
Study which is now being financed by the Dutch Government and in which
Mike Jenkyns had expressed an interest for CIDA financing. The concept
of the proposed study has already been discussed with a number of
officials in the Government of Kenya but the detailed scope of work and
implementation arrangements still need to be confirmed. However, before
I do this I would be grateful to know whether CIDA is interested, in
principle, in financing the cost of this study as part of your overall
collaboration with ESMAP.

I look forward to receiving your comments and to meeting you
during your forthcoming visit in early September.

Yours sincerely,

soodAhmed
Acting Chief
Energy Assessments Division
Energy Department

Attachment

cc: Mr. Thomas Cox
UNDP
New York

cc: Mr. Martin Soutter
CIDA
Canada

ITT 440098 RCA 248423 WUI 64145 Y-7040
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PROJECT BRIEF AND TERMS OF REFERENCE

I. BACKGROUND NOTES

Overview

1.1 Kenya produces a total of about 100,000 tons of tea per annum
(dry weight), primarily around Kericho and Limuru. There is both public
and private, sector production. The Kenya Tea Development Authority
(KTDA), a parastatal organization, is the single largest tea producer in
Kenya, producing some 55,000 tons annually. The KTDA is essentially a
cooperative which facilitates small-holder production from seeds,
provides agricultural extension services and credit, and arranges for tea
purchasing and marketing. There are 30 tea factories under KTDA
jurisdiction; 18 factories utilize only fuel oil-fired drying equipment,
14 factories have dual-fuel drying equipment installed, and the remaining
seven factories have been converted to fuelwood for tea drying by
retrofitting with reconditioned locomotive boilers. The KTDA has been
evaluating ways to totally eliminate the use of fuel oil through
substitution with suitable locally-derived fuels. It is estimated that
25 to 27 million liters of fuel oil are consumed annually by the KTDA for

tea drying and processing at a delivered cost of about US$3.5 million.

Focus of the Problem

1.2 In earlier years, most tea producers used to grow their own
fuelwood but, with increasing pressures on the land, they have tended to

replace their fuelwood stands with tea, or other crops. Tea producers
have either turned to the Forestry Department (FD) for their supply of
fuelwood, or converted their plant to use fuel oil as a source of heat.
To convert all of the tea producing facilities from fuel oil back to wood
would exacerbate already critical deforestation. In real terms, the
countrywide wood demand already exceeds sustainable forest production by
six million tons per annum. Thus, no wood-fired tea drying retrofit
program can proceed unless there is a secure, sustainable fuelwood
supply. At present, each of the two main tea growing areas has also to

contend with a serious competitor for fuelwood supply. The Kericho area

is about 150 km from the space Webuye pulp and paper mill, and the Limuru
area is only 40 km from Nairobi which has a rapidly growing market for
both fuelwood and charcoal.

Fuelwood Requirements for Wood-Fired Tea Drying

1.3 For a poorly maintained, poorly operated wood-fired tea stove,
about seven m3 of stacked fuelwood is required to produce one ton of dry
tea. This results in an overall process efficiency of 45-50%. There-

fore, at a 0.6 void factor for stacked wood, 420,000/m 3 of wood, solid
volume, (sv) is required annually to dry the tea production of the entire

tea industry. This fuelwood could be supplied by 28,000 hectares (ha) of
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fuelwood plantations at a yield of 15/m 3 /ha/yr. 1/ Experience in Papua
New Guinea, which has undertaken a significant conversion program to
convert diesel oil-fired drying to wood-fired drying, and to upgrade
existing wood combustion systems, has demonstrated that when energy
improvement initiatives are undertaken with the conversion to wood
firing, or on the existing wood-fired systems, the processing efficiency
can be raised to a sustainable level of close to 70%. Examples of energy
improvement initiatives include the use of automatic stoking, recupera-
tive stack heat reclaimers, and three stage drying. The Papua New Guinea
experience suggests that the per ton drying requirement can be reduced to
1.3 kg wood per kg tea or about 2.4 m3 of solid wood per ton of tea. For

complete conversion of the Kenyan tea industry to wood-fired drying,
236,000/m 3 (sv) of wood would be required, which can be supplied by
16,000 ha of plantations yielding 15/m 3 /ha/yr. For just the 32 KTDA
factories currently burning oil, some 106,000/m 3 (sv) of fuelwood would
be required which can be supplied from about 7,100 ha of plantations.
The requirement to supply all 39 KTDA factories would be 130,000/m 3 /yr
(sv), or the sustainable yield from 8,700/ha of plantations.

Related Forestry Activities

1.4 The Kenyan Government Ministry of Energy and Regional
Development (MOE) and the Beijer Institute have advanced a series of
policy measures aimed at halting deforestation and restoring a woodfuels
supply-demand balance over the next 20 years. Various bilateral donors
have responded in mobilizing resources as a result of the above policy
measures. Organizations such as USAID, SIDA, the German Aid Program, the
Dutch Aid Program have devised relevant support programs. The World Bank
and the Government of Kenya have agreed under the joint UNDP/World Bank
Energy Sector Management Assistance Program (ESMAP) to concentrate on
preinvestment work for Peri-Urban Fuelwood Plantations within the
proposed GOK/Beijer strategy. Any fuelwood conversion program in the tea

industry must be coordinated with the above preinvestment work.

Program Strategy

1.5 One possible approach to conversion to wood-fired tea drying and
including overall energy efficiency improvements, is to focus first on
the KTDA which constitutes about 55% of the total Keyan tea industry. It
is likely that the private sector would follow suit, if the benefits were

adequately demonstrated. The Papua New Guinea conversions achieved
paybacks of approximately one year in financial terms when displacing
diesel oil. The proposed Kenyan program should make as much use as
possible of the Papua New Guinea experience.

1/ The yield of 15/m 3 /ha/yr is conservative, but deemed necessary at
this stage to compensate for the poor growing conditions likely to
be experienced in potential plantation areas.
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1.6 The implementation schedule for converting oil-fired dryers to
wood-fired dryers is likely to be determined by fuelwood supply
considerations and the availability of investment capital. However, the
efficiency improvements for the existing wood, and if desirable, oil-
fired dryers can obviously proceed regardless. By upgrading the
efficiency of existing wood-fired facilities, the existing fuelwood
resource base can be potentially extended to permit the conversion of
additional oil-fired facilities to wood without the need for increasing
the existing fuelwood resource base. Nevertheless, it appears likely
that the maximum benefit to be derived from conversion to wood can only
be achieved by securing additional sustainable fuelwood resources of the
required scale. The above discussion suggests a phased program is
possible that will achieve benefits at each level.



II. OBJECTIVES

2.1 The broad objectives of this preinvestment analysis activity are
as follows:

(a) To develop an economically sound investment program for
upgrading the process efficiency of KTDA factories and where
practical, to effect the conversion from oil to wood-fired
drying in accordance with a schedule of implementation which
is consistent with fuelwood resources and investment capital
constraints, and in order of economic return. The invest-
ment program is to be presented in a manner which will
readily facilitate Government decision-making and financier
appraisal.

(b) To define the issues and options facing the Government in
determining the allocation of increasingly scarce fuelwood
resources, and for the supply of the additional fuelwood
demands.

(c) To identify the full complement of social and economic
policy issues and options facing program implementation,
including land availability, the means of fuelwood
production (i.e. small holders vs. major company-owned and
operated plantations), demographic factors, institutional
and manpower training considerations, required incentives
for conversion to wood-fired tea drying and for efficiency
improvements, nominating the sequence in which these matters
must be addressed and resolved by Government at all levels,
and specifying the respective roles and responsibilities of
the agencies concerned.



III. SPECIFIC WORK PROGRAM

3.1 The work program is to be completed and documentation finished
within nine months of the date of commissioning. The contractor/consul-
tant should consider and report in-depth on all aspects of the program
specified. On the basis of preliminary findings, and with the agreement
of the executing agency and the GOK, special emphasis may be given to a
particular component or components, for example the energy efficiency
improvement activities might be completed on a prioritized basis.

3.2 The work program contains three principal components to be
examined in parallel:

(a) first, the present fuelwood resource base for the tea
industry and the present supply pattern, prices, and costs
must be accurately defined, and a least-cost approach
outlined for meeting any deficit at each prospective level
of fuelwood demand. This will very likely require
preliminary fuelwood plantation design and costing on
specified land.

(b) second, a detailed investment program must be prepared in
respect of two options or levels for conversion to woodfuel
from fuel oil of all KTDA tea drying factories. The first
option or level, is for those factories that can and should,
be converted relying only on the existing sustainable
fuelwood supply with the benefit of a maximum process energy
efficiency gains. The second option or level, would be the
conversion of all those factories economically justified
considering the investment in fuelwood plantations, woodlots
or nurseries, and extension services, that are consistent
with practical limits of land use and other potential
limiting factors. This level of conversion would also
employ use of biomass resources other than wood, if the
availability and economics provide sufficient incentive.
The investment program must be backed-up by the appropriate
financial and economic analyses to verify program worth.
The implementation schedule must obviously consider resource
constraints.

(c) third detailed prefeasibility conceptual designs for
efficiency gains, and for conversion to wood-fired drying,
along with costings must be prepared for each level of
conversion and for each local type of tea processing
facility. The Papua New Guinea experience should be used
here, wherever possible.
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Conceptual Designs for Conversion

3.3 Several types of heat producing systems are employed by the
KTDA, and each will have its own specific conversion needs. The
consultant must therefore:

(a) survey and categorize the type, age, and arrangement of heat
producing equipment found in KTDA factories, noting relevant
performance data, when available. 1/

(b) perform basic energy audits on samples of each type of
system to define the opportunity for energy efficiency
actions.

3.4 After preparing conceptual designs for both energy efficiency
improvements and for conversion of combustion systems to wood, a cost per
conversion and an annual fuel requirement should be prepared for each of
the potential conversion sites, ranked in terms of return on investment,
and aggregated for each level of conversion and rehabilitation
proposed. A program for manpower training and development should be
formulated and costed to guarantee optimum long-term operations.

Land Requirement for Fuelwood

3.5 In determining the availability of land for fuelwood plantation
development, if necessary, the complex issues of ownership,
accessibility, suitability and highest value usage will have to be
considered. The use of existing plantations should be reviewed at this
time. The analysis required to address this area should include:

(a) in conjunction with the Peri-Urban Fuelwood Plantation
Program activity, and all other appropriate forestry sector
activities, identify existing and potentially available
fuelwood resources;

(b) identify area of new plantations needed to satisfy fuelwood
demand after conversion of drying systems and net of supply
from existing sources;

(c) produce an inventory of the total area of suitable land
within a reasonable transportation distance of a tea factory
site. This information could be available from the Peri-
Urban or other ongoing forestry studies;

I/ It is possible that the GOK could arrange to have much of this data
prepared prior to the consultant's start of work.
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(d) prepare a description of the current ownership and use of
the above identified land, and the likely opportunity cost
for its use as a fuelwood plantation;

(e) rank the available land in order of desired development,
using requirement of productive potential, social
acceptance, and least cost economic development as ranking
criteria. Recommend appropriate species or species trials
to enable five year rotational cycles. Establish time
schedule for plantation development;

(f) establish transportation costs of fuelwood from likely
plantation sites to KTDA factory sites.

Plantation Design and Establishment Costs

3.6 The key factors to be considered here include species and
provenance selection, spacing, fertilization, rotation length, and
prospects for the establishment of agroforestry plantation systems. The
work of the Peri-Urban Fuelwood Plantation Program should serve as the
primary input to this effort wherever possible. The required analysis
should include:

(a) defining a range of options for both small holder and
centralized production, defining in each case the nature and
method of overall management required to ensure optimum
production. The role of the Department of Forests must be
defined;

(b) full financial and economic analysis of the options proposed
must be completed, including rate of return and present
value unit cost estimations for the various options. It is
to be noted that the plantations will have a captive market
in the tea industry.

3.7 All analysis should specify solid cubic meters m3 (sv) and oven-
dry tons of production for units standardization, and be sensitive to
changing basic wood density with age of forest.

3.8 As a major program of investment in forest production is
possible here, any manpower training and development needs deriving
because of new systems of production should be defined and fed into the
Peri-Urban Fuelwood Plantation Program effort which has a major activity
in this area.

Economic and Financial Analysis

3.9 The analyses applied in each component are to be aggregated into
an overall program costs and benefit review, presented in both financial
and economic terms. To the extent that it is possible, the risks
associated should be identified as an aid to decision-making by the
Government and prospective program financiers. Employment implications
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should be noted and separately evaluated. The relevant economic and
social costs and benefits are to be simply presented. Analysis should be
performed for the KTDA factory conversions and be supplemented with at
least a cursory view of the total industry conversion.

Implementation Schedule and Investment Programming

3.10 A precise schedule of program implementation should be compiled
summarizing the schedules for each of the program components (infra-
structure, plantation establishment, training, and hardware conver-
sions). A parallel schedule of investment requirements should be
specified for each phase of the program amounting to a statement of
funding requirements year-by-year, distinguishing foreign exchange and
local currency requirements. The main objective here is to complete a
detailed implementation schedule and investment program for the total
conversion to wood of the KTDA tea factories, and the completion of all
viable energy efficiency improvements.

Counterpart Agency and Local Logistical Support

3.11 The Government of Kenya will supply l'ocal support facilities of
office, secretarial assistance, transportation, and will establish agency
and staff counterparts. It is anticipated that besides a Project
Coordinator, counterparts would be required from the forestry side (DF),
and from XTDA (a technical staff familiar with the thermodynamics of tea
processing).

3.12 As indicated in paragraph 3.2(b), there are two possible levels
of conversion to pursue in parallel, or staged:

(a) Level 1. Energy efficiency improvements are used to stretch
out the existing fuelwood resource base allowing additional
conversions to fuelwood of KTDA tea drying factories, the
number to be determined by the study; and,

(b) Level 2. Total conversion of all KTDA tea factories to
wood-fired drying biomass, resources is pursued along with
the necessary fuelwood plantation development, or location
of alternative biomass resources to permit sustained long-
term operation after conversion of the factories.

The cost and timing will obviously be effected by the choice of a
parallel or sequential approach.
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IV. ADDENDUM ON COSTS AND STUDY SCHEDULE

4.1 In order to assess the likely study costs and timing, the
following manpower and schedule estimate has been prepared. These would
not be furnished to potential consultants or contractors, and are only
furnished for preliminary budgetary purposes. For pursuing the Level 1
and Level 2 activities on a parallel basis, the work schedule should
approximate the following:

A. Establish counterparts and responsi- Month 1
bilities of GOK agencies

B. Select contractor/consultants a/ Month 2

C. Work begins Month 3

D. Consultant reports completed Month 6/7

E. Final report approved Month 8

F. Donors and financiers solicited Month 9

a/ If formal RFP's are utilized, add three months to schedule
starting with Item C.

Cost Estimate

US$

A. Discussion with GOK prior to committment..$10,000

B. Supervision costs.... ............. . ...... ..10,000

C. Prefeasibility study man-months
plus expenses... ............. 152,000

TOTAL ........#*.............. ......0........172,000
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Time and Cost Budget

Weeks

Advance Preparation and Review......................4

Conceptual Designs for Conversions............ ..... 8

Land Requirement for Fuelwood..................... .6

Plantation Design and Establishment Costs..*........4

Economic and Financial Analysis................... .3

Implementation Schedule and Investment Programming..3

Coordination .... e..... *.... ...... .. .. .. .. ... . .. 4

Report Writing, Editing....... .... ... .............. 8

Rough Cost Estimate US$

40 weeks x 6 days at US$350/day....................84,000

Per diem 30 weeks x 7 days at US$120/day............25,200

International travel 5 persons at US$3,000

per round trip....................................15,000

Local travel........................................12,000
.....136,200

Contingencies

(Printing, Review meetings etc.).....**.......... 15,000
TOTAL&...... ................................. 4152,000
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Parallel level I and level 2 Program

Field Work Report Prep Presentation

Work Program Executed by 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

Conceptual Design Engineer/echnologist

land Pequirement Engineer/Technologist
Agroforester

Plantation Design Agroforester
& Costs Economist

Economic & Finan- Economist
cial Analysis Team leader

Implementation Econcxist
Schdwuling Team leader

Coordination. Team leader / - - - -

Presentation Team leader

a/ The team leader will participate in all phases of the study.
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4.2 The impact of phasing the proposed program will be to add to
both the cost and time required for completion. It is estimated that the
Level 1 activity which focuses on energy conservation and the existing
fuelwood resource base could be completed in three to four months at a
cost estimated at not more than $50,000. Following with a Level 2
activity which tries to convert all KTDA factories to wood by
establishing resources would require an additional eight months 1/ to
complete, at an estimated cost not to exceed $135,000. The program
overhead costs would remain essentially the same so that the total
program cost for a phased program is estimated to not exceed $205,000.

August 9, 1984

1/ If formal RFP's are to be utilized add three months to the
overvall schedule.
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August 16, 1984

Mr. A. S. Bhalla
Chief
Technology and Employment Branch
Employment and Development Department
International Labor Office
Postale CH-1211 Geweva 20
Switzerland

Dear Mr. Bhalla:

Thank you for your letter of August 2, 1984 and the very useful
comments that you have made on the coverage of the Energy Assessment
reports. The first set of issues that you raised, i.e. those relating to
household energy consumption and interfuel choices, is one that we
ourselves are taking an increasing interest in. You may have noticed
that some of the more recent Energy Assessment reports, notably Ethiopia,
have begun to analyze these questions in considerable depth. We are also
following up on these issues in the context of the Energy Sector
Management Assistance Program. For example, the Ethiopia woodstoves
project in which we are collaborating with ILO, aims inter-alia to answer
precisely some of these questions.

Regarding energy conservation, I agree that it would be
interesting and useful to analyze the link between energy saving and
employment creation. We have not done much work on this subject and,
indeed, more generally on the employment and income implications of
energy supply and use options. I know that your group has been looking
at this issue for sometime and if you have any thoughts on how we could
collaborate in this area, we would be very happy to discuss them.

I look forward to hearing from you.

With best regards,

ours sincerely,

sood Ahmed
Acting Chief
Energy Assessments Division
Energy Department

ITT 440098 RCA 248423 WUI 64145 Y-7040
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM

TO: Mr. Julian Bharier, Chief, EGYEA August 16, 1984

FROM: Masood Ahmed, Deputy Chief, EG

SUBJECT: Meeting with IDEP in Senegal

1. As we agreed, I met with Mr. Kwaku who is in charge of IDEP's
Energy Program during my last mission to Senegal (Mr. Montasser was away
on mission). The attached note summarizes IDEP's proposed energy
program. At the moment they are not active in this sector and do not
have any energy specialists on their staff, but they propose to embark on
a program of research and training focussing on the analysis of energy
issues from the African perspective. I reviewed the program with
Mr. Kwaku and gave him some comments, essentially trying to redirect the
emphasis away from research and abstract analysis towards the provision
of concrete and specific training in areas such as energy auditing,
project evaluation, and pricing strategies. He accepted the general
thrust of my comments but indicated that due to political reasons they
may need to embark on a certain amount of research and analytical work as
well. We agreed that I would send him copies of Energy Assessment and
ESMAP reports in African countries, and of ETDC and selected Energy
Department Notes. These have subsequently been sent. We also agreed
that IDEP would be put on our mailing for future Energy Assessment and
ESMAP reports in African countries.

Attachment.

cc: Messrs. Saunders (EGY); Bates (o/r) (EGYEA);
Ms: Stout (EGYEA)

MAhmed:aaf.

P-1867



MR. NOITASSER, DIRECTOR, IDEP, KAKAR, SENEGAL. VERY KIND OF YOU

TO INVITE HE A: AN OBSERVER TO ATTEND MEETING IN DAKAR ON 26-27

JULT, REGRET THAT I SHALL SE UNABLE TO ATTEND. NOWEVER, NY

COLLEAGUE, MR. NASOOD ANNED WILL BE IN DAKAR DURING THE PERIOD

JULY 17 TO 20 AND ME WILL CALL ON YOU TO DISCUSS TNE RESULTS OF

YOUR INZtAAL MEETING AND POTENTIAL COLLABORATION. BEST WISHES.

JULIAN GNARIER, CHIEF ASSESSMENTS DIVISION, ENERGY DEPARTNENT,

WORLOBANK

Co4

~D

TELEX 579 I*EP 56 July 13/84

Assmwunts: Gen. Jfharier:ks 7-2791

Jutian Sharter, Chif., EGYEA
Nr Ane (SwA
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UITED NATIONS

AYRIC2 IN STITUTE FOE ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT AND PLANNING

D A K A P

IDEP'S CENTER FOR ENEGY REAR H

AND TRAINING IN APR ICA

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS

The Institute for Economic Developr.nx Iiu Planning (ILEP; il in

the process of creating capacity to functicn z cntr for Encrgy n;/

esearch and Training in Africa starting fron. tie cademic year .

is in accordance with the Institute's Five Year Devtiapment Plan app rcv w

both the ECA Conference of Planners as well az ir, . council of Mini :.

overall thrust and orientation of the new. Enrg Progranmme are bastz - nlth

thinking and aspirations of Africa's leaders as set out in the Lanes fl ai, ci

Action, Chapter IX, sections 284-94.

The document stated inter alia than th, African energy situt .ii is

disturbing. Energy consumption rates continuc -to arouse serious anxiettit- auc

the continent's future energy supplies. This is copcunded by the iLcWlSti

prices of petroleum and other conventiorul D ncI reurc5:5. Tihe mi1sr OIn-itr

related problems facing Africa may therefore bc uiaazeo as iollw: thc lc

of national energy policies in most African csunn:; 'ze nron-integirt ion (A

energy activities in overall national velepmen p ning efforts; the bssncc

of an inventory of available energy resources in ; and the lacn of capitol

for funding the establishment of national energy programmes as well as fiancin

efforts in energy research and planninc. In or t lieviate these prLlcms,

the Lagos Plan of Action recommended, amnn e s, the establ!a:31 1c-irl 1

Airican Energy Institutions responsible for c,- .ising and finuncinc ai I

related activities and development pr - ts, as.. .l providing quiIi ii-

overall energy sector management and pjannine.

It is in this spirit that IDEP took the initiative in organjzingl the

"Focus on Energy in Africa" seminar held on 1-3 Jun-, 1983 here at ~DEP. T1lc

participants, both from Africa and abroad, includino eleven Airicarn Miuisteru

energy expressed deep concern about the serious v ccuum that existed i-I enci



planning, research and training in Africa. Representatives of participating

international organizations such as the OAU, ECA, UNDP, UNEP and the World

Bank, among others, also expressed the same concern about the prevailing gar.

There was a concensus that this gap should and could be filled by IDEP Itci

then would function as an Energy Center for Africa. This role for IDEP was

emphasized par-icularly in view of the fact that IDEP was an overall development

planning, research and training Pan-African, bilingual, institution serving all

Africa.

Following up on this issue, and after discussion and collaboration with

ECA, 3AU, ADb and the World Bank, among others, it has been decided to initiate

the development of a comprehensive programme at IDEP in energy planning, research

anJ training it. Africa. The program envisaged has four main components :

(A) Research, (B) Training, (C) Support Services: advisory services seminars,

conferences and workshops, and (D) Publications. This is illustrated in the

accompanying programme chart and explained briefly below. For details, see rele-

vant sections of the programme document.

1. PROGRAMME ACTIVITIES (summary)

A. Research

The focus will be on two complementary but separate areas of

research. These are :

1. Analysis of Policies and Plans: National and multinational

consolidated energy balance sheets would be constructed and

updated for African countries annually.

2. Analysis of Project Selection, Design and Implementation.

B. Training

The following are the courses and the main study areas. Each

course is designed to suit African conditions,:

1. Techniques of Energy Sector Management and Planning.

2. Energy Resources and their utilization.

3. Demand Management and Energy Pricing Strategies.

4. Energy Conservation Strategies.



5. Energy Infrastructure and Logistics

C. Support Services

1. Advisory services to African governments and institutions

2. Conferences

3. Seminars

4. Workshops

D. Publications

1. Annual Energy Report issued in collaboration with the

ECA and ADB.

2. Proceedings from conferences, seminars and workshops.

3. Discussion Papers.



TABLE L

PROGRAM CHART

IDEP'S ENERGY CENTER"

(A) RESEARCH (B) TRAINING (C) SUPPOPT (D) PUBLICAT[ONS
SERVICES

Policies Projects COURSES

& Analysis - Sector Ibncgceiit & Plaiuing - Advisory Services - Annual Report

Plans - Resources & Utilization - Seiinars - Proceedings frmn

- Demand Managefment - Conferences Conferences

- Conservation - Workshops - Discussion Papers

- Infrastructuire

IN PUJT S

- One Full-time Teaching/Research Staff for 12 man-months

- Part-Time Teaching/Research Staff totalling 12 man-monLits

20 - 30 Trainees (3 months)
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AND TRAINING IN AFRICA

SECTION A

THE ENERGY RESEARCH PROGRAMME

The available research works on the energy situation in Africa are

published mainly by international organizations and institutions as well as

national governments and institutions with vested interest in African energy

resources. Among the major research accomplishments in this area are the

World Bank/UNDP Energy Assessments of individual African countries, the

Quarterly Energy Review and Annual Supplements, Africa division of the Econo-

mist Intelligence Unit (EIU), as well as numerous publications on African

Energy issues by the EEC, USAID, OPEC and multinational oil companies.

The basic limitation of these research materials is that they are

written to satisfy criteria that may not be suitable to African interests

and social development. Even the World Bank/UNDP Energy Assessments are sub-

ject to World Bank lending and technical assistance criteria and the evalua-

tions may not necessarily be in the interests of the indigenous African Govern-

ments that requested the Assessments in the first place.

The IDEP Energy Research Programme seeks to satisfy a basic need of

African governments and institutions by undertaking and publishing research

materials on energy aimed at overall economic and social development of the

African continent. This research programme is parallel to and supportive of

the three-month specialization training programme on Energy in Africa and covers

the variois study areas outlined in that programme. The research programme is,

nevertheless, flexible enough to meet current emergency programme needs and

priorities. Unlike the training programme, this research programme component is

on an all-year-round basis. It provides the requisite material, policy analysis,

case studies and project analyses, among others, which constitute both the

theoreticri and empirical foundation of the training programme.

Two separate but complementary aspects of the research programme are

envisaged. These are: (1) Analysis of Policies and Plans, and (2) Analysis of

Projects. Each of these research areas would be developed independently but

account would be taken of the feedbacks, linkages and interactions between the

two.
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1. Analysis of Policies and Plans

This aspect of the research programme will focus on the construction

of national and multinational consolidated energy balance sheets for African

countries. This analytical framework is useful for both short-term an.i lV
term energy forecasts. Energy balances are useful as a check on the consis-

tency of macroeconomic and energy sector plans. These balances trace the flow

of energy through an economy, accounting not only for the sources and uses of

energy form but also for losses in the processes of energy transformation.

Examples of such losses are those that occur in the process of charcoal making,

oil refining, or electricity generation from thermal power stations.

Application of energy balances generates both demand and supply

projections. The energy demand projections build on the evaluation of exi3ting

information (within the energy balances matrix) on the country's economic deve-

lopment and energy conservation potential. The energy supply projections would

involve some judgement by the analyst regarding the'levels of output and of

imported energy materials which may be considered feasible within the framework

of the energy matrix. Alternative scenarios can be determined with the energy

balances to illustrate the effect of different development patterns and to

demonstrate the importance of specific projects and policies. Analysis of the

implications of the demand/supply projections and of the various scenarios can

yield implications for balance of payments adjustments and investment require-

ments. This kind of input is an essential prerequisite for possible reallign-

ments in energy strategy within overall national development planning.

(a) Basic Principles

Table II is a schematic representation of an idealized consolidated

Energy Balance sheet for a typical African economy. There is a clear-cut

breakdown between primary and secondary sources of energy. The interactions

indicate the respective energy flows accounting for production, import, export,

variation in inventories, losses in transformation and final consumption.

The Energy Balance matrix can be more readily understood by the

non-initiated (excluding your honourable Excellencies!) if certain basic concepts

are grasped. Primary Energy means those sources provided by nature in its

direct form, such as petroleum, natural gas, fossil coal, hydraulic energy, wood,

sugar cane etc. The bulk of the primary energy is transformed, that is, used
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as inputs in the Centers of Transformation (petroleum refineries, natural gas

plants, coking ovens, hydro-electric power stations etc.) TIhere it is converted

into sources of secondary energy, which correspond to diesel oil, gasoline,

fossil coal coke, electricity, etc. In the process of transformatioin_

waste or losses are induced.

The remaining primary energy is consumed directly in the various

sectors of the economy and is termed final consumption. Examples of this are:

the consumption of wood for cooking meals, consumption of steam coal in boilers

etc. A greater part of secondary energy goes directly into final consumption

also in the various sectors while the remainder is converted into other forms

of secondary energy. Examples of these conversions are: fuel oil into electricit

sugar cane baggase into electricity, naphtha, and biomass fuels. The total con-

sumption of each source of primary and secondary energy is thus represented by

the sum of transformed energy and energy that went into final consumption.

It should also be noted with reference to Table II that final consump-

tion of primary and secondary sources breaks down in turn into energy and non-

energy applications, with final energy consumption distributed among a number of

sectors of the economy. These include: the energy sector itself, the residential

commercial, public, agricultural, transportation and industrial sectors. The

transportation sector in turn breaks down into highway transportation, railroads,

air transportation and waterways, and the industrial sector is disaggregated int

cement, pig-iron and steel, iron alloys, mining/pelletization, non-ferrous

metals, chemicals, foodstuffs and beverages, textiles, paper and pulp, potteries

and other industries.

(b) Research Output

Research Work on energy balances for national and multi-national

African countries will be undertaken and up-dated annually. The product of

this research will be documented into four interrelated energy sector studies

consisting of (i) The consolidated Energy Balance, (ii) Consumption * Energy,

(iii) Foreign Trade in Energy and (iv) Energy Resources and Reserves.

(i) The Consolidated Energy Balance:- This document indicates

for each source of primary and secondary energy an account

of production, import, change in inventories etc, and gives

the balance for the transformation centers.
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(ii) Consumption of Energy:- Presents for each source of

primary and secondary energy the total consumption

broken down by the various sectors, centers of trans-

formation, energy sector, residential and commercma:

use etc.

(iii) Foreign Trade in Energy:- Shows external dependency

on energy as characterized by the difference between

demand for energy and domestic production of energy.

(iv) Energy Resources and Reserves:- Indicates the resources

and reserves of primary sources of energy as well as

development projects under implementation.

2. Analysis of Projects

This aspect of the research programme will focus on the analysis

of individual energy projects within the framework of the overall policies

and plans as determined by the Energy Balances.

Energy project priorities include the development of domestic

energy resources, energy transformation investments, and measures to reduce

import costs. This research would involve project selection, design and

implementation. It would include a review of the country's energy resource

base. It would also apply techniques of analyzing the technical,economic

and financial feasibility aspects of projects that may have been considered

for implementation.

Among the specific energy projects on which research will be

undertaken, the following are suggested :

(i) New and Renewable Sources of Energy: Biomass, Biogas,

Solar Energy, Wind Energy, Geothermal Energy and Ocean

Energy.

(ii) Commercial Energy Resources: Hydrocarbon, Hydro-power

and Nuclear Energy Resources.

(iii) Demand Management: Energy Pricing Policies, Determinants

of Energy Consumption; Demand Forecasting.
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(iv) Energy Conservation strategies arid policies.

(v) Energy-sector modelling as suggested by and in

collaboration with the ECA.
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AND TRAINING IN AFRICA

SECTION B

THE THREE-MONTH SPECIALIZATION PROGRAMME ON

ENERGY AND DEVELOPMENT IN AFRICA

Institutional training programmes offering university degrees and

diplomas in energy planning and management are unavailable in Africa.

Middle and upper level personnel in ministeries and other institutions who

need some training in techniques of energy planning and management are

provided the opportunity mainly by energy training institutions in the USA,

UK, France, and other European, Asian and South American energy centers.1 The

curriculum in these training centers may not necessarily cater to the unique

interests of African energy needs and planning requirements. For even short

refresher courses of between 2 to 8 weeks duration, African energy institutions

have to rely mainly on organizations such as the Economic Development Institute

(EDI) of the World Bank, the United States Agency for International Development

(USAID) and the Industrial Development Authority (IDA) of Ireland, among others. 2

There is, therefore, no doubt the urgency with which the challenge must

be met to establish in Africa an institution for the training of energy specialists.

managers, and technicians in the management and planning of the energy sector and

resources in Africa. The IDEP center for energy training seeks to meet this

challenge by developing special courses, modules, case studies and training kits

designed to suit the specific requirements of energy sector planning and manage-

ment in Africa.

The content of the courses would balance the technological,

financial and social aspects of energy uses in Africa. The courses are

designed to cover the fundamentals of national energy planning including

energy modelling techniques, energy balances, energy assessments and energy

1. Typical examples of these energy training institutions are:

(a) State University of New York at Stony Brook (USA)
(b) Institut Economique et Juridique de l'energie, Univer-ity

of Grenoble (France)
(c) Energy Research group, Cambridge (UK) (d) Dept. of Industrial Management,

Athens University (Greece) (e) Energy Institute, Kbln University (West Germany).

2. EDI has just completed a one-week course for top level energy professionals
in Washington, D.C. (March 1984) and is planning a similar course in
collaboration with IDEP in Dakar in March 1985. IDA has also completed
an 8-week course in Dublin, Ireland (October-November, 1983) and is planning
a similar course in Nairobi early 1985.



policy options. These energy planning courses would also relate to

problems of energy technology and its impact, energy conversions, waste

and possible environmental effects. The courses will be organized to equip

the participants with the ability to plan and implement national energy

programmes. Every effort will be made to keep the courses as practical as

possible, and each participant will be encouraged to relate the courses to the

needs of his or her own country.

The following are the main study areas offered in this energy

training programme.

1. National and Energy Sector Planning in Africa

- Energy modelling techniques:- Reference Energy Systems; Input-Output

and Linear Programming models; Application with well known macro-

economic models such as the World Bank Minimum Standards Energy

Model.

- Energy balances:- Consisting of primary and secondary sources

with an account of production, import, export, change in inventories,

losses, adjustments and final consumption; the balance for the trans-

formation centers characterizing the energy entering and leaving the

centers, and the respective losses in transformation; annual matrices

consolidating the flows of energy from the various primary and secon-

dary sources.

- Energy assessments:- Role of assessments in overall planning; role of

foreign experts; assessments follow-up; the analytical approach.

Varieties: World Bank/UNDP energy sector assessments and management

programme; the Inter-American Development Bank assessment programme;

the U.S. Department of Energy assessments; USAID and other bilateral

aid assessment programmes.

2. Energy Resources and Utilization in Africa

- Fuelwood, charcoal and Re-afforestation.

- Conventional Energy Resources:- Hydrocarbon Energy

Petroleum, natural gas, coal; Hydropower Energy; Nuclear Energy.

- Renewable Energy Resources:- Biomass, Biogas, Solar Energy, Wind

Energy, Geothermal Energy, Wave, Tidal and Ocean Thermal Energy
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3. Energy Demand Management in Africa

- Energy pricing policies:- Co-ordinated energy pricing and

planning policies in various energy sub-sectors: electric

power, petroleum, natural gas, coal, and traditional fuels.

Pricing presented as one of several possible policy tools

for optimal supply-demand planning and management. Manifold

pricing objectives - growth,social welfare, conservation,

promotion of regional development - subject to socio-political,

legal, and environmental constraints.

- Energy consumption and demand forecasting using econometric

techniques on cross country variations in consumption of various

forms of energy.

- Balance of trade implications, strategies and policy options.

4. Energy Conservation Strategies in Africa

- Different types of national conservation programmes.

- The design of energy control systems and methods of

calculating energy loss.

- Methods of implementing and measuring the effectiveness

of conservation programmes.

5. Energy Infrastructure and logistics in Africa

- Development and operating procedures of energy transformation

centers.

- Distribution networks of major conventional energy resources.

- The Electricity grid system and the potential for multi-country

linkages and implications for economic integration.
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AND TRAINING IN AFRICA

SECTION C

SUPPORT SERVICES

In addition to research and training components of the energy programme,

the energy center also undertakes activities through which energy research and

other energy related information are disseminated throughout Africa and world-

wide. These activities are: advisory services, conferences, seminars and work-

shops.

Advisory services are provided, by and large, upon request from African

governmentsand regional organizations and institutions such as ECA and ADB.

Information and documentation from the center's research activities constitute

readily available material for such consultancy services.

As noted earlier in the introduction, the energy programme was

informally launched with the "Focus on Energy in Africa" seminar held in June

1983 here at IDEP. Seminars, as well as workshops and conferences on African

energy issues continue to be major activities in which the energy center will

be involved. These activities are supportive and ensure that results from the

research and training programmes are disseminated to a wider audience. Profes-

sional acticles and discussion papers presented at these sessions on energy

can also be bound together and circulated widely to African governments and

relevant agencies and institutions throughout Africa.
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AND TRAINING IN AFRICA

SECTION D

PUBLICATIONS

The Institute will make available the services of its printing
and reproduction facilities to publish various documents from the Energy

Center.

An Annual Energy Report would be issued each year in collaboration

with ECA and ADB. This report will cover, among other things, the latest
research accomplishments on energy in Africa, an inventory of current energy

res-ources and reserves, and a review of current energy development projects

in Africa.

Other publications envisaged include Proceedings from energy
conferences, seminars and workshops. The Proceedings will include edited
versions of professional papers presented as well as discussion papers,
rappoteurs' and discussants' comments and reviews.

II Inputs

The training programme and its supportive research are to be

covered by staff specialists made up of full-time professionals as well

as short-term consultants. These staff specialists are to be engage6

specifically for the programme. The programme would also benefit from

the Institute's other inputs and general overheads: overall planning,

teaching and research staff, simultaneous interpretation and also transla-
tion (both in English and French), library, computer facilities, reproduction
and printing facilities, among -others.

The manpower requirements each year for the training and research

components of the energy programme include : (1) a full-time teaching and
research staff for 12 man-months and (2) part-time teaching and research

staff for a total of 12 man-months. Overhead costs of the programme such
as those connected with simultaneous interpretation and translation (English
and French), computer facilities, library and secretarial services, among
others, would be absorbed by the Institute.

III Trainees

Participants in the training and research sativiti-cz ne+.+A
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experience in the area of energy planning and policy. This is in line with

the Institute's general requirements in this regard. The trainees would be

drawn from upper echelon employees in Ministries and Departments of Mines,

Power and Energy as well as other institutions dealing with management

of energy resources. Graduates of IDEP's programme would be equipped to

undertake training of others after their return to their home countries.

About twenty to thirty trainees from different African ccuntries would

participate in the programme each year.

IV Budget

The budget estimates that follow represent annual requirements,

beginning 1984/85. The estimates cover all four components of the energy

programme: research, training, support services and publ'cations.

Item US $ Equivalent

- One full-time teaching/research staff

for 12 man-months at US $50,000 ............. 50,000

- Part-time teaching/research consultant

totalling 12 man-months at US $50,000........ 50,000

- One seminar/conference/workshop per

year at US$30,000........................................ 30,000

- Publication of Annual Report and other documents

per year at US $40,000.................................. 40,000

- Fellowships for 20 participants at

US $500 per month for 3 months.................. 30,000

TOTAL 200,000
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The World Bank 1818 H Street, N.W (202) 477-1234
INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT Washington, D C 20433 Cable Address INTBAFRAD
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION U.S.A Cable Address: INDEVAS

August 16, 1984

Dr. Niek B. H. Stevens
Director
Olexcon International B.V.
Parsifalstraat 22,
2555 WJ The Hague
The Netherlands

Dear Dr. Stevens:

Thank you for your letter to Mr. Bharier of August 8, 1984 and
the attached CVs of your staff. Under the Energy Sector Management
Assistance Program we do not have much involvement in the area of
petroleum exploration and development. However, as you know, the World
Bank has an active petroleum lending program under which we occasionally
engage consultants with specialization in fields such as of your firm. I
have, therefore, passed on your letter and the attached CVs to my
colleagues who are responsible for the World Bank's Petroleum Lending
Program. They will review this material and contact you directly should
an opportunity arise for your participation in one of their operations.
I would like to thank you for your interest in our programs.

Yours sincerely,

5l-

Masood Ahmed
Acting Chief
Energy Assessments Division
Energy Department

bcc: Messrs. McCarthy, Iskander (EGY)
Ms. Stout (EGYEA)

MAhmed:aaf.

ITT 440098 RCA 248423 WUI 64145 Y-7040



OLEXCON INTERNATIONAL B.V.
exploratie consulenten

parsifalstraat 22, 2555 WJ 's-gravenhage

tel. 070 / 25 77 20 - telegr.: OLEXCON - telex: 31578 Inter ni ref. 059A

uw ref.:

onze ref.: NS/WB-EAD/JB/8402

Dr.Julian Bharier
Energy Assessment Division,Room D 451
Energy Department
The World Bank
1818 H Street N.W.
WASHINGTON D.C.20433
U.S.A.

8 August 1984

Dear Dr.Bharier,

Although I have received a reply oith enclosed forms No.12(8-80) on my
previous letter to you from Miss Gwenda Stout I am directing this letter
to you in view of some additional information, partly personal.

First of all, as arranged with the Directorate General for International
Development Cooperation of the Netherlands Ministry of Foreign Affairs
I had expected to meet you last 19 June in The Hague. Unfortunately
however, due to a mistake made by that department the meetinC did not
realize which I regret.

In reply to Miss Stout's letter I take pleasure submitting the forms
completed by Drs.de Groot, Drs.Hoppener, Ir.Masthoff and Dr.Wagner. They
all are of good technical standing and have many years experience in the
oil industry (one including uranium prospecting), most of them worldwide,
as may be noted in the forms. Upon termination of existing (usually short
term) assignments candidates are available at around one month notice.

There are other coworkers presently engaged in projects abroad who might
also be interested. If so, I shall be glad to submit forms completed by
them later when they return here.

It may further be of interest to you to know that Olexcon is registered
with the World Bank since several years and that we are participating
since 1981 in a project in Turkey financed by the World Bank.

Your special attention is further invited for the following offer. Perhaps
sometimes your projects will require analyses, seismic interpretation etc.
for additional information or to check existing data. If so, we shall be
pleased to undertake that work at our laboratory (which we did among
others since 1960). It would most probably be more convenient and efficient
accordingly than in a developing country, saving considerable cost at the
same time.

handelsreqister 's aravenhaae no. 70889



Those analyses comprise various rock analyses, such as stratigraphic,
reservoir rock and source rock analyses. Furthermore, we can carry out
here seismic interpretations and tectonomathematical analysis to trace

targets at depth where seismic information either is absent or doubtful.

For your general information, please, find enclosed a copy of a(selected)
"List of projects concerning evaluation of petroleum prospects and reserves

performed by Olexcon Internatioanl B.V."

I would appreciate very much receiving your comments.

Yours sincerely,

Drs.Niek B.H.Stevens

Director



LIST OF PROJECTS CONCERNING EVALUATION OF

PETROLEUM PROSPECTS AND RESERVES PERFORMED

BY OLEXCON INTERNATIONAL B.V.

(1) Australia
(a) Amadeus Basin which led to the discovery of largest oil and gas field

(b) Browse Basin

(2) Benin The Norwegian company Saga in collaboration with Kvaerner group have

started developments of the project

(3) Cameroon A well was drilled

(4) France Nevers,Nievre : dissuaded

(5) Greece for the Greek government, financed by OECD, covering a large part of

Greece, taking a year containing various recommendations for further developments

(6) Greenland for the Danish government under a 6 years contract. Oil source rocks

were indicated in West, East and North Greenland. Analyses, surveys, reserves

estimates, training, organization, planning etc. Activation of 20 oil companies in 6

groups for exploration off West Greenland. Best part offshore East Greenland as

recommended (several publications by government)*

(7) Ireland Ambassador Irish was dissuaded to continue onshore explorations.

Marathon continued. Nothing was discovered

(8) Mexico For Pemex. A study of 14 wells in Tabasco area with recommendations.

Many oil fields were discovered

(9) North Sea s. 1.

(a) Celtic Sea
(b) Forth Approaches Basin

(c) Irish Sea
(d) North Minch Basin
(e) Northern North Sea Basin

(f) Southern North Sea Basin

Several discoveries were made

(10) U. S. A. Castle Rock, Colorado : dissuaded, stratigraphic traps only, too many dry

wells nearby drilled earlier

Furthermore,our other activities have contributed to the discovery of oil and gas fields

like Ekofisk (Phillips), Ameland, Netherlands North Sea (Mobil), onshore Netherlands

(Amoco) among others

* Plus seismic interpretation by NEGEM of the entire offshore West Greenland area.

The geological data obtained from 5 wells drilled there later did not require any

a mendment of our interpretation

** = Netherlands Geophysical Exploration Company B.V,, a subsidiary of Olexcon
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FORM NO. 75
(6-83) THE WORLD BANK/IFC

DATE:
ROUTING SLIP August 15, 1984

NAME ROOM NO.

Ms. Sally Salvador 1-3-216

APPROPRIATE DISPOSITION NOTE AND RETURN

APPROVAL NOTE AND SEND ON

CLEARANCE PER OUR CONVERSATION

COMMENT PER YOUR REQUEST

FOR ACTION PREPARE REPLY

INFORMATION RECOMMENDATION

INITIAL SIGNATURE
NOTE AND FILE URGENT

REMARKS:

Attached are Vacancy Announcements and
Staffing Requests for Energy Economists,
Conservation Specialist,,and Rural Indus-
tries Specialist and Forester. Staffing
Request for Power Specialist will be sent
to you this afternoon.

FROM: ROOM NO.: EXTENSION:

Masood Ahmed D-629 73996



FnRM NO 1531 THE WORLD BANK/FC
(12-83) VACANCY ANNOUNCEMENT

POSITION TITLE: GRADE RANGE: VACANCY NO.:

Energy Economist K-L-M
D \RTMENT/DIVISION: CLOSING DATE:

argy/Assessm nts
SUPERVISOR'S NAME ITLE: VACANCY PERSONNEL OFFICER/ASSISTANT:

Julian Bharier Division Chief

DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES:

Under the guidance of the Division (hief, the Energy Economist is responsible for:

1. Preparation of Joint UNDP/World Bank Energy Assessment Reports: analyzig the economic aspects of the work
(macro-econouic linkages, mridn projections, pricing issues) and drafting a coherent, integrated report based
on the findings of other mission members and own work.

2. Follow-up: Ubder the Energy Sector Mnagement Assistance Program (EAP), assisting with the implementation
of recmamendations nade in energy assessment reports. Ihis involves:

(i) Identifying energy technical assistance (TA) programs.

(ii) Supervising individual activities under the TA programs identified, by leading missions to the countries
involved and/or guiding the uork of consultants.

(iii) Preparing or reviewing reports on various TA activities in consultation with other Bark Divisions.

(iv) Providing professional advice in areas of the incumbent's expertise to the Energy Department and other
Bank Iepartments. This includes technical inputs on energy planning, policies and institutions to
policy papers and sector reports.

(v) Coordinating with other development assistance agencies.

QUALIFICATIONS/REQUIREMENTS (INCLUDING DESIRABLE SKILLS, KNOWLEDGE AND ABILITIES):

1. Master's degree or equivalent in economics or engineering. Good background in energy mecro and micro-
economics and project analysis.

2. Training and experience in the energy field. Broad familiarity with technical and economic elements of
various energy system. Operational and management experience in energy institutions in developing
countries an asset.

3. Ability to recognize underlying technical, economic, policy and institutional issues in what may be a ass
of detailed information.

4. Experience in project supervision, economic and sector missions. Diplomatic skills required, proven skill
in leading energy-related missions an advantage. Ability to coordinate efforts of technical specialists of
widely varying backgrounds, vnrking in an unfamiliar setting.

5. Ability to summarize complex analyses in clear, concise English.
6. Reading and speaking knowledge of Spanish and/or French preferable.
Note: 'l-year fixed-term appointment under the Joint UNDP/World Bank Energy Sector Assessment Program and
Energy Sector Management Assistance Programs. At the end of this assignment, any regular World Bank staff
member will be guaranteed re-entry into the Operations Complex. Release from current assignment required within
two months. Four pgsitions available,

This vacancy is open to staff members eligible for reassignment. It is not open to external candidates. Staff members may apply for
this vacancy by sending Form No. 1532, Application for Announced Vacancy, to the Vacancy Information Service by the closing date.

ien applying for more than one vacancy, a separate Form No. 1532 should be submitted for each one.



,H WORt 0) BANK~ INIf HNA11ONAL I INANCI LCORPORAVTION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM FORM NO.221
(6-34)

r)ATI July 27, 1984

TO Personnel OffiCer. J. Lopez Ext.: 69114

IROM Requesting Manager, J. Bharie . Ext.: 72781

SUBJI (. STAFFING REQUEST - Please take tion to fill this Vacancy:

POSITION TITLE: DATE REQUIRED:

Energy Economist/44vei!r ASAP

GRADE RANGE: PREFERRED ENTRY LEVEL: POSITION NUMBER: APPOINTMENT TYPE (Duration, if Fixed Term, Temporary or

K-L-M 23414 Part-Time):

VPU/DEPT./DIV. (Names and Numbers): Regular Bank-Temporary
Energy - 352 Fixed-Term Part-Time

Energy Assessments - 50

NAME AND TITLE OF IMMEDIATE SUPERVISOR OR CONTACT IN REQUESTING DEPARTMENT: EXTENSION:

Julian Bharier 72781
Division Chief I

REASON FOR REQUEST KNOWN CANDIDATES WHO SHOULD BE CONSIDERED

Replacement for Internal External

(Name)

[9jNew position
(budgeted but un filled)

Elother
(Explain)

POSITION DESCRIPTION AND PERSON SPECIF4CATION (See Attachment):

I have attached VIS Announcement Form No. 1531 or an up-to-date Position Description including principal responsibilitiestasks,

in priority order. I have also specified key selection criteria, in order of importance, including skills, experience, academic/

professional training required, and any other relevant characteristics desired.

COMPLETED BY PO AFTER DISCUSSION WITH STAFFING SPECIALIST & SELECTING MANAGER

STAFFING STRATEGY PLANNED ACTIONS AND TIMING ACTION UPDATE

VIS NO.:

INTERNAL SEARCH:

EXTERNAL SEARCH:
(from pipeline)

EXTERNAL SEARCH:
(advkecruitment)

MRG REQUIRED:

NAME OF PERSON SELECTED: SEX: STAFF NO.: NATIONALITY: ENTRY LEVEL: ACTUAL START DATE:

REASON FOR VACANCY CANCELLATION: PROCESS EVALUATION (Comment on strategy, timeliness of action, match against
specifications, etc.:

Date:

PO NAME/SIGNATURE: DAT E:



i H( WORI P HANK IN1l I NAI IONA IF INANCI (ORPORAT ION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM FORM NO. 2021

DATI July 27, 1984

TO Personnel Off icer; J. Lopez Ext.: 69114

F ROM Requesting Manager, J. Bharier - Ext.: 72781

SURJE CT STAFFING REQUEST - Please take actio o fill this Vacancy:

POSITION TITLE: DATE REQUIRED:

Energy Economist/Planner ASAP

GRADE RANGE: PREFERRED ENTRY LEVEL: POSITION NUMBER: APPOINTMENT TYPE (Duration, if Fixed Term, Temporary or

K-L-M 2Part-Time):
K-L-M23407

VPU/DEPT./DIV. (Names and Numbers): RedTular 0Bar-Temporary
Enegy-52Fixed-Term Dl Part-Time

Ener gy- 352
Energy Assessments-50

NAME AND TITLE OF IMMEDIATE SUPERVISOR OR CONTACT IN REQUESTING DEPARTMENT: EXTENSION:

Julian Bharier
Division Chief 72781

REASON FOR REQUEST KNOWN CANDIDATES WHO SHOULD BE CONSIDERED

Replacement for Internal External

(Name)

j]New position

(budgeted but unfilled)

other
(Explain)

POSITION DESCRIPTION AND PERSON SPECIFICATION (See Attachment):

I have attached VIS Announcement Form No. 1531 or an up-to-date Position Description including principal responsibilitiesftasks,

in priority order. I have also specified key selection criteria, in order of importance, including skills, experience, academic/

professional training required, and any other relevant characteristics desired.

COMPLETED BY PO AFTER DISCUSSION WITH STAFFING SPECIALIST & SELECTING MANAGER

STAFFING STRATEGY PLANNED ACTIONS AND TIMING ACTION UPDATE

VIS NO.:

INTERNAL SEARCH:

EXTERNAL SEARCH:
(from pipeline)

EXTERNAL SEARCH:
(advhecruitment)

MRG REQUIRED:

NAME OF PERSON SELECTED: SEX: STAFF NO.: NATIONALITY: ENTRY LEVEL: ACTUAL START DATE:

REASON FOR VACANCY CANCELLATION: PROCESS EVALUATION (Comment on strategy, timeliness of action, match against
specifications, etc.):

Date:

PO NAMEISIGNATURE: DATE:



i H1l WQRI( D BANK -INII HNAI IONAL I INANCI U'OHIIOHAI ION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM FORMNO.2021

r>A I July 27, 1984

i o Personnel Officer, J. Lopez Ext.: 69114

ROM Requesting Manager, J. Bharier . Ext.: 72781

SURJI (J STAFFING REQUEST - Please tak tion to fill this Vacancy:

POSITION TITLE: DATE REQUIRED:

Energy Economist/Planner ASAP

GRADE RANGE: PREFERRED ENTRY LEVEL: POSITION NUMBER: APPOINTMENT TYPE (Duration, if Fixed Term, Temporary or

K-L-M 23412 Part-Time):

VPU/DEPT./DIV. (Names and Numbers): Regular Bank-Temporary

Energy - 352 Fixed-Term Part-Time

Energy Assessments - 50

NAME AND TITLE OF IMMEDIATE SUPERVISOR OR CONTACT IN REQUESTING DEPARTMENT: EXTENSION:

Julian Bharier
Division Chief 72781

REASON FOR REQUEST KNOWN CANDIDATES WHO SHOULD BE CONSIDERED

Replacement for Internal External

(Name)

ENew position
(budgeted but unfilled)

[]Other
(Explain) __-

POSITION DESCRIPTION AND PERSON SPECIF4CATION (See Attachment):

I have attached VIS Announcement Form No. 1531 or an up-to-date Position Description including principal responsibilitiesltasks,

in priority order. I have also specified key selection criteria, in order of importance, including skills, experience, academic/

professional training required, and any other relevant characteristics desired.

COMPLETED BY PO AFTER DISCUSSION WITH STAFFING SPECIALIST & SELECTING MANAGER

STAFFING STRATEGY PLANNED ACTIONS AND TIMING ACTION UPDATE

VIS NO.:

INTERNAL SEARCH:

EXTERNAL SEARCH:
(from pipeline)

EXTERNAL SEARCH:
(adviecruitment)

MRG REQUIRED:

NAME OF PERSON SELECTED: SEX: STAFF NO.: NATIONALITY: ENTRY LEVEL: ACTUAL START DATE:

REASON FOR VACANCY CANCELLATION: PROCESS EVALUATION (Comment on strategy, timeliness of action, match against
specifications, etc.):

Date:

PO NAME/SIGNATURE: DATE:



i I W0141 ) HANK -IN1 HNA1 IONAL I INANGI (OHI'OHA1 ION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM FORM NO.2021
(5-4)

r)ATI July 27, 1984

1o Personnel Officer, J. Lopez Ext.: 69114

1 ROM Requesting Manager, J. Bharierp/ / Ext.: 72781

SUJI T STAFFING REQUEST - Please tak ytion to fill this Vacancy:

POSITION TITLE: DATE REQUIRED:
Energy Economist/Planner ASAP

GRADE RANGE: PREFERRED ENTRY LEVEL: POSITION NUMBER: APPOINTMENT TYPF (Duration, if Fixed Term, Temporary or

K-L-M 23413 Part-Time):

VPU/DEPT./DIV. (Names and Numbers): Regular Bank-Temporary

Energy - 352 Fixed-Term Part-Time

Energy Assessments - 50

NAME AND TITLE OF IMMEDIATE SUPERVISOR OR CONTACT IN REQUESTING DEPARTMENT: EXTENSION:

Julian Bharier
Division Chief 1 72781

REASON FOR REQUEST KNOWN CANDIDATES WHO SHOULD BE CONSIDERED

Replacement for Internal External

(Name)
F]New position

(budgeted but un filled)
Dother

(Explain)

POSITION DESCRIPTION AND PERSON SPECIF4CATION (See Attachment):

I have attached VIS Announcement Form No. 1531 or an up-to-date Position Description including principal responsibilitiesytasks,
in priority order. I have also specified key selection criteria, in order of importance, including skills, experience, academic/
professional training required, and any other relevant characteristics desired.

COMPLETED BY PO AFTER DISCUSSION WITH STAFFING SPECIALIST & SELECTING MANAGER

STAFFING STRATEGY PLANNED ACTIONS AND TIMING ACTION UPDATE

VIS NO.:

INTERNAL SEARCH:

EXTERNAL SEARCH:
(from pipeline)

EXTERNAL SEARCH:
(advwecruitment)

MRG REQUIRED:

NAME OF PERSON SELECTED: SEX: STAFF NO.: NATIONALITY: ENTRY LEVEL: ACTUAL START DATE:

REASON FOR VACANCY CANCELLATION: PROCESS EVALUATION (Comment on strategy, timeliness of action, match against
specifications, etc.):

Date:

PO NAME/SIGNATURE: DATE:



FORM NO. 1531 THE WORLD BANK
(3-82)

VACANCY ANNOUNCEMENT

POSITION TITLE: GRADE RANGE: VACANCY NO.:

Energy Conservation Specialist K-L-M
RTMENT/DIVISION: CLOSING DATE:

Energy/Assessments
SU F VISOR'S NAME AND TITLE: VACANCY PERSONNEL OFFICER/ASSISTANT:

/ Julian Bharier, Division Chief 4N
D 0IES AND RESPONSIBILITIES:

Under the guidance of the Division Chief, the incumbent will work with other Bank specialists
on energy conservation in all sectors (transport, industrial, household/commercial), and will
have as major responsibilities:

1. addressing energy conservation issues in energy assessment reports, either through
participation in country missions or supervision of consultants participating in the
missions. This involves evaluating the scope for energy conservation in a given country
and, where justified, proposing the programs, institutional measures, and assistance
required to achieve the savings.

2. identifying and designing cost-effective pre-investment, institutional support and policy
development activities in energy conservation under the Energy Sector Management
Assistance Program (ESMAP), and supervising their implementation. Specifically, this
will involve:

(i) carrying out the preliminary analysis required to devise these activities;
(ii) drafting terms of reference and implementation schedules;
(iii) managing the selection of consultants and supervising their execution of the

work;
(iv) ensuring timely production of a report on the activity which also clearly

defines the next steps to be taken to address the problem at hand; and
(v) coordinating the liaison between ESMAP, government agencies and interested

donors with respect to the activity in question.

3. Providing technical/economic advice to the Energy Department and other Bank Departments
(e.g. Country Programs) on the efficient use of energy. In particular, this will entail
contributing to policy papers and sector reports, and assisting in designing specific
country programs for energy conservation linked, for example, to structural adjustment
loans.

QUALIFICATIONS/REQUIREMENTS (INCLUDING DESIRABLE SKILLS, KNOWLEDGE AND ABILITIES):

1. Masters degree or equivalent in engineering or economics.

2. At least ten years' experience in the technical, economic and financial analysis of
energy conservation projects and in their implementation. A demonstrated technical
expertise is essential.

3. A demonstrated ability to perform timely and thorough analyses and to relate the results
to policy and project issues.

4. Good communicative skills and a demonstrated ability to deal effectively with officials
in developing countries.

5. Reading and speaking knowledge of French and/or Spanish preferable.

Note: Two-year fixed-term appointment under the Joint UNDP/World Bank Energy Sector
Assessment Program and Energy Sector Management Assistance Program. At the end of
this assignment, any regular World Bank staff member will be guaranteed re-entry into
the Operations Complex. Release from current assignment required within two months.
This vacancy is open to staff members eligible for reassignment. It is not open to external candidates. Staff members may apply for
this vacancy by sending Form No. 1532, Application for Announced Vacancy, to the Vacancy Information Service by the closing date.
ften applying for more than one vacancy, a separate Form No. 1532 should be submitted for each one.



i K WORI [) H-ANK' IN1 I HNA1 IONAL I INANGI COROHA1 ION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM FORM NO. 2021
(5-4)

lO Personnel Officer, Energy Conservation Specialist Ext.: 69114

IROM Requesting Manager, J. Bharier tExt.: 72781

SURA CT STAFFING REQUEST - Please take ecti to fill this Vacancy:

POSITION TITLE: DATE REQUIRED:

Energy Conservation Specialist ASAP

GRADE RANGE: PREFERRED ENTRY LEVEL: POSITION NUMBER: APPOINTMENT TYPZ (Duration, if Fixed Term, Temporary or
Part-Time):

K-L-M 23410

VPUIDEPT./DIV. (Names and Numbers): Regular Bank-Temporary

Energy - 352 Fixed-Term Part-Time

Energy Assessments - 50 c

NAME AND TITLE OF IMMEDIATE SUPERVISOR OR CONTACT IN REQUESTING DEPARTMENT: EXTENSION:
Julian Bharier
Division Chief 72781

REASON FOR REQUEST KNOWN CANDIDATES WHO SHOULD BE CONSIDERED

D Replacement for Internal External

(Name)

E) New position

(budgeted but unfilled)

[]Other

(Explain)

POSITION DESCRIPTION AND PERSON SPECIFICATION (See Attachment):

I have attached VIS Announcement Form No. 1531 or an up-to-date Position Description including principal responsibilitiesftasks,

in priority order. I have also specified key selection criteria, in order of importance, including skills, experience, academic/
professional training required, and any other relevant characteristics desired.

COMPLETED BY PO AFTER DISCUSSION WITH STAFFING SPECIALIST & SELECTING MANAGER

STAFFING STRATEGY PLANNED ACTIONS AND TIMING ACTION UPDATE

VIS NO.:

INTERNAL SEARCH:

EXTERNAL SEARCH:
(from pipeline)

EXTERNAL SEARCH:
(a&vhacruitment)
MRG REQUIRED:

NAME OF PERSON SELECTED: SEX: STAFF NO.: NATIONALITY: ENTRY LEVEL: ACTUAL START DATE:

REASON FOR VACANCY CANCELLATION: PROCESS EVALUATION (Comment on strategy, timeliness of action, match against
specifications, etc.):

Date:

PO NAME/SIGNATURE: DATE:



FORM NO. 1531 THE WORLD BANK
(3-82)

VACANCY ANNOUNCEMENT

POSITION TITLE: GRADE RANGE: VACANCY NO.:

Rural Industries Energy Efficiency Specialist K-L-M
0 \RTMENT/DI VISION: CLOSING DATE:

.ergy/Assessme ts,.
SUPERVISOR'S NAME ANI LE: VACANCY PERSONNEL OFFICER/ASSISTANT:
Julian Bharier, ivision Chief

DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES:

lbder the guidance of the DLvision O.ief, the incamient will be responsible for identifying opportunities
for improving energy efficiency of rural and primary industries, for definig the pre-investent work to develop
projects within the framework of the iergy Sector Mnagement Assistance Program (MAP) and for ensuring that a
high standard of englneering and economic analysis is aintained. Specifically, the incambenr will:

1. Ukdertake preliminary analyses of options for improving the efficiency of energy use in major rural
industries including tea, coffee, cocoa, tobacco, palm oil, sugar and grain milling.

2. Develop individual programs and projects of a manageable and practical nature for energy efficiency
improveients with good prospects of high economic rates of return and develop teim of reference,
impleientation schedules aid requests for proposals to facilitate the engagement of consultants to undertake
agreed work programs.

3. Supervise the selection and appointment of Consultants, coordinate the liaison between consultants and
Government agencies, and ensure through regular review that appropriate technical and economic analyses are
being pursued.

4. Ensure that thorough reviews are made of draft reports arising from pre-investment analyses and that,
wherever possible, the next steps in the project cycle are clearly defined for both the borrowers and the
donors.

QUALIFICATIONS/REQUIREMENTS (INCLUDING DESIRABLE SKILLS, KNOWLEDGE AND ABILITIES):

1. Master's degree or equivalent in engineering and economics.
2. At least 5 years experience in the economic and financial analysis of energy projects; direct experience in

designing and costing bLomass energy conversion systems.
3. Familiarity with application of gasifiers, hot air generators and steam raising equipment to crop

drying/processing and power generation in both developed and developing countries.
4. A demonstrated ability to do analytical work in a timely manner and to relate analyses to policy and project

issues.
5. (ood camunication and diplomatic skills. An ability to cooperate in a team of professionals of varying

backgrounds, in an unfamiliar setting.
6. Reading and speaking knowledge of Spanish and/or French preferable.

Note: lqo-year fixed-term appointment under the Joint UNDP/World Bank Energy Sector Assessment and Management
Programs. At the end of this assignment, any regular Wzrld Bank staff member will be guaranteed re-entry into
the Operations Complex. Release from current assigment required within two months.

This vacancy is open to staff members eligible for reassignment. It is not open to external candidates. Staff members may apply for
this vacancy by sending Form No. 1532, Application for Announced Vacancy, to the Vacancy Information Service by the closing date.
Mien applying for more than one vacancy, a separate Form No. 1532 should be submitted for each one.



iHK WOf1RIHANK. NIIHNA1IONAL I INANCI (OR0I'ONA1I0N

OFFICE MEMORANDUM FORM NO. 2021
(5--aw)

DAT I

io Personnel Officer, J. Lopez Ext.: 69114

SROM Requesting Manager, * Bharier Ext.: 72781

supji c7 STAFFING REQUEST - Please take tion to fill this Vacancy:

POSITION TITLE: DATE REQUIRED:

Rural Industries Energy Efficiency Specialist ASAP

GRADE RANGE: PREFERRED ENTRY LEVEL: POSITION NUMBER: APPOINTMENT TYPE (Duration, if Fixed Term, Temporary or
Part-Time):

K-L-M 23409

VPU/DEPT./DIV. (Names and Numbers): elr rnk-emporary

Energy - 352 LJFixed-Term Part-Time

Energy Assessments - 50

NAME AND TITLE OF IAMEDIATE SUPERVISOR OR CONTACT IN REQUESTING DEPARTMENT: EXTENSION:
Julian Bharier
Division Chief 72781

REASON FOR REQUEST KNOWN CANDIDATES WHO SHOULD BE CONSIDERED

E] Replacement for Internal External

IName)

New position
(budgeted but un fled)

Dother
(Explain)

POSITION DESCRIPTION AND PERSON SPECIF4CATION (See Attachment):

I have attached VIS Announcement Form No. 1531 or an up-to-date Position Description including principal responsibilitiesltasks,

in priority order. I have also specified key selection criteria, in order of importance, including skills, experience, academic/

professional training required, and any other relevant characteristics desired.

COMPLETED BY PO AFTER DISCUSSION WITH STAFFING SPECIALIST & SELECTING MANAGER

STAFFING STRATEGY PLANNED ACTIONS AND TIMING ACTION UPDATE

VIS NO.:

INTERNAL SEARCH:

EXTERNAL SEARCH:
(from pipeline)

EXTERNAL SEARCH:
(advkecruitment)

MRG REQUIRED:

NAME OF PERSON SELECTED: SEX: STAFF NO.: NATIONALITY: ENTRY LEVEL: ACTUAL START DATE:

REASON FOR VACANCY CANCELLATION: PROCESS EVALUATION (Comment on strategy, timeliness of action, match against
specifications, etc.):

Dte:

PO NAME/SIGNATURE: DATE:



FORM NO. 1531 THE WORLD BANK/IFC
(12-83) VACANCY ANNOUNCEMENT

POSITION TITLE: GRADE RANGE: VACANCY NO.:

Energy Forester K-L-M
DE'4ARTMENT/DIVISION: CLOSING DATE:

arg /Aspessments
SUPERVIS*WINAME AND TITLE: VACANCY PERSONNEL OFFICER/ASSISTANT:

JuliaP Bharier, Division Chief

DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES:

Under the guidance of the Division Oidef, the incumbent wll be responsible for developing and supervising a
program of pre-investment work in peri-urban fuelwood plantations and plantations dedicated for supply of
woodfuels to major industries. ihe inctumbent would also initiate the development and trial of innovative
technical packages of agroforestry and silvipastoralism to enable the integration, where required, of commercial
woodfuels production with other land uses and with established cultural behavioral and social practice of local
inhabitants. The physical environment of the plantations will range from high altitude arid-lands to mist
lowland tropics. Specifically, the incumbent will:

1. Identify economic prospects for the establishment of peri-rban and industrial fuelwood plantations in
developing countries.

2. Identify opportunities to demonstrate through trials (which can lead to commercial applications) innovative
technical packages of agroforestry, silvipastoralism or plantation and woodlot design and management to
increase yields and economic returns from fuelwood production, especially on mnrginal lands.

3. Prepare project briefs, terms of reference and requests for proposals for pre-investment work to develop
projects to the next stage in the project cycle.

4. Liaise with governments and donors regarding funding of the pre-investment work and preparations required in
advance of pre-investment studies.

5. Supervise consultants undertaking the pre-investmnnt work, ensuring that the quality of the technical aid
economic analysis is acceptable and that contractors are taking advantage of the mst recent developments in
the fields concerned.

QUALIFICATIONS/REQUIREMENTS (INCLUDING DESIRABLE SKILLS, KNOWLEDGE AND ABILITIES):

1. Master's degree or equivalent in forest production/forestry economics and accounting, and a working
knowledge of land use planning methods.

2. At least ten years experience in energy forestry project design, in forest resource assessment, or in the
design and evaluation of agroforestry and silvipastoral systems.

3. Well versed in socio-cultural aspects of subsistence agriculture.
4. A demnxstrated ability to undertake timely and thorough analysis and to relate analytical results to policy

and project issues.
5. Good comunications and diplomatic skills. Ai ability to cooperate in a team of professionals of varying

backgrounds, in an unfamiliar setting.
6. Reading and speaking knowledge of Spanish and/or French preferable.

Note: 1;o-year fixed-term appointment under the Joint UNDP/World Bank Energy Sector Asses mInt and Management
Programs. At the end of this assignment, any regular Wrld Bank staff member will be guaranteed re-entry into
the Operations Complex. Release from current assignment required within two months.

This vacancy is open to staff members eligible for reassignment. It is not open to external candidates. Staff members may apply for
this vacancy by sending Form No. 1532, Application for Announced Vacancy, to the Vacancy Information Service by the closing date.

Men applying for more than one vacancy, a separate Form No. 1532 should be submitted for each one.



,HK WORfl D ANK, INI I HNAI IONAL I INANC( CORI'OHAIION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM FORM NO. 2021

()AT[

To Personnel Officer, J. Lopez Ext.: 69114

IROM Requesting Manager, J. Bharier fi' Ext.: 72781

SUBJi ('T STAFFING REQUEST - Please take tion to fill this Vacancy:

POSITION TITLE: DATE REQUIRED:

Enetgy Forester ASAP

GRADE RANGE: PREFERRED ENTRY LEVEL: POSITION NUMBER: APPOINTMENT TYPE (Duration, if Fixed Term, Temporary or
Part-Time):

k-L-M 23408

VPU/DEPT./DIV. (Names and Numbers): Regular Bank-Temporary
Energy- 352 Fixed-Term H Part-Time

Energy Assessments - 50

NAME AND TITLE OF IMMEDIATE SUPERVISOR OR CONTACT IN REQUESTING DEPARTMENT: EXTENSION:
Julian Bharier

Division Chief 72781
REASON FOR REQUEST KNOWN CANDIDATES WHO SHOULD BE CONSIDERED

Replacement for Internal External

(Name)

EJNew position
tbudgeted but unfilled)

fl0ther
(Explain)

POSITION DESCRIPTION AND PERSON SPECIF4CATION (See Attachment):

I have attached VIS Announcement Form No. 1531 or an up-to-date Position Description including principal responsibilitiesltasks,

in priority order. I have also specified key selection criteria, in order of importance, including skills, experience, academic/

professional training required, and any other relevant characteristics desired.

COMPLETED BY PO AFTER DISCUSSION WITH STAFFING SPECIALIST & SELECTING MANAGER

STAFFING STRATEGY PLANNED ACTIONS AND TIMING ACTION UPDATE

VIS NO.:

INTERNAL SEARCH:

EXTERNAL SEARCH:
(from pipeline)
EXTERNAL SEARCH:
(advh/cruitment)
MRG REQUIRED:

NAME OF PERSON SELECTED: SEX: STAFF NO.: NATIONALITY: ENTRY LEVEL: ACTUAL START DATE:

REASON FOR VACANCY CANCELLATION: PROCESS EVALUATION (Comment on strategy, timeliness of action, match against
specifications, etc.):

Date:

PO NAME/SIGNATURE: DATE:



Ptb2') WUKLU SANr UUI.iUINU MLbbAUL I-AUKM uame, leex
IMPORTANT -PLEASE READ INSTRUCTIONS BELOW BEFORE TYPING FORM

Typewritten
Character
Must Fall
Completely In TEST NUMBER
BoxA PAGE OFIRCIAL DEPTDIV MESSAGE NUMBER (FOR CASHIER'S USE ONLY)

OF ABBEVAON

START
HERE INTBAFRAD, NAIROBI, KENYA. FOR MR. MATT BAIG. REYR TELEX OF

AUGUST 7 ON KENYA ENERGY ASSESSMENT STATUS REPORT. HAVE DISCUSSED

THE QUESTION WITH GEORGE MCBRIDE. WE FEEL THAT REFERENCE TO

MINISTRY OF ECONOMIC PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT ALTHOUGH OUT OF DATE,

6 SHOULD NOT POSE ANY PROBLEMS GIVEN THAT IT SAYS IN THE REPORT

(FOOTNOTE 1, PAGE 2) THAT WE HAVE RETAINED OLD NAMES FOR HISTORICAL

ACCURACY. HOWEVER, GIVEN THE HISTORY OF THIS DOCUMENT WE THINK

THAT THE PRUDENT COURSE OF ACTION WOULD BE FOR YOU TO POINT OUT

10 THE HISTORICAL INACCURACY TO MR. NJOIKE IN THE MINISTRY OF ENERGY

WHEN HANDING OVER THE REPORT, SUGGEST THAT WE DONT THINK THIS IS

A MAJOR .ISSUE BUT OFFER THEM THE OPTION THAT IF THEY FEEL STRONGLY

ABOUT IT WE COULD REPRINT PAGE 1 WITH AN EXPLICIT STATEMENT THAT

ALL REFERENCES IN TEXT ARE TO THE TIME OF THE MISSION I.E. MARCH/

APRIL, 1983. ALTERNATIVELY, WE COULD INSERT AN ERRATA SHEET IN

16 THE REPORT. SORRY FOR THE CONTINUED INCONVENIENCE TO YOU ON THIS

REPORT AND WOULD LIKE TO EXPRESS OUR APPRECIATION FOR YOUR

18
ATTENTION AND EFFORTS. REGARDS, MASOOD AHMED, ACTING CHIEF,

ENERGY ASSESSMENTS DIVISION, INTBAFRAD.

20

21 END
OF

22 TEXT

PINK AREA TO BE LEFT BLANK AT ALL TIMES

INFORMATION BELOW NOT TO BE TRANSMITTED

CLASS OF SERVICE. TELEX TELEX NO.: 22022 DATE 8/14/84
SUBJECT: DRAFTED BY: IEXTENSION:

ESMAP: Kenya-EASR MAhmed:aaf 73996
CLEARANCES AND COPY DISTRIBUTION AUT 0 D B (Name and Si ature):
cc Aceared with in
substance: Mr. McBride (EAIDA) DEPA,

Enerq
E ECTION BELOW FOR USE OF CABLE SECTION

CHECKED FOR DISPATCH

DISTRIBUTION: WHITE-File Copy CANARY-Bill Copy WHITE-Transmitta! Copy BLUE-Originator to Keep



THE WOHLP) BANK /IN7F HNA1IONAL F INANCI CORPOR ATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

TO: All EGYEA Staff Date: August 14, 1984

FROM: Masood Ahmed, Acting Chief, EGY

SUBJECT: Divisional Staff Meeting

There will be a divisional staff meeting today at 2:30 p.m.
in Room D-458. The agenda will include:

1. Report on Trinidad and Tobago - Gary Gaskin

2. Report on Bangladesh and Indonesia - Al Gulstone

3. Report on Sudan - Bernhard Frueh

4. Any other matters.

cc: Messrs. Rao, Goswami (EGY)

MAhmed :aaf.

P-1867



The World Bank 1818 H Street, N W. (202) 477-1234
INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT Washington, D.C. 20433 Cable Address INTBAFRAD
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION U.SA. Cable Address: INDEVAS

August 13, 1984

Mr. Richard L. Thomas
Engineer in Residence
The Engineering Societies Commission

on Energy Inc. (ESCOE)
600 Maryland Avenue, S.W.
Suite 530
Washington, D.C. 20024

Dear Mr. Thomas:

Further to your letter of August 6, I am pleased to attach for
your information some samples of the reports produced under the Energy
Assessment and Energy Sector Management Assistance Programs. Once you
have reviewed this material, I would be happy to meet with you and your
colleagues to discuss further the possibilities for collaboration between
our two organizations.

Urs sincerely,

Masood Ahmed
Acting Chief
Energy Assessments Division
Energy Department

Attachment

ITT 440098 RCA 248423 WUI 64145 Y.7040



THE WORLD BANK INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

TO: Mr. Ernest Stern, SVPOP Date: August 13, 1984

THROUGH: Mr. Jean-Loup Dherse, EISVP

FROM: Yves Rovani, Director, EGY

SUBJECT: Request for Special Programs Allocation

1. The Joint UNDP/World Bank Energy Sector Management Assistance
Program (ESMAP) is rapidly becoming an important vehicle for mobilizing
public and private funding of pre-investment work in the energy sector in
the developing countries. Directly, the program has already attracted
(or obtained promises for) $5.5 million of non-Bank funds into its core
program and $2.1 million of cofinancing for larger pre-investment
studies. More importantly, donor agencies have been eager to fund the
investment and technical assistance projects prepared through the
ESMAP. Seven of the eight projects identified by the ESMAP so far have
been or are being taken up by private or public financiers (including, in
two cases, the Bank). During FY85-86 we expect to complete a further 40-
50 feasibility studies; most of these should identify high-priority,
rapid pay-off investment projects in the range of $3-25 million which are
suitable for both official and private sector funding.

2. We have also developed a number of other 'product lines' (our
current work program, based on funds now available, is attached) and we
have been very successful in recruiting and training staff, all on a
fixed-term basis, either from outside the Bank or on 'secondment' from
inside the Bank.

3. The Bank's contribution to ESMAP so far has been $700,000 in
FY84 for which we are very grateful and which was very influential in
attracting outside funds. In addition, the Bank has contributed about
two staff-years, allocated from the 'Other Output' and 'Management'
categories of the EGY budget, for the execution and review of ESMAP
work. You may recall that in discussing the $700,000 for FY84 we assured
you that we would not come back to you for FY85 but would request an FY86
allocation from the Bank's Special Programs if the ESMAP proved to be a
winner.

4. At this time we would like to obtain your approval in principle
for including ESMAP in the Special Programs and for an FY86 allocation of

two professional level positions, one assistant level position and one
secretarial position (all to be fixed-term of two years), a financial
contribution of $1 million - about 10 percent of estimated disbursements
in FY86 - and the necessary office space for all additional ESMAP
staff. The basic justificatiion for our request is the scope that ESMAP
has for promoting and attracting additional investment funds (private and
public) into the energy sector of the developing countries and we shall,
of course, provide all the necessary data supporting this request if you
approve.

Attachment.

JBharier :aaf.

P-1 867



The World Bank 118 H Street NW. (202) 477-1234INTERNATIONAL SANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT Washitro. D.C. 2033 Cable Address- (T)AFRA7-
TERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION US.A . Cable Address: T4EVAS

August 7, 1984

Mr. Pierre Lequeux
Administrateur Principal
Commission des Communautes Europeennes
Direction Generale du Developpement
200 Rue de Is Loi
1049 Brussels
Belgium

Dear Mr. Lequeux:

Subject: UNDP/World Bank Energy Sector Assessment Program

Kindly refer to the discussions which you held here in Washingtonwith Mr. Masood Ahmed of our staff and with Mr. Thomas Cox of the UNDPDivision for Global and Interregional Projects. During the course ofthese discussions, agreement in principle was reached on the nature ofEEC support to country energy sector assessments in the following elevencountries where we expect to complete work between now and the end of1985 - Congo, Equador, Popular Democratic Republic of Bourkina-Fasso(Upper Volta), Madagascar, Mali, Mozambique, Dominican Republic, Somalia,Trinidad and Tobago, Syria and Zaire. A series of measures enablingdisbursement of the EEC funds to the UNDP/World Bank Energy SectorAssessments Program was also discussed in some detail.

The aforementioned discussions are reflected in a draft Memorandumof Understanding which we have prepared here and of which three copies
are attached. This draft is currently being reviewed within the Bank andthe UNDP and we will let you know of any changes resulting from thisreview. We would be grateful if you and your colleagues could alsoreview the draft memorandum. If you are in agreement with the text ofthe letter could you please so indicate - preferably by return telex -and we shall then prepare a final version for signature by bothparties. Should you in the meantime have any questions on the text ofthe letter please do not hesitate to contact us.

Allow me again on behalf of both the World Bank and the UNDP toexpress our deepest appreciation to the EEC for the generous supportwhich you are providing to the Energy Sector Assessment Program. We lookforward to collaborating with you on the eleven country assessments and,hopefully at a future date, on specific activities to be carried outunder the Management Assistance Program. In this latter regard, I under-stand from Messrs. Ahmed and Floor that our plans for collaborating withthe EEC on the implementation of the Niger improved woodstoves projectare proceeding well and that by October or November of this year it willbe possible for you to take a formal decision on EEC co-financing of thisimportant project.

Yours stue rely,

Julian harier, Chief
Energy Assessments Division
Energy Department -

ITT 440098 RCA 248423 - WUL 64145 Y-7040



DRAFT
August 7, 1984

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING

between

THE WORLD BANK

and

THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY (EEC)

Memorandum of Understanding between the World Bank and
the European Economic Community (EEC) governing the
contribution of ECU 800,000 by the EEC towards the
implementation of the joint UNDP/World Bank Energy
Sector Assessment Program.

1. Introduction

This Memorandum of Understanding records the agreements reached

during discussions with staff of the EEC, the World Bank and the UNDP.

These agreements which are detailed below can be changed during the

course of implementation with the mutual agreement of the EEC and the

World Bank.

2. Countries Covered

The EEC contribution of ECU 800,000 will be used to support the

implementation of energy assessments in the following eleven countries:

Congo, Equador, Popular Democratic Republic of Bourkina-Fasso (Upper

Volta), Madagascar, Mali, Mozambique, Dominican Republic, Somalia,

Trinidad and Tobago, Syria and Zaire. It is understood that this list of

countries may be changed with mutual agreement as a result of changing

country circumstances or preferences. A tentative schedule of the



- 2 -

implementation of the assessments of these countries and a preliminary

estimate of the cost of these assessments is listed below:

TABLE 1: A TENTATIVE SCHEDULE OF MISSIONS/REPORTS
AND ESTIMATED COSTS

Mission Report Estimated

Country Scheduled Scheduled Total Cost
(US$)

Bourkina-Fasso September 1984 May 1985 200,000
Congo May 1985 January 1986 150,000
Dominican Republic June 1985 March 1986 150,000
Ecuador October 1984 July 1985 200,000
Madagascar September 1984 May 1985 200,000
Mali September 1984 May 1985 200,000
Mozambique January 1985 November 1985 230,000
Somalia October 1984 May 1985 200,000
Syria February 1985 December 1985 200,000
Trinidad & Tobago November 1984 August 1986 150,000
Zaire October 1984 July 1985 230,000

TOTAL 2,180,000

3. Use of the EEC Funds

The EEC funds will be used to finance the cost of participation

of consultant experts from the Community in assessment missions for these

countries. These costs will cover fees, travel, per diem and associated

expenses for these experts. It is understood that the allocation of the

EEC funds to each of these assessments will depend upon the identifica-

tion of suitable experts from the Community and will therefore vary from

case to case.

4. Acknowledgement

The contribution of the EEC will be acknowledged in the final

(blue cover) assessment reports for each of these countries or for any
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countries which may be substituted for the above list by mutual agree-

ment. The wording of the agreement will be "This is one of a series of

reports of the joint UNDP/World Bank Energy Sector Assessment Program.

Funding for this work has been provided, in part, by the European

Economic Community and work has been carried out by the World Bank." It

is understood that this acknowledgement may also reflect the

contributions of the other agencies who are supporting assessment work in

some of these countries.

5. Selection and Approval of Experts

It is agreed that the World Bank, as executing agency for the

Energy Sector Assessment Program, will identify, select and, recruit

suitable consultants from the Community to participate in these

assessments as appropriate. However, it is further agreed that prior to

the fielding of the assessment missions for the countries covered in this

memorandum of understanding, the World Bank will send by telex to the EEC

the names, brief curriculum vitaes and terms of reference for the

proposed Community experts whose cost would be borne by the EEC. The EEC

will respond by telex within one week in the event that it has any

objection to bearing the cost of the proposed experts.

6. Reporting Requirements

The World Bank will submit to the EEC approximately every

quarter a report which will set out the status of the assessment work in

the eleven countries covered and any revisions in the proposed timetable

for future work in these countries. These reports will also include a

statement of the actual expenses incurred during the previous quarter for

the participation of the agreed Community experts. These statement of
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expenses will serve as the basis for releasing EEC funds as set out in

Section 7.

The World Bank will also provide the EEC, at the end of each

year, a list of all the Community experts used in the overall Energy

Assessments and Energy Sector Management Assistance programs.

The World Bank will also send to the EEC 40 copies of all

completed assessment reports on the above countries. Where such an

assessment is provided in more than one language the number of copies

will be divided equally among these languages.

7. Payment Modalities

It is agreed that upon the signature of this Memorandum of

Agreement the EEC will transfer to an account designated by the World

Bank, an amount equivalent to 20% of the total grant of ECU 800,000.

Thereafter, the remainder of the EEC contribution will be transferred on

a quarterly basis with the amount of payment for each quarter being equal

to the expenses incurred for the participation of Community experts in

the earlier work in these countries over the previous quarter. As

indicated in Section 6 above, these figures will be provided to the EEC

by the World Bank as part of the quarterly report arrangement. It is

agreed that payment by the EEC will be made within 60 days of the

submission of these quarterly reports. In view of the fact the bulk of

the expenses for the assessment program are incurred in U.S. dollar, it

is the preference of the World Bank that all payments by the EEC be made

in U.S. dollars.
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8. Duration of Agreement

As shown in Section 2 above, the tentative schedule for

implementation of the assessments for the eleven countries covered by

this Memorandum of Understanding envisages that the substantial work will

be completed during 1985 and all of the reports will be issued by early

1986. This is in line with the intention of the UNDP/World Bank to

formally conclude the Assessment Program by 1985. In view of the above,

the duration of this agreement has been set at 18 months. However, as

indicated earlier, the duration, as well as the other features, of this

Memorandum of Understanding may be altered by mutual agreement during the

course of implementation of the proposed work.

Signed on behalf of the Signed on behalf of the
World Bank European Economic Community
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The World Bank 1818 H Street, NW. (202) 477-1234
INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT Washington, D.C. 20433 Cable Address INTBAFRA
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION U.S.A. Cable Address: INDEVAS

August 7, 1984

Mr. Pierre Lequeux
Administrateur Principal
Commission des Communautes Europeennes
Direction Generale du Developpement
200 Rue de la Loi
1049 Brussels
Belgium

Dear Mr. Lequeux:

Subject: UNDP/World Bank Energy Sector Assessment Program

Kindly refer to the discussions which you held here in Washingtonwith Mr. Masood Ahmed of our staff and with Mr. Thomas Cox of the UNDPDivision for Global and Interregional Projects. During the course ofthese discussions, agreement in principle was reached on the nature ofEEC support to country energy sector assessments in the following elevencountries where we expect to complete work between now and the end of1985 - Congo, Equador, Popular Democratic Republic of Bourkina-Fasso(Upper Volta), Madagascar, Mali, Mozambique, Dominican Republic, Somalia,Trinidad and Tobago, Syria and Zaire. A series of measures enablingdisbursement of the EEC funds to the UNDP/World Bank Energy SectorAssessments Program was also discussed in some detail.

The aforementioned discussions are reflected in a draft Memorandumof Understanding which we have prepared here and of which three copiesare attached. This draft is currently being reviewed within the Bank andthe UNDP and we will let you know of any changes resulting from thisreview. We would be grateful if you and your colleagues could alsoreview the draft memorandum. If you are in agreement with the text ofthe letter could you please so indicate - preferably by return telex -and we shall then prepare a final version for signature by bothparties. Should you in the meantime have any questions on the text ofthe letter please do not hesitate to contact us.

Allow me again on behalf of both the World Bank and the UNDP toexpress our deepest appreciation to the EEC for the generous supportwhich you are providing to the Energy Sector Assessment Program. We lookforward to collaborating with you on the eleven country assessments and,hopefully at a future date, on specific activities to be carried outunder the Management Assistance Program. In this latter regard, I under-stand from Messrs. Ahmed and Floor that our plans for collaborating withthe EEC on the implementation of the Niger improved woodstoves projectare proceeding well and that by October or November of this year it willbe possible for you to take a formal decision on EEC co-financing of thisimportant project.

Yours sinc rely,

Julian arier, Chief
Energy Assessments Division
Energy Department

ITT 440098 RCA 248423 WUI 64145 
Y-7040



DRAFT
August 7, 1984

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING

between

THE WORLD BANK

and

THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY (EEC)

Memorandum of Understanding between the World Bank and
the European Economic Community (EEC) governing the
contribution of ECU 800,000 by the EEC towards the
implementation of the joint UNDP/World Bank Energy
Sector Assessment Program.

1. Introduction

This Memorandum of Understanding records the agreements reached

during discussions with staff of the EEC, the World Bank and the UNDP.

These agreements which are detailed below can be changed during the

course of implementation with the mutual agreement of the EEC and the

World Bank.

2. Countries Covered

The EEC contribution of ECU 800,000 will be used to support the

implementation of energy assessments in the following eleven countries:

Congo, Equador, Popular Democratic Republic of Bourkina-Fasso (Upper

Volta), Madagascar, Mali, Mozambique, Dominican Republic, Somalia,

Trinidad and Tobago, Syria and Zaire. It is understood that this list of

countries may be changed with mutual agreement as a result of changing

country circumstances or preferences. A tentative schedule of the



- 2 -

implementation of the assessments of these countries and a preliminary

estimate of the cost of these assessments is listed below:

TABLE 1: A TENTATIVE SCHEDULE OF MISSIONS/REPORTS
AND ESTIMATED COSTS

Mission Report Estimated

Country Scheduled Scheduled Total Cost
(US$)

Bourkina-Fasso September 1984 May 1985 200,000
Congo May 1985 January 1986 150,000
Dominican Republic June 1985 March 1986 150,000
Ecuador October 1984 July 1985 200,000
Madagascar September 1984 May 1985 200,000
Mali September 1984 May 1985 200,000
Mozambique January 1985 November 1985 230,000
Somalia October 1984 May 1985 200,000
Syria February 1985 December 1985 200,000
Trinidad & Tobago November 1984 August 1986 150,000
Zaire October 1984 July 1985 230,000

TOTAL 2,180,000

3. Use of the EEC Funds

The EEC funds will be used to finance the cost of participation

of consultant experts from the Community in assessment missions for these

countries. These costs will cover fees, travel, per diem and associated

expenses for these experts. It is understood that the allocation of the

EEC funds to each of these assessments will depend upon the identifica-

tion of suitable experts from the Community and will therefore vary from

case to case.

4. Acknowledgement

The contribution of the EEC will be acknowledged in the final

(blue cover) assessment reports for each of these countries or for any



- 3 -

countries which may be substituted for the above list by mutual agree-

ment. The wording of the agreement will be "This is one of a series of

reports of the joint UNDP/World Bank Energy Sector Assessment Program.

Funding for this work has been provided, in part, by the European

Economic Community and work has been carried out by the World Bank." It

is understood that this acknowledgement may also reflect the

contributions of the other agencies who are supporting assessment work in

some of these countries.

5. Selection and Approval of Experts

It is agreed that the World Bank, as executing agency for the

Energy Sector Assessment Program, will identify, select and recruit

suitable consultants from the Community to participate in these

assessments as appropriate. However, it is further agreed that prior to

the fielding of the assessment missions for the countries covered in this

memorandum of understanding, the World Bank will send by telex to the EEC

the names, brief curriculum vitaes and terms of reference for the

proposed Community experts whose cost would be borne by the EEC. The EEC

will respond by telex within one week in the event that it has any

objection to bearing the cost of the proposed experts.

6. Reporting Requirements

The World Bank will submit to the EEC approximately every

quarter a report which will set out the status of the assessment work in

the eleven countries covered and any revisions in the proposed timetable

for future work in these countries. These reports will also include a

statement of the actual expenses incurred during the previous quarter for

the participation of the agreed Community experts. These statement of
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expenses will serve as the basis for releasing EEC funds as set out in

Section 7.

The World Bank will also provide the EEC, at the end of each

year, a list of all the Community experts used in the overall Energy

Assessments and Energy Sector Management Assistance programs.

The World Bank will also send to the EEC 40 copies of all

completed assessment reports on the above countries. Where such an

assessment is provided in more than one language the number of copies

will be divided equally among these languages.

7. Payment Modalities

It is agreed that upon the signature of this Memorandum of

Agreement the EEC will transfer to an account designated by the World

Bank, an amount equivalent to 20% of the total grant of ECU 800,000.

Thereafter, the remainder of the EEC contribution will be transferred on

a quarterly basis with the amount of payment for each quarter being equal

to the expenses incurred for the participation of Community experts in

the earlier work in these countries over the previous quarter. As

indicated in Section 6 above, these figures will be provided to the EEC

by the World Bank as part of the quarterly report arrangement. It is

agreed that payment by the EEC will be made within 60 days of the

submission of these quarterly reports. In view of the fact the bulk of

the expenses for the assessment program are incurred in U.S. dollar, it

is the preference of the World Bank that all payments by the EEC be made

in U.S. dollars.
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8. Duration of Agreement

As shown in Section 2 above, the tentative schedule for

implementation of the assessments for the eleven countries covered by

this Memorandum of Understanding envisages that the substantial work will

be completed during 1985 and all of the reports will be issued by early

1986. This is in line with the intention of the UNDP/World Bank to

formally conclude the Assessment Program by 1985. In view of the above,

the duration of this agreement has been set at 18 months. However, as

indicated earlier, the duration, as well as the other features, of this

Memorandum of Understanding may be altered by mutual agreement during the

course of implementation of the proposed work.

Signed on behalf of the Signed on behalf of the
World Bank European Economic Community
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Ms. Christina Imhoof, PMD Date: July 23, 1984

FROM: Julian Bharier, Chief, EGYEA6

SUBJECT: Vacancy Announcements for Additional ECYEA Staff

1. As I mentioned to you last week, the expanding operations of the
Energy Sector Management Assistance Program require the recruitment, as
soon as possible, of eight additional professional staff for the
Division. These staff would be recruited on a two-year fixed-term basis
and be funded from existing UNDP resources. Their recruitment has been
discussed with and cleared by Mr. Rovani. The composition of the
required staff is:

4 Energy Economists/Planners
1 Energy Forester
1 Rural Industries Energy Efficiency Specialist
1 Broad Gauged Energy Conservation Specialist; and
1 Electric Power Engineer (Distribution Specialist)

2. Our preference is to recruit as many of these staff as possible
from within the Bank. To this end, we have prepared draft VIS announce-
ments for these positions which are attached for your review and
subsequent processing. You will note that we have not prepared a VIS
announcement for.the power engineer position where the specialized skills
required for our work and the overall shortage of power engineering staff
in the regions implies that alternative recruitment arrangements will
need to be made. You will also note that under the special considera-
tions section we have indicated that the selected candidate would be
guaranteed reentry into the operations complex and that we would expect
successful candidates to be released within two months of selection.

3. If we are unable to find suitable Bank staff available on these
conditions, then we would need to fill some of these positions through
external recruitment. We had discussed the possibility of advertising
for these positions in the major technical/economic journals. In our
view it would be useful to advertise the posts as a package in the more
widely read publications - such as The Economist - and then singly in the
more specialized ones. However, we would appreciate your guidance on
this and on the appropriate format for any such advertisements.

4. Please contact me when you have reviewed the attached material
so that we can finalize the next steps. Thank you.

Attachments.

cc: Messrs. Lopez (PMD); Rovani, Kalim, Ahmed, Bates (EGY)

MAhmed:aaf.



THE WORLD BANK

VACANCY ANNOUNCEMENT REQUEST
NOTE This for s '': t compIeed and sn ro the Personne/ Office- responsie a' this pos o.

POS71 ON TITLE GRADE RANGE:

RESEARCE ASSISTANT 4/3/2*

D ARTMENI DIVISION: REASON FOR VACANCY:

ENEF YASSESSNIENTS New Positionn Internal TransfcEr Terminatiron

SUPERVISOR'S TITLE: SUPERVISOR'S NAME A SI NATURE: DATE:

Deputy Division Chief Masood Ahmed 7/16/84

DRAFT JOB DESCRIPTION

Where a standard job description exists for the functional specialty, please note only the features and requirements of the

position which differ from the standard. See Personnel Manual Statement No. 4.07 for additional details.

1. Duties and Responsibilities:

The major function of this position is to help professional staff carry out pre-investment

work in the energy sector (e.g., power efficiency audits, preparation of conservation

programs in rural industry, feasibility studies for solar water heating). This includes:

1. assisting in preparing terms of reference for consultants, and identifying

and briefing consultants;

2. participating in these pre-investment missions, specifically in the gathering of

information and its economic and financial analyses; and

3. contributing to drafting a completion report on the activity in question.

2. Essential and Desirable Qualifications (include relevant experience, knowledge, skills and abilities):

Essential: 1. B.A. in Economics or equivalent experience; postgraduate qualifications

preferred.
2. Training in project economic and financial analysis.
3. Strong organizational and analytical skills.
4. Demonstrated excellence in report writing.
5. Fluency in French (preferably) or Spanish.

Desirable: Previous experience in project operations, particularly in related areas would

be valuable, as would experience in industry, energy or other commercial sectors,

3, Special Considerations and Comments, if any:

Note: Three month initial temporary appointment with possible one-year extension under

the UNDP/World Bank Energy Sector Management Assistance Program. Release from

current assignment required within two months.

Level dependent upon qualifications and eligibility.
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VACANCY ANNOUNCE MENT REQU2EST
NO TE. T-is form shou.l b- come , t a se- th ne Pts. r o resonsible fo this Or"

POSITION TITLE GRADE RANGE:

Energy Economist/Planner -

Dr 'RTMENT.DIVISION. REASON FOR VACANCY:
L.,ergy/Assessments N. Ps co E Internal Transei D Termination

SUPERVISOR'S TITLE: I SUPERVISOR'S NAMIE SIGNATURE: DATE:
Division Chief Julian Bharier /7 - - July 16, 19

DRAFT JOB DESCRIPTION
Where a standard job description exists for the functional specialty, please note only the features and requirements of the

position which differ from the standard. See Personnel Manual Statement No. 4.07 for additional details.

1. Duties and Responsibilities-
Under the guidance of the Division Chief, the Energy Economist/Planner is

responsible for:

1. Preparation of energy assessment reports: Incumbents are generally expected to take
responsibility specifically for the economic aspects of the work (macro-economic linkages,
demand projections, pricing issues) and for drafting a coherent, integrated report on the
basis of the findings of other mission members as well as their own work.

2. Follow-up: In the context of the Energy Sector Management Assistance Program (ESMAP),
the Energy Economist/Planner is responsible for assisting with the implementation of
recommendations made in Joint UNDP/World Bank Energy Assessment Reports. This involves:

(i) Identifying energy technical assistance (TA) programs for a number of countries,
under ESMAP.

(ii) Supervising the individual activities under the TA programs identified, by

organising and leading missions to the countries involved and/or guiding and

coordinating the work of consultants.
(iii) Preparing or reviewing reports on various TA activities in consultation with other

Bank Divisions.
(iv) Providing professional advice in areas of the incumbent's expertise to the Energy

Department and other Bank Departments. This includes technical inputs on energy
planning, policies and institutions to policy papers and sector reports.

(v) Coordinating with other development assistance agencies.
2. Essential and Desirable Qualifications (include relevant experience, knowledge, skills and abilities):

1. Master's degree or equivalent in economics or engineering. Good background in energy
macro and micro-economics and project analysis.

2. Training and experience in the energy field. Broad familiarity with technical and
economic elements of energy systems in various energy sub-sectors. Operational and
management experience in energy institutions in developing countries would be an

asset.
carried over

3. Special Considerations and Comments, if any:

Two-year fixed-term appointment under the Joint UNDP/World Bank Energy Sector Assessment

Program and Energy Sector Management Assistance Program. At the end of this assignment,
the incumbent will be guaranteed re-entry into the Operations Complex. Release from
current assignment required within two months.



Continuation of Item 2: Essential and Desirable Qualifications

3. Ability to recognize underlying technical, economic, policy and
institutional issues in what may be a mass of detailed information.

4. Experience in project supervision, economic and sector missions.
Diplomatic skills are required to communicate effectively with government
officials up to the level of Ministers. Proven skills at leading missions
in a variety of energy related activities would be a strong advantage.
Incumbent must be able to function well and facilitate the work of
engineering and other technical specialists (Bank staff and consultants)
of widely varying professional and personal/cultural backgrounds many of
whom are working in an unfamiliar setting.

5. Ability to summarize and synthesize complex analysis in clear and concise
English.

6. Reading and speaking knowledge of Spanish and/or French preferable.



Continuation of Item 2: Essential and Desirable Qualifications

3. Ability to recognize underlying technical, economic, policy and
institutional issues in what may be a mass of detailed information.

4. Experience in project supervision, economic and sector missions.
Diplomatic skills are required to communicate effectively with government
officials up to the level of Ministers. Proven skills at leading missions
in a variety of energy related activities would be a strong advantage.
Incumbent must be able to function well and facilitate the work of
engineering and other technical specialists (Bank staff and consultants)
of widely varying professional and personal/cultural backgrounds many of
whom are working in an unfamiliar setting.

5. Ability to summarize and synthesize complex analysis in clear and concise
English.

6. Reading and speaking knowledge of Spanish and/or French preferable.
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VACANCY ANNOUNCEMENT REQUEST
NP,71 This forn shouck tx cormrpere nd s- to the Perso'ne! Office.- rsponsibte for thts postior

P0S!TION TITLE GRADE RANGE
Energy Conservation Specialist K-L-Y

DEPARTMENT/DIVISION REASON FOR VACANCY:

nergy /As sessment s New Positions Internal Transferi TerminaionO

SUPERVISOR'S TITLE: SUPERVISOR'S NAME AND SIGNATURE: DATE:

Division Chief Julian Bharier 4

DRAFT JOB DESCRIPTIbN
Wh'ere a standard job description exists for the functional wecialty, please note only the features and requirements of the

position which differ from the standard See Personnel Manual Statement No. 4.07 for additional details.

1. Duties and Responsibilities:
Under the guidance of the Division Qief, the incumbent will work with other Bank speiali sts on energy conservation in al
sectors (transport, industrial, hxusehold/ceimercial), and will have as major responsibilities:

1. addressing energy conservation issues in energy assessment reports, either through participation in country missions c
supervision of consultants participating in the missions. Ihis involves evaluating the scope for energy conservati
in a given country and, where justified, proposing the programs, institutional measures, and assistance required t
achieve the savings.

2. identifying and designing cost-effective pre-investment, institutional support and policy development activities I
energy conservation under the Energy Sector Management Assistance Program (EgAP), and supervising thei
implementation. Specifically, this will involve:

(i) carring out the preliminary analysis required to devise these activities;
(ii) drafting terms of reference and implementation schedules;
(iii) managing the selection of consultants and supervising their excution of the work;
(iv) ensuring timely production of a report on the activity Ahich also clearly defines the next steps to be takE

to address the problem at hand; and
(v) coordinating the liaison between MAP, gvernent encies and interested donors with respect to the activit

in question.

3. Providing technical/ecoiomic advice to the Energy epartment and other Bank Departments (e.g. Qmntry Progras) on ti
efficient use of energy. In particular, this will entail contributing to policy papers and sector reports, az
assisting in designing specific country programs for energy conservation linked, for example, to structural adjustmm
loans.

2. Essential and Desirable Qualifications (include relevant experience, knowledge, skills and abilities):

1. Masters degree or equivalent in engineering or economics.

2. At least ten years' experience in the technical, econnic and financial analysis of energy conservation projects and
their implementation. A demonstrated technical expertise is essential.

3. A demonstrated ability to perform timely and thorough analyses and to relate the results to policy and project issues

4. Good couinicative skills and a demonstrated ability to deal effectively with officials in developing countries.

5. Reading and speaking knowledge of French and/or panish preferable.

3. Special Considerations and Comments, if any:

Two-year fixed-term appointment under the Joint IMP/World Bank Energy Sector Assessment Program and Energy Sect,
Management Assistance Program. At the end of this assigment, the incnbent' will be guaranteed re-entry into ti
OCerations Camplex. Release from current assignment required within two months.
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VACANCY ANNOUNC'EMEN7 REQUEST
Tr; T . 'w $ " e. anc se,' to the Pers Office' responsibe for this positjon.

POSiTION TiTLE GRADE RANGE
Rural industries Energy Efficiencv Specialist K-L-M

DFTME 'R D~l IV ISKION REASON FOR VACANCY
rgyI/Assess ents Ne , Pc s ion Internal Transfer[ Terminatiu,[

SUPERVISOR'S TITLE SUPERVISOR'S NAME AND 1 AJURE DATE:
Division Chief Julian Bharier July 16, 1984

DRAFT JOB DESCRIPTION
Where a standard job description exists for the functional specialty, please note only the features and requirements of the

position which differ from the standard. See Personnel Manual Statemen t No. 4.07 for additional details.

1. Duties and Responsibilities:
Under the guidance of the Division Chief, the incumbent will be responsible for

identifying opportunities for improving energy efficiency of rural and primary industries,
for defining the pre-investment work to develop projects within the framework of the
Energy Sector Management Assistance Program (ESMAP) and for ensuring that a high standard
of engineering and economic analysis is maintained. Specifically, the incumbent will:

1. Undertake preliminary analyses of options for improving the efficiency of energy use
in major rural industries including tea, coffee, cocoa, tobacco, palm oil, sugar and
grain milling.

2. Develop individual programs and projects of a manageable and practical nature for
energy efficiency improvements with good prospects of high economic rates of return
and develop terms of reference, implementation schedules and requests for proposals to
facilitate the engagement of consultants to undertake agreed work programs.

3. Supervise the selection and appointment of consultants, coordinate the liaison between
consultants and Government agencies, and ensure through regular review that
appropriate technical and economic analyses are being pursued.

6. Ensure that thorough reviews are made of draft reports arising from pre-investment
analyses and that,wherever possiblethe next steps in the project cycle are clearly

2. E .define F for tlie b?,rroye and the donors.
2. Essenti and esirale a icatns incl e relevant experie :eknowledge, skills and abilities):

1. Degrees in engineering and economics, at least one of which should be of master's
level or equivalent.

2. At least five years experience in the economic and financial analysis of energy
projects and direct experience in the conceptual design and costing of biomass energy

conversion systems.

carried over

3. Special Considerations and Comments, if any:

Two-year fixed-term appointment under the Joint UNDP/World Bank Energy Sector Assessment

Program and Energy Sector Management Assistance Program. At the end of this assignment,
the incumbent will be guaranteed re-entry into the Operations Complex. Release from

current assignment required within two months.
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3. Familiarity with the science and technology of gaeifiers, hot air
generators and steam raising equipment, and with recent experience of the
application of modern variants of this technology to crop drying and
processing and power generation in both developed and developing
countries.

4. A demonstrated ability to do analytical work in a timely manner and to
relate analyses to policy and project issues.

5. Good communication skills and a demonstrated ability in dealing
effectively with senior officials in developing countries.

6. Have the ability to work well and cooperatively in a team of professionals
and skilled workers of widely varying professional and personal/cultural
backgrounds many of whom are working in an unfamiliar setting.

7. Reading and speaking knowledge of Spanish and/or French preferable.
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VACANCY ANNOUNCEMENT REOUEST
NOTE: This form shouin bt comnpleten and sent to the Fersonne,/OCfice, responsible for this 1C ,

POSITION TITLE GRADE RANGE

Energy Forester K-L-Y

DT ' 'RTMENT/DIVISION REASON FOR VACANCY:
LE.a..rgy/Assessments New Position X Internal TransferD Terr mina8, _

SUPERVISOR'S TITLE: SUPERVISOR'S NAME A IGNATURE: DATE
Division Chief Julian Bharier July 16, 1984

DRAFT JOB DESCRIPTION
Where a standard job description exists for the functional specialty, please note only the features and requirements of the

position which differ from the standard. See Personnel Manual Statement No. 4.07 for additional details.

1. Duties and Responsibilities:

Under the guidance of the Division Chief, the incumbent will be responsible for
developing and supervising a program of pre-investment work in peri-urban fuelwood
plantations and plantations dedicated for supply of woodfuels to major industries. The
incumbent would also initiate the development and trial of innovative technical packages
of agroforestry and silvipastoralism to enable the integration, where required, of
commercial woodfuels production with other land uses and with established cultural
behavioral and social practice of local inhabitants. The physical environment of the
proposed fuelwood plantations will range from high altitude arid-lands to moist lowland

tropics. Specifically, the incumbent will:

1. Identify economic prospects for the establishment of peri-urban and industrial fuel-
wood plantations in developing countries.

2. Identify opportunities to demonstrate through trials (which can lead to commercial
applications) innovative technical packages of agroforestry, silvipastoralism or
plantation and woodlot design and management to increase yields and economic returns
from fuelwood production, especially on marginal lands.

3. Prepare project briefs, terms of reference and requests for proposals for pre-invest-
ment work to develop projects to the investment or to the next stage in the project
cycle.

2. Essential and Desirable Qualifications (include relevant experience, knowledge, skills and abilities:.* carried over

1. Master's degree or equivalent in forest production/forestry economics and accounting
and a working knowledge of land use planning methods.

2. At least ten years experience in energy forestry project design and analysis or in
forest resource assessment or the design and evaluation of agroforestry and
silvipastoral systems.

carried over

3. Special Considerations and Comments, if any:
Two-year fixed-term appointment under the Joint UNDP/World Bank Energy Sector Assessment
Program and Energy Sector Management Assistance Program. At the end of this assignment,
the incumbent will be guaranteed re-entry into the Operations Complex. Release from
current assignment required within two months.
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4. To liaise with the respective governments and potential donors
regarding funding of the required pre-investment work and
preparations required in advance of pre-investment studies.

5. To supervise consultants appointed to undertake pre-investment work,
ensuring that methods of both economic analysis and technical
evaluation are appropriate and that contractors are taking advantage
of the most recent developments and experience in the fields
concerned.

Continuation of Item 2: Essential Duties and Qualifications

3. Well versed in social and cultural dimensions of subsistence
agriculture.

4. A demonstrated ability to undertake timely and thorough analysis and
to translate analytical results into policy and project issues.

5. Good communications skills and a demonstrated ability to relate well
to senior officials in the governments of developing countries.

6. Have the ability to work as part of a team of professionals and
skilled workers of widely varying professional and personal/cultural
backgrounds, many of whom are working in an unfamiliar setting.

7. Reading and speaking knowledge of Spanish and/or French preferable.



July 13, 1984

Mr. R. J. Treffers
Director of Multilateral Financial

Development Cooperation and Special
Programmes Department

Ministry for Development Cooperation
The Hague
The Netherlands

Dear Mr. Treffers:

Re: Kenya: Peri-Urban Fuelwood Plantation Investment Program

Thank you for your letter of June 8, 1984 confirming your
Government's intention to contribute f.750,000 to the Energy Sector
Management Assistance Program to fund the execution of the above
feasibility study. We have noted your comments on the preliminary terms
of reference for the project and we will take them into account in
finalizing the scope and focus of the proposed work. We also agree with
your observation on the importance of associating local Kenyan expertise
with the execution of the project and intend to make the maximum feasible
use of such expertise. We also foresee no difficulty in identifying
suitable Dutch experts to participate in project execution.

With regard to the administrative arrangements, we are in agreement
with your proposal to disburse the contribution in two tranches of
f.590,000 in 1984 and f.160,000 in early 1985. We will be happy to
provide a progress report on the project six months after initiation as
well as a final report after project completion.

The next step in the preparation of this project is to identify
suitable consultants and to finalize the implementation arrangements with
counterpart officials in Kenya. The former is in hand now and regarding
the latter, we intend to visit Nairobi in August for discussions with
Government of Kenya officials on this project and related matters. We
will keeplyou posted on future developments as they occur.

Finally, let me express my appreciation for your Government's
generous support of this project as well as of other ESMAP activities. I
am sure you would agree that this collaborative effort will make an
important contribution to ameliorating the pressing energy problems of
the developing countries.

With best regards,

Yours sincerely,

Julian Bharier, Chief
Energy Assessments Division
Energy Department

bcc; Mr. Cox (UNDP, New York)
Mr. Bates, Mr. Ahmed (EGYEA)

MAhmed:aaf.
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The World Bank 1818 H Street, N W (202) 477-1234
INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT Washington, D C. 20433 Cable Address: INTBAFRAD
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION U.S.A Cable Address: INDEVAS

July 13, 1984

Mr. S. Barton
C&CS Unit Sales
NEI International Combustion Ltd
Sinfin Lane
Derby, England
DE2 9GJ

Dear Mr. Barton:

Thank you for your letter of June 21 expressing your interest in the
activities of the UNDP/World Bank Energy Sector Management Assistance
Program. We will be happy to send you future copies of the ESMAP
Quarterly Information Brief and I am enclosing for your information an
updated version of this document. Regarding the reports produced under
the Program, it is not our policy to send these directly to commercial
firms. However, you may be interested to know that a number of copies
are sent routinely to the Department of Trade and Industry on Victoria
Street, London where they are available for perusal by interested
parties. The person to contact for further information on this is Ms.
Jane Green in the World Aid Section of the DOT&I.

With reference to your specific query on the two power rehabilita-
tion projects, the Kelanitissa project in Sri Lanka is, as far as we
know, still awaiting implementation in 1985 and no decisions have been
taken on consultant/contractor selections or on project financing. You
may, therefore, like to follow up on this project directly with the
CEB. The second project, to rehabilitate the Kipevu plant in Kenya, is
being considered by the Canadian International Development Agency and it
is highly likely that it will be financed by a CIDA grant and will there-
fore be implemented using Canadian expertise.

I hope that the above information is useful to you.

Yours sincerely,

asood Ahmed
Deputy Division Chief
Energy Assessments Division
Energy Departbent

ITT 440098 RCA 248423 WUI 64145
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TO: Mr. Yves Rovani, Director, EGY

FROM: Julian Bharier & Masood Ahmed, EGYEA

SUBJECT: ESMAP - Staff Requirements

1. The purpose of this memorandum is to set out the ESMAP work

program and associated staff requirements for FY85 and FY86 and on that

basis to seek your approval to recruit eight additional staff on two year

fixed term contracts funded by existing ESMAP funds to work on the

Program's expanding operations. Four of these staff would be technical

specialists--a power distribution engineer, a broad gauged energy

conservation expert, a combustion efficiency engineer with experience in

agro industries, and a forester with exposure to energy issues. The

other four would be economist/energy planners who would join the other

economist/energy planner staff in the division in participating in

assessments and in managing the follow-up activities under ESMAP. Their

presence would also enable us to "back out" one technical staff currently

working on assessments (Mr. Mian or Mr. Ferroukhi) who would then take

responsibility for developing the ESMAP product line on Petroleum Supply

Management. The rationale for this request is presented below.

Proposed Work Program

2. ESMAP activities are currently underway in countries, where

we have either completed energy assessment status reports (8 countries)

or have embarked on urgent preinvestment or policy work identified by the

assessment itself . During FY85, we expect to complete energy status

reports in a further 18 countries and to carry out floow up preinvestment

or institutional/policy support activities in at least 12 of them. When
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this added to the carry over work in countries where EASR's have already

been done, this implies that during FY85 the program will have operations

underway in about countries. During FY86, this level of operations

is expected to continue with at least a dozen of the FY85 countries

remaining active and with EASR's and subsequent activities beginning in

15 new countries. All of the FY85 activities and most of the FY86

activities have already been identified and are listed in the attached

tables. These tables also show the expected staff and consultant inputs

for each of the proposed activities, although these are obviously

tentative estimates which will change as the scope of work for wach

activity is defined in greater detail. The proposed work program can be

summarized as follows:

FY85 Operations

Staff Cons.
weeks weeks Total

(i) 18 Energy Assessment Status Report a/ 145 - 145
(ii) Managing Ongoing Follow Up in

25 countries b/ 75 - 75
(iii) 10 Power Preinvestment Activities c/ 100 170 270
(iv) 18 Other Preinvestment Activities c/ d/ 160 534 694

of which: Stoves (5) (43 230 273)
other energy efficiency (6) (56 167 223)

(v) 10 Institutional Policy Support c/ 60 106 166
Total 540 810 1350

a/ EASR's costed at average of 8 SW
b/ Allows average of 3 SW to manage ongoing follow up in each active

country.
c/ Based on individual cost estimates as per attached list.
d/ Includes $250,000 Fuelwood Plantations Feasibility - Study

Financed by Netherlands.
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FY86 Operations

Staff- Cons.
weeks weeks Total

(i) 15 Energy Assessment Status Reports a/ 120 - 120

(ii) Managing ongoing follow-up in 30
countries b/ 90 - 90

(iii) 10 Power Preinvestment Studies c/ 72 165 237

(iv) 17 Other Preinvestment Activities c/ 240 724 964

of which: Energy Efficiency (5) (43 104 147)
: Kenya Coal Import Study d/ (50 200 250)

(v) 12 Institutional/Policy Support c/ 124 200 324

of which Petroleum Supply
Management (34 65 99)

Total 646 1,089 1,735

a/ I
II } as for last table
c/ I
d/ $500,000 study cofinanced with CIDA.

3. The current core ESMAP budget for CY84-85 is $4.0 million to

which should be added:

- $0.4 million of Swedish contributions for work in Guinea Bissau

and Cape Verde.
- $1.0 million of Swiss contribution

- $0.5 million of promised UNDP funding

- $0.4 million of CIDA funding for the Kenya Coal Import Study

- $0.35 million of GTZ contributions for Niger Stove Project.

The total available funding for the proposed program, which includes all

of these earmarked activities, is there fore $6.9 million. This is

adequate to cover the cost of the proposed program based on the following

assumptions.

- one consultant week including travel = $2,500

- one staff week including overhead = $1,500
- 10% program overheads
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On this basis, the FY85-86 operations program would cost:

Unit

FY85 FY86 Total Cost $ million

Staffweeks 540 646 1,186 $1,500 1.8

Consultant weeks 810 1,089 1,899 $2,500 4.7

Program overheads - - - 10% 0.5

Total 1,350 1,735 3,085 - 7.0

Staffing Implications

At the moment five higher level staff are working full time on

ESMAP. Two of them are technical staff (Mr. Gulstone, power engineer,

and Mr. Floor, Stoves and Rural Energy Specialist). The other three

(Sherbiny, Alahdad and Armar) are energy economists/planners managing the

program's overall operations in specific countries. They are supported

by other divisional staff on an ad hoc basis and by assistant level staff

as required. This management has worked well in getting the program

established but the size of the program's anticipated operations in FY85

creates a staffing gap which must be filled in a more systematic way to

ensure program delivery and quality control. In aggregate the staffing

gap (excluding consultants) is 6.5 SY (or 8.5 positions) in FY85 and 8.5

SY (or 11 positions) in FY86.

In translating this gap into the requirements for specific

staff, we have reviewed the staff inputs for the various components of

the program. This results in the following requirements:

(i) a power engineer who will work with Al Gulstone on the power

preinvestment activities. The proposed work program for this
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type of activity in both years warrants two staff engineers and

will enable us to run two parallel teams of consultants.

(ii) A broad gauged energy conservation specialist to manage the

program of activities in industry, transport, commercial

buildings and to make an input in the rural industry energy

efficiency program.

(iii) A combustion/engineer with agro industry experience who would

develop the set of activities in analyzing and improving the

efficiency of rural industries; there are four such activities

already planned and many more are likely to be identified once

the product line has been tested and established.

(iv) A forester to manage the large Kenya Peri-urban plantations

Study ($250,000) and to participate in other biomass related

work (agricultural residue upgrading etc.).

(v) A petroleum supply specialist who will manage the operations in

advising on petroleum import, procurement and distribution

strategy (we plan to fill this gap by internal transfer from

within the division).

(vi) Four energy planners/economist who will be country program

managers and who will participate in assessments thereby

allowing for the internal transfer of the petroleum supply

staff and enabling other divisional staff to assume

responsibilities for following up on assessments they have

carried out.

We would like to fill these posts through internal Bank

transfers if at all feasible. However, we may have to resort to outside

candidates if suitable Bank staff cannot be identified or released
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quickly on 2 year transfers. The recruitment of the above staff will

still leave a gap in our FY86 staffing but we would like to firm up our

proposals to fill that gap by the end of calendar 1984 when the work

program and staffing requirements for assessment work in FY86 will have

become clearer.

MAhmed:jrs



ENERGY SECTOR MANAGEMENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
FY85 and FY86 Operations Program

Energy Assessment Status Reports in FY85

FY85 FY86

Bolivia Benin

Haiti - King/Weimper Botswana

Indonesia - Mitchell/Ahmed Burma

Kenya - Newcombe Cape Verde

Lesotho - Armar Costa Rica

Morocco - Sherbiny/King Ethiopia

Nepal - Mian/Mitchell Fiji/Solomons

Niger - King Guinea-Bissau

Nigeria Ivory Coast

Peru Liberia

Portugal - Sherbiny Mauritania

Senegal - Floor/Ahmed Paraguay

Seychelles Tanzania

Sudan - Alahdad/Freuh Togo

Turkey Yemen Arab Rep.

Uganda - Alahdad/Freuh

Zambia - Armar/Akanda

Zimbabwe - Armar
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ImERGY 9 'NA1324W ASSISAM PROGRM
FY85 and FY86 Operations Program

ower Preinvestment Activities

FY85 FY86
Country Activity Staff- Cons. Country Activity Staff- Cons.

. eeks weks eeks eeks

Bangladesh Power Efficiency Audit 8 20 Liberia Poer Efficiency Audit 8 20

Botswana Borehole Electrification 8 15 Mauritania ftber Efficiency Audit 8 20

Cape Verde Powr Efficiency Audit Muritius Power Efficiency Audit 8 2)
(Swedish Grant) 12 20

Cape Verde Power Utility MIS Senegal Powr Efficiency Audit 8 20
(Swedish Grant) 12 2

Ethiopia Poier Efficiency Audit 15 15 Uganda Power Efficiency Audit 8 21

Ethiopia Northern Systems Study 7 12 Zimbabwe Generating Plant Audit 8 20

Guinea- Pbwer Efficiency Audit Plus 3 others 24 50
Bissau (Swedish Grant) 12 2D

Indonesia Gas Tbrbine Conversion
Feasibility Study 8 2 TUTAL 72 165

Indonesia Generating Plant Audit 8 20

Seychelles Pwer Efficiency Audit 10 8

TOTAL 100 170
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FY85 and FY86 Operations Program

Other Preinvestment Activities

FY85 FY86
Country Activity Staff- Cons. Country Activity Staff- Cons.

weeks weeks weeks weeks

-urundi Industrial Use of Peat 5 12 Ethiopia Agricultural Residue Briquetting
Proj. 15 70

Buindi Improved Charcoal Stoves 5 30 Ethiopia LE Recovery Project Feasibility 10 25

(osta Rica Identification of Technical Haiti Industrial Energy (bonservation 8 20
Asst. Proj. 8 5

Gambia Solar Water Heating 4 10 Kenya Coal Import Action Plan 50 2X

Gambia Solar Photovoltaic Project Yenya Tea Drying Energy Efficiency
6 8 Project 15 3)

Haiti Solar Water Heating Project Kenya Solar Water Heating Proj.
Feasibility 5 10 Feasibility 8 20

Kenya Periurban bel*Wod Plant. Mauritius Buildings/Coxrsercial Sector
Feasibility (Dutch Grant) 35 8) ergy Conservation Program 4 12

k44anda Improvement of Charcoal Kilns 6 35 Niger Desert Coolers Feasibility Study 4 15

Rwanda Improved Charcoal Stoves 5 3D Senegal Industrial Energy Conservation 8 20

Sri Lanka Industrial Energy Senegal (koundnut Shells amergy Use
(bonservation 10 3D Basibility 10 30

Sri lanka Transport Energy Senegal Bagasse for Energy Use 10 30
bonservation 8 3)

Uganda %?a Drying Energy Efficiency Uganda Periurban Fuelwood Plant.
Audit 12 30 Feasibility 3D 80

Uganda Brickilng Energy Zambia Industrial Energy Conservation 8 22
Efficiency Audit 12 3)

Zimbabwe Inaustrial Energy (baser- 'IUAL 180 574
vation Prefeasibility 8 22 Carry over from FY85 20 50

Four Additional activities 40 100
TUAL 129 342 GRAM0 TUAL Z 724

Will &-tend Beyond FY85

Ethiopia Stoves Project 15 100
Niger Stoves Project 10 50
Peru Stoves Project 8 2)
Sudan Solar Water Heating

Project Prefeasibility 8 22

TUTAL 41 192
GAND TAL 160 534

* Identified and/or committed but not scheduled because of staff constraints.

Note: In adition, n alloance has been made for any other follow up
activities emerging from EASRs in Niger, 1trocou, Lesotho, Sudan,
Nepal or Ibrtugal; or in countries wiere assessment work is currently
in progress.
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FY85 and FY86 Operations Program

Institutional and Iblicy Support Activities

FY85 FY86
Country Activity Staff- Cons. CQuntry Activity Staff- Cons.

weeks meeks weeks weeks

Botswana Power Tariff Charges Eotswana Institutional Assistance
& Connection Study 4 10 to Energy Planning Unit 10 20

Burundi Assistance for Preparing Fast Caribbean Petroleum Supply Management 8 2D
Energy Project Profiles
for Ibnors Conference 6 6

Burundi Assistance for Petroleum Indonesia Improved Stoves Strategy 10 10

Ehploration 2 5

Gambia Petroleum Supply Management 7 15 Mauritius Petroleum Supply Management 8 10

Indonesia Diesel Maintenance Plan TORs Senegal Institutional Assistance to
Fgy. Dept. 10 15

apua New Institutional Review and South Pacific Petroleum Supply Management 8 20

Guinea Identification of Technical
Assistance Requirements 15 15

Papua New Advice on Electricity Tariffs Sri lanka Improved Stoves Strategy 10 10
Guinea and Regulations for

Aitogeneration 6 10

Uganda Institutional Review of the Zimbabwe Petroleum Supply Management 10 15
Energy Sector 7 10

Zambia/ Capco: Support to Bilateral 'TDAL 74 120

Z1babwe Comission Reviewing Future Four additional activities 50 80

Role and Functions 4 15 GRAND ITOAL 124 200

Zi babwe Power Sector Organization
Study 8 2D

T1rAL 60 106

July 2, 1984
MAhmred: aaf .



WORLD BAN' INTE RNTFLTNA! FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

TO: Mr. Yves Ro i, Director, EGY July 10, 1984

FROM: Julian Bhar r Masood Ahmed, EGYEA

SUBJECT: ESMAP - Wor Program and Staff Requirements

1. The purposes of this memorandum are, first, to set out the
current ESMAP work program and associated staff requirements for FY85 and
FY86 and, second, to seek your approval to recruit, as soon as possible,
eight professional staff on two-year fixed term contracts, funded by
ESMAP funds already in hand. Four of these staff are technical
specialists who would work primarily on preinvestment activities -- a
power distribution engineer, a broad-gauged energy conservation expert, a
combustion efficiency engineer with experience in agro-industries, and a
forester with exposure to energy issues. The other four are
economist/energy planners who would participate both in assessments and
in managing the follow-up activities under ESMAP, thus enabling some of
the existing staff to 'graduate' from Assessments work into ESMAP. The
following discussion specifically excludes reference to the possibility
of ESMAP incorporating gas strategy/project development activities; a
separate note on this subject is being prepared. 1/

Work Program

2. ESMAP activities are currently underway in 16 countries, where we
have either completed Energy Assessment Status Reports (EASRs) (eight
countries) or have embarked on urgent preinvestment or policy work
identified by the assessment itself. During FY85, we expect to complete
EASRs in a further 18 countries and carry out follow-up preinvestment or
institutional/policy support activities in at least 14 of these. With
work in countries where EASR's have already been done, this means that
during FY85 the program will have operations underway in about 25
countries. During FY86, we expect to be active in about 30 countries
half of which would be carried over from FY85 and the other 15 would have
EASR's and subsequent activities beginning in FY86. All of the FY85
activities and most of the FY86 activities have already been identified
and are listed in the attached tables. These tables also give tentative
estimates of the expected staff and consultant inputs for each of the
proposed activities which will be firmed up as the scope of work and
terms of reference for each activity are defined !rn greater detail. The
proposed work program can be summarized as follows:

1/ A background paper on the potential for these types of activities in
gas is now being prepared by Mr. Shirazi with the assistance of

Afsaneh.
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PROPOSED WWRK PRGRAM

FY85 Operations FY86 Operations
1. of WEEKS ND. of Weeks
Acty. Staff Cons. TIbtal Acty. Staff Cons. Total

1. Fnergy Assessent
Status Peports a/ 18 145 - 145 15 120 - 120

2. Managing Ongoing
Follow Up b/ 25 75 - 75 3) 90 - 90

3. Power Preinvestment
Activities c/ 10 100 170 270 10 72 165 237

4. Other Preinvestment
Activities c/ d/ 18 140 374 514 17 175 374 549

of which:
Stoves (5 43 140 183) - - - -
other energy

efficiency (6 56 167 223 5 43 104 147)

5. Institutional Policy
support c/ 10 60 106 166 12 34 65 99

of which:
Petroleum Sipply mgmt. (1 7 15 22 4 34 65 99)

Total e/ 56 520 650 1170 54 581 739 1320

a/ EASR's costed at average of 8 SW.

b/ Allows average of 3 SW to manage ongoing follow up in each active
country.

c/ Based on individual cost estimates as per attached list.

d/ Includes six cofinanced operations for which staff/consultant week
estimates reflect only the expected contribution from ESMAP core
resources.

e/ Total activity numbers exclude "managing ongoing follow up".
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3. The proposed program includes six cofinanced operations which

range from $200,000-$500,000. 1/ Because of their specialized

implementation and staffing requirements, the resource requirements

listed for them in the above table reflect only the contribution to them

that is expected to come from core ESMAP resources. Where the

implementation of any of these projects requires the hiring of additional

staff to be funded through the cofinancing contribution to the project,
such recruitment would be evaluated on a case by case basis. In this

current proposal one staff, the energy forester, is justified on the

basis of a cofinanced project: he would work on, and be funded through,
the Kenya Peri-Urban Plantation Feasibility Study whose cofinancing has
been approved by the Dutch Government.

Comparison with February 1984 Progress Report

4. The size of the proposed FY85 program is in line with that set

out in the February 1984 progress report (56 operations compared with 60

envisaged then). However, its composition differs in two important ways:

first we are now planning more EASRs (18 vs. 14 planned then). The

reason for this is that the EASR has become an extremely useful tool for

initiating a program of ESMAP assistance in any country and we now feel

that such an exercise should be carried out in all countries, rather than

just the larger or complex ones as initially envisaged. Second, we now

have fewer management and policy support activities planned than we

initially expected. This reflects both the fact that the demand for this

type of assistance from ESMAP has turned out to be less pressing than the

demand for preinvestment support, and also our experience that many of

these management support activities require a much heavier and longer

term staff input on our part than we are currently equipped to provide.

1/ These are:

- Kenya Peri-urban Fuelwood Plantations - $250,000; Dutch cofinancing

of 100% approved.

- Ethiopia Stoves Project - $200,000; Dutch cofinancing of $75,000

and ILO of $20,000 approved.

- Niger Stoves Project - $500,000; German contribution of $350,000

approved, EEC contribution of $100,000 expected.

- Ethiopia Agricultural Residue Briquetting Project - $200,000; UNDP-

IPF financing of 80% expected.

- Kenya Coal Import Action Plan - $450,000; CIDA contribution of 100%

expected.

- Uganda Peri-urban Plantations - $200,000, CIDA contribution of 100%

expected.



5. Regarding FY86, the proposed program of 54 activities falls
short of the 75-80 activities envisaged in the Progress Report. This
shortfall simply reflects the extent of available funding for that
period. As additional funds are mobilized, new activities could easily
be included in the program. We expect to have an extended FY86 program
developed by the end of this calendar year.

Costs and Budgets

6. The estimated cost of the core FY85-86 operations program (i.e.
excluding cofinanced projects) is about $6.1 million, as shown below:

COST ESTIMATE OF FY85-86 OPERATIONS

Unit
FY85 FY86 Total Cost $ million

Staffweeks 520 581 1,101 $1,500 1.65
Consultant weeks 650 739 1,389 $2,500 3.47
Program overheads - - - 20% 1.00

Total 1,170 1,320 2,490 - 6.12

Assumptions (based on actual experience):

- one consultant week including travel = $2,500
- one staff week including overhead = $1,500
- 20% program overheads

7. This cost is entirely covered by the funds already available for
the Program which amount to $ 6.1 million and are made up of the follow-
ing:

$ Million

Funds available in existing Project Document 3.5
Swiss contribution 1.5
Swedish contribution 0.4
Promised UNDP funding 0.5
Danish contribution 0.2

Total 6.1

In addition, part of the just approved CIDA contribution of $3.5 million
should be available as core resources for the Program and there is also
the possibility of backing out some Assessment funds as a result of the
proposed EEC, CIDA and French contributions to this Program. Thus all of
the staffing proposals outlined below can be accommodated from existing
ESMAP resources.



Staffing Implications

8. At the moment five higher level staff are working full time on
ESMAP. Two of them are technical staff (Al Gulstone, Power Engineer, and
Willem Floor, Stoves and Rural Energy Specialist). The other three
(Sherbiny, Alahdad and Armar) are energy economists/planners managing the
program's overall operations in specific countries. They are supported
by other divisional staff (such as Gaskin, Mian and Newcombe) on an ad
hoc basis and by assistant level staff as required. This arrangement has
worked well in getting the program established but the extent of the
program's operations in FY85 creates a staffing gap which must be filled
if we are to ensure program delivery and quality control as well as to
relieve the heavy travel and overtime burden borne by the existing
staff. This staffing gap for the core program (excluding consultants) is
6.2 SY (or 8.0 positions) in FY85 and 7.4 SY (or 9.5 positions) in FY86.

9. In terms of specific staff inputs to meet the requirements of
the program, we need in the very near future:

(i) a power engineer to work with Al Gulstone on power
preinvestment activities. The work program for this type of
activity in both years warrants two staff engineers and will
enable us to run two teams of consultants each covering five
projects a year.

(ii) A broad-gauged energy conservation specialist to supplement
the contribution of Gary Gaskin and, eventually, to manage
the program of 5-6 preinvestment activities each year in
industry, transport, commercial buildings as well as to
advise us on rural industry energy efficiency activities.

(iii) A combustion engineer with agro-industry experience to manage
the four preinvestment activities already planned for
analyzing and improving the efficiency of rural industries as
well as to develop the program for the many more likely to be
undertaken once the "product line" has been tested and
established.

(iv) A forester to manage, in the first instance, the large Kenya
Peri-Urban Plantations Study ($250,000), to participate in
other biomass related activities' already programmed
(agricultural residue upgrading etc.) and to develop the
future work program in these areas. 1/

(v) A petroleum supply specialist to manage the five planned
activities involving advice on petroleum import, procurement

1/ This position would be funded initially from the cofinanced Kenya
Peri-urban Project budget.
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and distribution strategy and develop further work in this
area; owing to the sensitive nature of this activity we plan
to fill this gap by using the time of Zia Mian and Abdel
Ferroukhi, compensating the Assessments Program for this time
by hiring additional energy planners/economists (see below).

(vi) Four energy planners/economists to be "country program
managers" participating both in assessments, thereby
releasing time of the petroleum supply experts and enabling
other existing divisional staff to "graduate" from
assessments they have carried out into the follow-up ESMAP
activities.

9. We would, of course, like to fill these eight posts through
internal Bank transfers if suitable staff are available and can be
released within-2-3 months. Vacancy announcements have been prepared and
are ready to be submitted to Personnel. However, we will probably have
to recruit some of these staff from outside given the urgency of the
situation. In this case our first choice would be fixed-term assignments
for consultants whom we have already used successfully on short-term
assignments, followed by those we have already evaluated through our pre-
interview system.

MAhmed/JBharier:aaf.



ENERGY SECTOR MANAGEMENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
FY85 and FY86 Operations Program

Energy Assessment Status Reports

FY85 FY86

Bolivia Benin

Haiti Botswana

Indonesia Burma

Kenya Cape Verde

Lesotho Costa Rica -

Morocco Ethiopia -

Nepal Fiji/Solomons

Niger Guinea-Bissau

Nigeria Ivory Coast

Peru Liberia v

Portugal Mauritania

Senegal Paraguay -

Seychelles Tanzania'

Sudan Togo

Turkey Yemen Arab Rep.

Uganda

Zambia

Zimbabwe
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FY85 and FY86 Operations Program

Power Preinvestmnt Activities

FY85 FY86
Country Activity Staff- Qns. COantry Activity Staff-

weeks weeks weeks weeks

Bangladesh lwer Efficiency Axdit 8 2D Liberia lRwer Efficiency Audit 8 2D

Botswana Borehole Electrification 8 15 Mauritania Power Efficiency Audit 8 2D

Cape Verde Rbwer Efficiency Axit MMuritius lower Efficiency Audit 8 2D
(wiedish Grant) 12 20

Cape Verde Power Utility MIS Senegal bwer Efficiency Audit 8 2)
(9wedish Grant) 12 20

Ethiopia Power Efficiency Axiit 15 15 Uganda luper Efficiency Axdit 8 2D

Ethiopia Northern System Study 7 12 Zhnbabwe Generating Plant Audit 8 2

Guinea- iwer Efficiency Audit Plus 3 others 24 5D
Bissau (Swedish Grant) 12 2D

Indonesia Gas Turbine Oxrversion
Feasibility Study . 8 2D TUIAL 72 165

inxnesia Generating Plant Audit 8 2D

Seychelles Power Efficiency Audit 10 8

TUrAL 100 170



FY85 and FY86 Operations Program

Other Preinvestment Activities

FY85 FY86
itry Activity Staff- Cons. ountry Activity Staff- Cons.

weeks weeks weeks weeks

Bunxdi Inhustrial Use of Reat 5 12 Othiopia Agricultural 1esidue Briquetting
Proj. 10 0

Burundi Improved Charcoal Stoves 5 30 Ethiopia UG Recovery Project Feasibility 10 25

Costa Rica Identification of Iwchical Haiti Indistrial Energy Qbiservation 8 2D
Asst. Proj. 8 5

Gambia Solar Water Beating 4 10 WKenya Coal Import Action Plan 10 0

Gambia Solar Photovoltaic Project Kenya Tea Dryirg Energy Efficiency
6 8 Project 15 3)

Haiti Solar Water Heating Project Kenya Solar Water Heating Proj.
Feasibility 5 10 Feasibility 8 2D

*Kenya Feriurban Fuelwood Plant. Mauritius Buildings/Oommercial Sector
Feasibility (Dutch Grant) 5 0 Bergy (nservation Program 4 12

Rianda Improvement of Charcoal Kilns 6 35 Niger Desert Coolers Feasibility Study 4 15

mda Improved Charcoal Stoves 5 30 Senegal Industrial Energy onservation 8 20

Sri Lanka Industrial Energy Senegal Groundnut Shells Energy Use
Conservation 10 3) Feasibility 10 3)

Sri lanka Transport Energy Senegal Bagasse for Energy Use 10 30
Conservation 8 20

Uganda Tea Dryirg Energy Efficiency *Uganda Periurban Fuelwood Plant.
Audit 12 3) Neasibility 10 0

Uganda Brickaking Energy Zambia Industrial Energy Conservation 8 22
Efficiency Aidit 12 3)

ZNbabwe Industrial Energy Qbnser- O1AL 115 224
vation Prefeasibility 8 22 Carry over fram FY85 2D 50

Four Ada'tional activities 40 IOo
TUrAL 99 272 GRAND TUAL 175 374

Will 5ftend Beyond FEY85

*Ethiopia Stoves Project 15 60
*Niger Stoves Project 10 0
Peru Stoves Project 8 20
Sudan Solar Water Beating

Project Prefeasibility 8 22

TUtAL 41 102
GRAND LUAL TI W

* (bfinanced operation; staff/consultant weeks reflects anticipated contribution fran core ES4AP resources.
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FY85 ad FY86 Operations Program

Institutional and blicy &upport Activities

FY85 FY86
Country Activity Staff- Cow. ountry Activity Staff- Cons.

uveks weeks weeks weeks

Botswana ower miriff Qiarges Btswana Institutional Assistance
& Connection Study 4 9 to Fnergy Plannitg Tit 10 20

Burundi Assistance for Preparing Fast Caribbean Petroleum Supply Management 8 20
Energy Project Profiles
for Dbnors Obnference 5 6

Burundi Assistance for Petroleum Indonesia Improved Stoves Strategy 10 10
Eploration 2 5

Gambia Petroleum Supply Mnagement 7 15 Mmuritius Petrolem Supply Management 8 10

Indonesia Diesel Maintenance Plan 1Tos 4 4 Senegal Institutional Assistance to
Egy. Dept. 10 15

Papua New Institutional Peview and South Pacific Petroleum Supply Management 8 20
Guinea Identification of Tbrcnical

Assistance Pequirements 15 14

Papua New Advice on Electricity Triffs Sri Ianka Improved Stoves Strategy 10 10
Guinea and Pegulations for

Autogeneration 6 10

Uganda Institutional Review of the Zimbabwe Petroleum Supply Management 10 15
Energy Sector 7 10

Zambia/ Capco: Support to Bilateral 1UAL 74 120
Zi"'abwe Comissio Reviewirg Future Four additional activities 50 80

Role and Panctions 4 15 GRAND TIUAL 124 200

Zimbabwe Power Sector Organization
Study 6 18

1TUAL 60 106

July 2, 1984
MAhmed:aaf.



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Distribution DATE: July 3, 1984

FROM: Masood Ahmed, Deputy Chief, EGYEA

SUBJECT: ESMAP: Seychelles Electricity Power System Efficiency Report

1. Attached please find a copy of the above report which was
prepared by-Messrs. Mitchell (Economist), Haal and Nygren (consultants)
who visited the Seychelles during March 19-30, 1984. The conclusions
of the mission were discussed with the Government of the Seychelles in
the field and the report has been cleared by the Government for final
distribution under the Energy Sector Management Assistance Program.
This will be done following the incorporation of any comments you may
have on the report. Please send these either to Mr. Mitchell or to
myself (Ext. 7-3996). If requested, a meeting will be arranged to
discuss this report.

Attachment.

Distribution:

Messrs. Bronfman, Gusten, Wackman, Besant-Jones (EAP);
Wiehen, Schott, Chadwick (EA2);
Weissman (EISVP); Kohli, Gamba (IND);
Rovani, Rao, Bourcier, Sadove, Saunders, Fish, Dosik,

Iskander, McCarthy, Bates (EGY);

cc & cleared with Mr. Bharier (EGYEA)

MAhmed:aaf.
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SEYCHELLES

ELECTRICITY POWER SYSTEM EFFICIENCY STUDY

JULY, 1984
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SUMMARY

1. This report is based on the findings of a mission financed under the
joint UNDP/World Bank Energy Sector Management Assistance Program (ESMAP)
which visited the Seychelles during March 19-30 in response to a request
by the Government of Seychelles (GOS) for technical assistance identified
in the joint UNDP/World Bank Energy Assessment Report Seychelles: Issues
and Options in the Energy Sector (January, 1984). The Assessment Report
noted significant scope for improving the efficiency of the electricity
system and recommended the following projects:

(a) a power factor improvement program;

(b) a diesel power plant maintenance program;

(c) a training program for supervision and operation of diesel
generating equipment.

2. The purpose of the mission was to briefly review the efficiency of
the power system with its major focus on terms of reference for the above
projects in order to prepare them for financing by interested bilateral
and/or multilateral donors.

3. The mission made a physical inspection of all generating plants and
selected sites in the distribution system, held discussions with managers
and operators and reviewed statistical information prepared by SEC in
order to assess:

(a) the magnitude and source of energy Losses in the system;

(b) operating and maintenance procedures for diesel generation;

(c) the adequacy of the existing tariff structure and the need for a
study to recommend improvements.

Findings and Recommendations

3. The major findings and recommendations of the mission may be sum-
marized briefly as follows:

(a) At the generation level, there is substantial scope for in-
creasing efficiency through a system-wide program of preventive main-
tenance, standardized plant operating procedures and training in diesel
generator operation. The mission also recommends an audit of the Praslin
Power Station to investigate and correct the high station use of electri-
city (18% of gross electricity generation). Also the mission recommends
a study of the feasibility of using waste heat for heating fuel oil used
in the Mahe Power Station to reduce station use of electricity. Terms of
reference for efficiency in improvements in diesel power plant operation
are found in Annex 2. The total cost of the project is estimated at
US$333,000.
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(b) The mission found a lack of reliable data on losses in specific
parts of the distribution network and a significant share of unexplained
or non-technical losses. Also the mission found a low power factor in
the Mahe system (0.85) which if corrected through capacitor installation
could result in Lower distribution losses. Therefore the mission
recommends that SEC introduce a more accurate method of calculating
distribution losses through the use of a microcomputer and software
package specifically tailored for this type of network analysis. Once
this is completed, if there are still substantial non-technical losses,
the mission recommends that the Seychelles Electricity Corporation (SEC)
review possible causes of these losses i.e. problems in the billing
system, effective metering equipment, etc. To improve the power factor
in the system and, thereby reduce the losses, the mission recommends the
installation of 2.7 MVAR of capacitor to boost the power factor from 0.85
to 0.97. According to the cost/benefit calculations made the payback
period for this investment should be about 1.5 years. Terms of reference
for efficiency improvement in the Mahe distribution system are found in
Annex 1. The total cost of this project is estimated at US$111,000,
including micro-computer hardware/software and capacitors.

(c) The preliminary findings of the mission's review of electricity
tariffs compared to estimated long-run marginal costs of electricity
supply (LRMC) found the LRMC of supplying small consumers to be nearly
double that of supplying large consumers. The mission found a fairly
close relationship between the LRMC of Large consumers and the tariff
they pay excluding the fuel oil duty; with the fuel oil duty the price
the consumers pay is significantly about the LRMC. The mission makes
preliminary recommendations for changes to a demand/cost related tariff,
i.e. for small consumer (up to 100 amps) a two-part tariff consisting of
a fixed monthly charge and an energy charge and for large consumers a
fixed monthly charge and an energy charge. Details on the current tariff
structure, some preliminary observations on possible changes and terms of
reference for a tariff study are found in Annex 3. The total cost of the
tariff study is estimated at US$66,000 including metering equipment.
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I. BACKGROUND

1.1 Country Situation. The Republic of Seychelles includes 100
islands off the coast of East Africa with a total land area of 400 square
kilometers and a population of 65,000. About 88% of the population live
on the island of Mahe. The Seychelles' economy is very small, open and
highly dependent on tourism from Western Europe. During 1976-79, the
country's GDP increased from SR 366 million to SR 488 million, an average
annual growth of 10%. However, between 1979 and 1982, CDP declined by
8.7%, due in large measure to reduction in tourism. At the same time,
the prices for major export products (copra and fish) also declined. The
resulting decline in merchandise exports and tourism receipts, coupled
with imports amounting to nearly three-quarters of GDP, resulted in an
increase in the trade deficit from SR 420 million in 1979 to SR 500
million in 1982 (in current prices). The Government of Seychelles (GOS)
has a strategy to increase tourist activity and fish exports in order to
stimulate economic growth and improve its trade balance.

1.2 Imported petroleum products account for more than 90% of total
energy consumption in Seychelles, the rest of which is mainly fuelwood
and small amounts of other biomass. Total inland demand for petroleum
products increased from 17,962 tonnes of oil equivalent (toe) in 1975 to
27,773 toe in 1979, an average annual growth of 11.5%, but between 1979
and 1982 increased only marginally, to 28,116 toe. During 1976-79 the
cost of petroleum imports grew rapidly from SR 54 million to SR 130 mil-
lion and despite the decline in tourism and the lower growth of petroleum
imports since 1979, the cost of oil remained nearly unchanged in 1982, at
SR 129 million. In 1982, the cost of these imports far exceeded total
merchandise exports and amounted to 42% of combined tourism and mer-
chandise export earnings. GOS is very concerned about the growing burden
of these costs on the country's narrow export base and there appears to
be significant scope for reducing the cost to the economy through fuel
substitution and conservation measures in various sectors, as well as
through pooling the procurement of petroleum products with other
countries.

1.3 Electric Power Sector. Electricity is generated and sold by
the Seychelles Electricity Corporation (SEC), a parastatal corporation
which was created in 1980. Current electricity supply covers two is-
lands, Mahe and Praslin, which account for 95% of the country's popula-
tion. Nearly two-thirds of all households in -Seychelles are connected to
electric power supplies. Mahe has two power stations with a total in-
stalled capacity of 17.4 MW. Peak demand currently is 9.3 MW and the
firm capacity of the system (9.0 MW) is inadequate for the demand
level. Praslin, which includes about 7% of the Seychelles' population,
has total installed capacity of 2".1 MW, peak demand of about 400 kW and
annual energy use of 1.4 GWh.
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1.4 Electricity sales increased rapidly during 1976-79, by about
14% per year, but this rate recently declined to about 2%, reflecting
lower economic growth. Table 1.1 summarizes power generation and sales
data for the period 1976-82. Currently, commerce and industry (mostly
hotels) account for the largest share of electricity sales (54%) followed
by the domestic sector (31%) and government/street lighting (15%). In
1982, total power generation amounted to 52.2 GWh of which 45.4 GWh were
sold, with the remainder taken up by losses in generation, transmission
and distribution and non-technical losses.

Table 1.1: SEC - POWER GENERATION AND SALES, 1976-82

Average Annual

1976 1979 1982 Growth Rate (%)
GWh i GWh % GWh i 1976-79 1979-82

Generation 34.5 48.3 52.2 11.9 2.6

Total Sales 28.9 100.0 42.8 100.0 45.4 100.0 14.0 2.0
Domestic 8.1 28.0 12.8 30.0 14.1 31.0 16.5 3.3
Commerce & Industry 17.3 59.9 23.5 55.0 24.5 2 54.0 10.7 1.4

Govt. and Street

Lighting 3.5 12.1 6.4 15.0 6.8 2 15.0 22.9 2.0

a/ Mission estimates.

Source: SEC

1.5 The power sector accounts for the largest share of petroleum
demand (44%) and consumed 12,306 toe in 1982. Prior to 1982, all elec-
tric power was generated by diesel engines operating on light gas oil,
but since then much of the equipment has been modified to use fuel oil, a
substitution which is estimated to save SEC about SR 2 million
(US$300,000) annually in financial terms.

1.6 The technical characteristics of Mahe transmission and distri-
bution system are as follows:

(a) 14 km of 33 kV lines:
(b) 120 km of 11 kV lines and cables:
(c) 170 km of low voltage lines;
(d) transformer capacity of 30 MVA from 33 kV to 11 kV; and
(e) transformer capacity of 34 MVA from 11 kV to low voltage, in

300 substations.

1.7 The current electricity load forecast for the Seychelles is
shown in Table 1.2. Maximum demand in Mahe is expected to increase from
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9.3 MW in 1982 to 16.1 MW in 1995 with corresponding increases in elec-
tricity generated from 50.8 GWh to 84.4 GWh. On Praslin, La Digue and
the other islands, maximum demand is projected to increase from 0.4 MW to
0.9 MW, with a concurrent rise in electricity generation from 1.4 CWh to
4.5 GWh.

Table 1.2: ELECTRIC POWER LOAD FORECAST

Mahe System Praslin, La Dique
Base Case Scenario High Crowth Scenario and other Islands

MW GWh MW CWh MW GWh

1982 9.3 50.8 9.3 50.8 0.3 1.4
1986 11.1 58.3 11.8 62.1 0.6 3.0
1990 13.1 68.7 14.7 77.2 0.7 3.5
1995 16.1 84.4 19.3 101.4 0.9 4.5

a/ These projections do not include possible siting of a 'BBC relay
station in 1987/88 which would require about 2-3 MW of power.

Source: Mission estimates based on SEC data.

1.8 Long-Run Marginal Cost Analysis. The long-run marginal cost
(LRMC) of electricity may be defined as the present value of the economic
cost of supplying an incremental unit of electricity demand in a given
power system. In this report, it is used as a tool for: (a) assigning an
economic value to the benefits from reducing losses in the power system;
and (b) a preliminary analysis of the economics of the current level and
structure of electricity tariffs. In order to value the losses in the
electricity network, the LRMC is estimated as a two-part cost: (a) an
incremental capacity cost, which corresponds to the minimum capital
expenditure to maintain reliable service; and (b) an incremental energy
cost, which is the operating cost of the unit best suited to meet addi-
tional energy demand. These costs may be summarized for the Seychelles
as follows: (a) capacity cost of SR 1,000 (US$151) per kW annually at
the generation level; SR 1,100 (US$167) at the 11 kV level; an energy
cost of SR 0.58/kWh (US$0.09/kWh). Background on the calculations of the
LRMC are found in Annex 4.
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II. FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Generation

2.1 Losses in the Mahe System. Statistical data for the Mahe Power
Station indicate the thermal efficiency of station A (2.4 MW) at about
32% with a 30% load factor and that of station B (15 MW) at 33.2% with a
load factor of 65%. Although these efficiencies are within an acceptable
range for the type of equipment used, the mission finds that improvements
in maintenance and operating procedures could result in significant in-
creases in thermal efficiency. For example, the mission's review of the
generating units' maintenance schedule indicates that intervals between
overhauls often have been too long compared to those stipulated by the
manufacturer, often due to capacity constraints, especially for the sta-
tion's 5 MW unit. This finding was also confirmed in discussions with
SEC staff. In addition, judging from the existing skill levels of plant
operators, current operating procedures and discussions with SEC staff,
diesel units are not always running at optimal load. The mission be-
lieves that better plant maintenance and the training of operators to
understand the value of running the generating units in an optimal way
could significantly improve thermal efficiency. For example, only a 0.3%
increase in thermal efficiency -- which should be easily obtainable --
could have the same efficiency impact as a 15% reduction in distribution
losses.

2.2 Energy use in station A is 2.7% of electricity generated while
that in station B is 6.6%. The high figure for station B results from
the predominant use of fuel oil (75-80%), which, though less expensive
than diesel oil, must be preheated and treated in a separator, a process
which requires additional energy. It is expected that these losses may
increase marginally with the conversion of station B's fourth unit for
fuel oil use.

2.3 Losses in the Praslin System. At the Praslin Station, there
are three units of 0.67 MW, each of which has a thermal efficiency of
only 29.4%. This lower efficiency figure is due mainly to its low load
factor (0.28) rather than to maintenance and operating procedures.
Therefore, it appears that future improvements in the thermal efficiency
of the units will depend mainly on a growing load. All units operate on
diesel oil but station losses are extremely high, nearly 18% of genera-
tion. A contributing factor to the large share of losses could also be
the station's low Load factor, which given a fixed level of auxiliary
equipment required results in a larger proportion of station use than if
the load were higher. Furthermore, the mission noted that some 'of the
buildings at the plant were highly air-conditioned. However, the mission
estimates that even if the present load factor were doubled and 50,000
kWh were deducted for air-conditioning, station losses would still be on
the order of 8.5%, a level higher than the fuel oil based plant in Mahe
and triple that of Station A. Therefore, the mission and SEC have agreed
that a detailed analysis of the major loads within the power station
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should be carried out to determine the causes of this excessive energy
consumption. Terms of reference for a consultant to audit station use in
Praslin are included in Annex 2.

Transmission/Distribution Losses in the Mahe System

2.4 SEC has made calculations of losses in the distribution system
which for 1983 amount to 3.1 GWh. The mission has studied these calcula-
tions and has found 3.6 CWh to be a more likely figure based on informa-
tion currently available. However, much more information is needed on
the loads in each part of the network. SEC has begun to gather such in-
formation with recently acquired metering equipment. In addition, both
the mission and SEC staff agreed that a microcomputer with software for
network monitoring would greatly assist SEC to determine more accurately
the magnitude and cause of the losses in each part of the system. As a
result of the mission's calculations, the total distribution losses in
the system may be summarized as follows:

Table 2.1: DISTRIBUTION LOSSES IN THE MAHE SYSTEM

Demand losses Energy losses
kW % of peak load GWh % a/

Transformer iron losses 120 1.2 1.1 2.0
Transformer load losses 100 1.1 0.4 0.8
33 and 11 kV line losses 340 3.6 1.2 2.3
Low voltage losses 280 3.0 1.0 1.9

Total 840 9.0 3.6 7.0

a/ Based on share of energy sent out, i.e., excluding generation and
station losses.

Non-Technical Losses

2.5 The mission's review of the technical losses in the SEC system
revealed some "unexplained losses". These losses result when energy
billed plus the calculated technical losses in the distribution system
are deducted from total units sent out from the power stations. As
stated above, the mission has calculated that of the difference between
kWhs transmitted and sales, technical losses in the distribution system
account for 3.6 CWh for Mahe and 0.100 CWh for Praslin. When compared
with the energy production and sales figures for the twelve-month period
from December 1982 to November 1983, this results in an unexplained loss
of 1.7 CWh for Mahe and .060 GWh for Praslin, or 3.3% and 5% respectively
of total electricity sent out by each system.
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Table 2.2: ELECTRICITY SENT OUT AND SALES DATA FOR
DECEMBER 1982 TO NOVEMBER 1983

000 kWh
Mahe Praslin

Energy sent out 51,496 1,352
Sales 46,209 1,190
Difference 5,287 162
Estimated Technical Losses 3,600 100
Unexplained Residual 1,687 62

2.6 These unexplained losses could result from: (a) uncertainties
in loss calculation; (b) consumers connected to the electricity system
but not necessarily registered in the billing system; (c) meter tamper-
ing; or (d) defective metering equipment or calibration.

2.7 Recommendations. The mission recommends that the SEC introduce
a more accurate system for calculation of distribution losses, i.e., use
of a microcomputer package, to make a detailed analysis of the loads in
various parts of the system. The mission has included terms of reference
for such a system in Annex 1. Once this has been done, if there are
still considerable unexplained losses, SEC should: (a) review the bil-
ling system to ensure that all legally connected consumers are actually
registered in the system; (b) verify that consumers registered as being
disconnected from the system are also technically disconnected; and
(c) ensure the accurate recording of electricity billed, verifying that
metering equipment is functioning properly.

Reactive Power in the Mahe System

2.8 The power factor is the ratio of the active to the apparent
power and therefore will depend on the amount of reactive power present
in the system. The objective of power factor correction is to reduce
reactive power in the system, which tends to lower voltage levels and
increase losses; it is, therefore, important that the power factor be as
close to unity as possible, without causing excessive voltage in the
system. 1/

2.9 The power factor at peak load (February and March) is about
0.85, with maximum reactive demand of 4.9 megavolt amperes of reactive
power (MVAR). During low demand periods (June, July and night time), the
reactive power in the system is significantly lower, about 2.0 MVAR.
There is little available information on exactly how this reactive power
is distributed within the network but the most probable consumers include

1/ A more detailed explanation of reactive power is given in Annex 4.
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cold stores, the brewery and offices with air-conditioners. The majority
of these consumers are located in the Victoria area. Hotels, which are
high consumers of electricity and spread out along the coastal area are
also likely to use considerable amounts of reactive power, since they run
air-conditioners and large freezers. Other important consumers of reac-
tive power are overhead transmission lines and transformers.

2.10 The installation of capacitors in the electricity network can
reduce reactive power in the system and thus correct the power factor to
a higher level in order to reduce generation and load losses along the 11
kV lines and substations. The mission has calculated the required
capacitor installations in the Mahe system for a range of power factor
improvements, relative to the current power factor level of 0.85. 2/ The
capacitor requirements associated with corrected power factors are given
below:

Table 2.3: POWER FACTOR IMPROVEMENTS AND REQUIRED
CAPACITOR INSTALLATIONS

Corrected Power Reactive Power Capacitors required
Factor at Peak demand MVAR

MVAR

0.93 3.4 1.5
0.97 2.2 2.7
0.98 1.9 3.0

2.11 In order to arrive at the amount of capacitors required, it is
necessary to look at the expected reduction in losses from their
installation both at the generating plant and in the distribution
network. On the generation side, reactive power is generated in both A
and B diesel generating units. If capacitors are installed, the load and
exciter losses of the generators will be reduced; these losses are
roughly proportional to the square of the current and are assumed to be
about 186 kW or about 2% of maximum demand. The loss reductions
comparable to the range of improved power factors cited are:

2/ Reactive power is not a problem of the Praslin system, which has a
power factor of 0.98.
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Loss Reduction
Power Factor kW

0.93 30.6
0.97 43.2
0.98 46.2

2.12 On the distribution side, the mission has identified load
losses of 340 kW in the 11 kV network and 100 kW in the 11 kV sub-
stations. The installation of capacitors at the optimal site in the
network is not always possible and therefore it was necessary to make
some assumptions about their possible impact, based on a physical in-
spection of the system and experience in other power systems. These
assumptions are as follows:

(a) Of the total capacitor installations required, 25% should be
sited in the 11 kV substations on the Low voltage side over a
fuse; the remaining 75% should be installed in the 11 kV sub-
stations of Anse Boileau and the Hospital, as well as in
station B, over circuit breakers;

(b) 20% of the 11 kV line losses and 20% of the transformer load
losses would be affected by capacitor installation.

2.13 Based on the above assumptions, the reduction in distribution
losses due to correction of the power factor would be as follows:

Corrected Loss
Power Factor Reduction

(kW)

0.93 15.4
0.97 21.5
0.98 23.0

2.14 In addition to capacity benefits, associated energy benefits
(in kWh) were calculated based on the capacity savings cited, operation
for 8,760 hours per year and a loss factor related to the system load
factor (See Annex 1, Attachment 1). The following annual kWh savings
result for each level of power correction:

Corrected kWh
Power Factor Savings

0.93 141,036
0.97 148,370
0.98 212,167
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2.15 Possible sites for capacitor installation in the 11 kV network
are:

(a) the substation at Anse Boileau, where a spare 11 kV circuit
breaker is installed; the capacity at this location should be
in the range of 0.6-0.8 MVAR;

(b) at the Hospital and. Union Vale substations; and

(c) at Power station A.

2.16 Recommendations. The mission recommends that the SEC try to
keep the Mahe system's power factor in the range of 0.96-0.98. To
achieve this, the installation of between 2.5 MVAR and 3.0 MVAR of
capacitors would be required. Table 2.4 summarizes the costs and
benefits of this range of capacitor installation.

Table 2.4: ESTIMATED COSTS AND BENEFITS OF
CAPACITOR INSTALLATION

Corrected Capacitors Costs Annual Economic Benefits
Power Factor Required SR US$ SR US$

0.93 1.5 150,000 22,727 129,340 19,596
0.97 2.7 270,000 40,909 181,904 27,561
0.98 8.0 300,000 45,954 194,557 29,478

From this table, it appears that the maximum benefit would be obtained
from the installation of 2.7 MVAR. The cost would amount to US$40,000
with a payback period of 1-6 years. Terms of reference for the capacitor
installation program are given in Annex 1, including an attachment esti-
mate of costs and benefits. The mission further recommends that SEC
acquire, at the same time, an additional 1.3 MVAR to be used in the
future, to meet increases in the system's installed capacity and the need
for spare parts. The total cost for four MVAR of capacitors would be
about US$60,000, at an investment cost of SR 100 (US$15) per kVa,
including the local cost of installation. The capacitors will need to be
installed either in the 11 kV or the low voltage network and connected to
a fuse or to a circuit breaker. At the low voltage level, the size of
the capacitors in MVAR must not exceed the minimum reactive load, which
normally is about 20% of the maximum load. As a general rule, the
maximum installed capacity of capacitors is equivalent to 25% of the
capacity of the transformer. Between one and two MVA of capacitors
should be installed in the low voltage network and the rest connected
over circuit breakers in the 11 kV network.
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Diesel Generator Operation and Maintenance

2.17 The mission visited power stations on Mahe and Praslin and held
discussions with SEC management and operating staff in order to assess
the maintenance system, operating procedures and skill levels of super-
visory and operating staff. The mission found that most of the main-
tenance work is not systematic and, as mentioned earlier, the period
between generator overhauls often is longer than that recommended by the
manufacturer, sometimes due to capacity constraints. In Station B, for
example, the maintenance work is based on checklists drawn up by the
maintenance staff stating what has to be done, but there are no proce-
dural guidelines. The staff have to consult the engine book, which is a
time-consuming process and there is no control mechanism to ensure that
the work on the checklist is actually carried out. As for skill levels,
many of the staff lack training in basic electricity theory, load manage-
ment and diesel plant operation which makes it difficult for operators to
make the most efficient use of generating equipment to meet demand.
Furthermore, the mission recommends consulting services to evaluate the
potential for using waste heat to heat fuel oil in the Mahe station, and
audit the high amount of station use in the Praslin Station.

2.18 Recommendations. The mission recommends a comprehensive,
documented preventive maintenance plan for diesel generators combined
with standardized operating instructions and a training program for shift
to improve the efficiency of generating facilities. After observations
of the physical plant and discussions with SEC staff, the mission and SEC
agreed on a program tailored specifically to the needs of the SEC power
system. This program would include:

(a) the design and implementation of a comprehensive preventive
maintenance program and specific plant operating instruc-
tions. (See the attachments to Annex 2 for a sample main-
tenance card, time schedule and reporting system sample
operating instructions);

(b) the preparation of standardized operating procedures for the
diesel units, which would be displayed prominently in the
station house; and

(c) a training course in Mahe for shift supervisors, operators and
maintenance staff covering basic knowledge about electricity,
combustion engines, load management and maintenance. Terms of
Reference for these tasks are attached in Annex 2.

The benefits expected from this program are:

(d) increase the availability of generating equipment;

(e) improvement in the thermal efficiency of the generators;
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(f) lessen the likelihood of breakdowns and electricity outages;

(g) extend the life of present generating equipment and thus reduce
the cost of spare parts and investment in new generating
capacity;

(h) reduce maintenance costs over the long term;

(i) make more productive use of available maintenance staff; and

Qj) provide for better load management and more efficient use of
available capacity.

Electricity Tariffs

2.19 The mission reviewed the current tariff structure for electri-
city in order to prepare terms of reference for a power tariff study
which would propose a tariff structure which reflects, as much as pos-
sible, the economic cost of meeting electricity demand, subject to any
constraints such as specific revenue requirements or Government programs
for providing subsidies to particular categories of consumers. The
mission focussed its review on two areas: (a) an assessment of the cur-
rent tariff structure compared with preliminary estimates of the LRMC for
various consumers; and (b) formulating some preliminary ideas on how
tariffs could be restructured, based on demand related costs, in order to
assist a future tariff study team adapt general comprehensive tariff
study guidelines to specific conditions in the Seychelles.

2.20 The mission compared the LRMC for various consumer categories
to the SEC tariff with and without the current fuel oil duty included.
The mission found the LRMC for small consumers to be nearly double the
tariff they pay the SEC. The impact of the substantial fuel oil duty
built into the tariff structure (SR 0.30/kWh) is very small on these con-
sumers. In the case of the large consumers, the mission found a close
relationship between LRMC and the SEC tariff excluding the fuel oil
duty. However, the fuel oil duty was found to have a substantial impact
on the tariff to large consumers, making it considerably higher than
LRNC. Figures A and B attached to the tariff study terms of reference
show the relationship between LRMC and the SEC tariff for both small and
large consumer categories. A further examination of tariffs and costs in
relation to variations in the load factor shows that consumers with high
load factors pay prices that are too high in relation to the costs of
servicing them and consumers with low load factors pay prices that are
too low.

2.21 Recommendations. The mission has made some preliminary
recommendations for demand/cost related tariff changes. These include:

(a) for small consumers up to 100 amps, a two-part tariff consist-
ing of a fixed monthly charge and an energy charge;
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(b) for large consumers, a fixed monthly charge, an energy charge
and a demand charge.

For small consumers, the fixed monthly charge should include non-energy
charges related to electricity generation and distribution (capital costs
plus operating/maintenance costs) as well as specific consumer related
costs i.e., connection and metering. The level of the non-energy cost
should, however, be proportioned to their demand in each principal part
of the system. Furthermore, these consumers would also pay an energy-
related charge which includes the cost of supply, losses and a safety
margin.

2.22 For large consumers, a three-part tariff would be appropriate
since a number of them are already metered for both energy use and de-
mand. The demand charge would be based on the maximum demand registered
every month and include charges related to capital costs and operating
(maintenance costs) of the system. The fixed monthly charge for these
consumers would include consumer related costs such as metering, connec-
tion, and administration. The energy charge would include costs of
supply (losses and a safety margin).

2.23 Also, the mission noted that 60% of all consumers in the SEC
system are in the 20 amp demand category, the smallest trip switch avail-
able at the present time. However, these consumers average consumption
of only 600 kWh per month which could be meet just as well with a 5-10
amp trip switch. Therefore the mission recommends that the tariff study
explore the feasibility of installing smaller trip switches.

Next Steps

2.24 Based on its findings and recommendations the mission
recommends a technical assistance package of US$ 510,000 to improve the
efficiency of the Seychelles' electricity system, including consulting
services and equipment. The terms of reference for the three projects
identified are given in Annexes 1, 2 and 3. The components, duration and
cost of each project are summarized below:
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TABLE 2.5: TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE FOR POWER SYSTEM

EFFICIENCY IMPROVEMENTS

Total
Consulting Services Equipment Cost

Project man-months Cost (US$) Type Cost (US$) (US$)

Efficiency Improvements in the Capacitors 61,000

Mahe Distribution System 2.0 30,000 microcompu
tors and

software 20,000
Subtotal 2.0 30,000 81,000 111,000

Efficiency Improvements in

Diesel Power Plant Operation

and Maintenance:

1. Praslin Plant Audit 0.5 7,500
2. Mahe Plant Feasibility

of Waste Heat Use for

Heating Fuel Oil 0.5 7,500
3. Design of Plant Operating

Instructions 3.2 48,000

4. Design of a Preventive

Maintenance Program 11.5 172,000
5. Training Program 6.5 97,500

Subtotal 22.2 333,000 333,000

Electricity Tariff Study 4,0 60,000 Metering Equip. 6,000

Subtotal 4.0 60,000 6,000 66,000

7OTAL 28.2 423,000 87,000 510,000
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Annex 1

TERMS OF REFERENCE
EFFICIENCY IMPROVEMENT IN THE MAHE DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM

Objective

1. This project is designed to reduce losses in the Mahe distri-
bution system and includes c'onsulting services to assist the Seychelles
Electricity Corporation staff in the establishment of a microcomputer
system to pinpoint the location and magnitude of losses in the various
parts of the system, select the most appropriate sites for the installa-
tion of capacitors, and evaluate the potential for energy savings in
changing the construction standards for the distribution system. It also
includes the provision of a microcomputer and an appropriate software
package for network analysis and location of the most appropriate sites
for the installation of capacitors, as recommended in para 2.16.

Scope of Work

2. Consulting Services. About two man-months of consulting ser-
vices (an electrical engineer) will be required to assist in the estab-
lishment of the network monitoring system (including specific hardware
and software selection), selection of sites for capacitor installation
and evaluation of the energy savings potential in changing the distribu-
tion system's construction standards. The latter will look specifically
at the following possibilities:

(a) the use of larger conductors,
(b) distribution at 33 kV rather than at 11 kV;
(c) use of smaller transformers and reduced low voltage

distribution; and
(d) use of high efficiency transformers.

Equipment

Microcomputer. A microcomputer and software package would be
used to register calculations in various parts of the electricity system
as follows:

(a) transformers (capacity, voltage regulation, nominal losses,
etc.)

(b) Overhead lines and cables (voltage, conductors, etc.)
(c) Circuit breakers and switches (voltage, nominal current, etc.)
(d) Relays (types, characteristics, etc.) and
(e) Capacitor siting

Calculations could be performed to control the existing network in terms
of loss levels, voltage levels, currents, active/reactive loads, fault
currents and relay settings. The computer could also be used in other
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areas of operations and maintenance such as design of network extension,
registration of technical data (i.e., fuel consumption, oil temperature,
pressure, etc.) for analysis of thermal efficiency.

Capacitors. Based on the mission's findings the project would
provide 4 MVAR capacitors, of which 2.7 MVAR would be installed at the
present time and the rest to be installed as the system grows or as spare
parts. The costs and benefits of capacitor installation are detailed in
Attachment 1.

Cost

The total cost of this project is estimated at about $11,000
disaggregated as follows:

US$
Consulting Services (2 man-months) 30,000
Microcomputer and software 20,000
Capacitors 61,000

111,000
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Annex 1

Attachment 1

EFFICIENCY IMPROVEMENT IN THE MAHE DISTRIBUTION
SYSTEM: BACKGROUND INFORMATION AND CALCULATIONS

Reactive Power and Losses

1. A power system produces active power which does the work and is
measured in watts and reactive power, which generates the required energy
and is measured in vars (volt ampheres of reactive power). The sector
sum of the two types of power is the "apparent power" in the system,
measured in volt amperes. The ratio of the active to the apparent power
is the power factor.

2. Reactive power may come from a generating station, (i.e. by
increasing excitation on the generator) or from capacitors connected to
the distribution lines. If capacitors are placed near the load requiring
reactive power, the component of current associated with the reactive
power, no longer flows through the equipment and lines up to the point at
which the capacitor are placed. Losses in the system, proportional to
the square of the current are reduced.

3. The current power factor in the Mahe system is 0.85. The
mission considered power factor improvements in the range of 0.93 -
0.98. The capacitor requirements for the corrected power factors in this
range are shown in Table I below:

Table 1: REACTIVE POWER AND CAPACITOR REQUIREMENTS

Reactive Power a/ Capacitor b/
Power Factor Peak Demand Requirements

0.85 4.9 -
0.93 3.4 1.5
0.97 2.2 2.7
0.98 1.9 3.0

a/ Compute as follows: peak demand of 9.3 MW x (1-power
factor)

b/ Difference between present reactive power at peak demand
and reactive power with the power factor improvement.

4. In order to determine the amount of capacitors required, it is
necessary to Look at the savings resulting from their installation in
generating plants and in the distribution system compared with their
costs. On the generation side, capacitors would reduce load and capacity
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losses; these losses are roughly proportional to the square of the
current and are assumed to be about 186 kW or 2% of maximum demand. On
the distribution side, the losses in the 11 kV network have been esti-
mated at 340 kW and 100 kW in the 11 kV substations. However, it must be

taken into account that capacitors may not always be installed in the
optimal sites in the network. Based on a brief inspection of the system;
the mission assumed that about 15% of the required capacitors for each
level of power correction could be installed in the 11 kV substation on
the low voltage side, over fuses. The rest could be installed in the
11 kV substations at Anse Boiler and the Hospital as'well as in Station B
over circuit breakers. The mission also assumed that 20% of the 11 kV
line losses and an additional 20% of transformer load losses could be
affected by capacitor installation.

5. Based on the above assumptions, the expected annual benefits
from capacitor installation, include savings in capacity (kW) and in
energy (kWh). The capacity savings were calculated as follows:

For generation 186 kW (1 - 0.85 2

Corrected
Power Factor

For distribution: 0.2 (440 kW) (1 - 0.85 2

Corrected
Power Factor

7. Associated with these annual capacity savings, which reduce the

need for further capacity investments, is the energy benefit, measured in

kWh, and determined as follows:

Capacity savings (kW) x 8,760 hours/year x loss factor =

savings in kWh.

8. The relationship between the loss factor and the load factor is
shown in Figure 1 and is used to estimate the energy benefits of
capacitor installation. For this purpose a system load factor of 0.6 was

used which, according to Figure 1, has a Loss factor of 0.35.

9. The annual economic benefits resulting from the savings in
capacity and energy are based on an annualized long run marginal cost
(LRMC) of investment in new capacity, estimated at SR 1,000 (US$151) at
the generation level and SR 1100 (US$167) at the distribution level, with
a marginal energy cost of SR 0.58 (US$0.09) per kWh. These benefits are
summarized in Table 2.
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Table 2: ESTIMATED ANNUAL BENEFITS FROM
CAPACITOR INSTALLATION

Power Factor Correction

0.93 0.97 0.98

Annual Capacity Benefits
Generation (kW) 30.6 43.2 46.2
Distribution (kW) 15.4 21.5 23.0
Total (kW) 46.0 64.7 64.2

Total (SR equivalent) 47,540 66,850 71,500

Annual Energy Benefits
Generation (kWh) 93,820 132,451 141,649
Distribution (kWh) 47,216 65,919 70,518
Total (kWh) 141,036 198,370 212,167

Total (SR equivalent) 81,800 115,054 123,057

Annual Economic Benefits
SR 129,340 181,904 184,557
US$ 19,596 27,561 24,478

Capacitor Costs
SR 150,000 270,000 300,000
US$ 22,727 40,909 45,454

Note: 1 US$ = 6.6 Seychelles Rupees (SR).

Level of Capacitors Required, Costs and Benefits

10. The investment costs for capacitor have been estimated at a
maximum of SR 100 (US$15) per kVAr of which SR 78 (US$12) would be for
the purchase of the hardware and SR 22 (US$3) would be for their instal-
lation. Based on these investment costs, calculation of reactive power
reduction and estimated annual benefits, the maximum benefit would be
obtained by correcting the power factor to 0.97 with the installation of
2.7 KVAR of capacitors. The annual economic benefits of this program
would amount to about SR 182,000 (US$27,561 as shown in Table 2, compared
to an estimated investment cost of SR 270,000 (US$40,900). According to
these calculations, the payback period for the investment would be 1.6
years.
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Annex 2

TERMS OF REFERENCE
EFFICIENCY IMPROVEMENTS IN DIESEL POWER PLANT

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE

Objective

1. This project includes consulting services and a training
program to assist the Seychelles Electricity Corporation staff to
increase the efficiency of energy use in generation through improved
operation and maintenance procedures. Its specific tasks will be to:

(a) improve plant operations through (i) an audit of the high
station use in the Praslin power station, (ii) an evaluation of
the potential for using waste heat instead of electricity to
heat fuel oil in the Mahe power plants, and (iii) the design
and implementation of specific plant instructions for the
optimal operation of diesel generating units;

(b) design and implement a preventive maintenance program adapted
to local conditions; and

(c) carry out a training course in Mahe for shift supervision,
operators and related maintenance staff.

Plant Operations

2. There are two parts to this component. The first consists of
consulting services to evaluate the high station use of electricity in
Praslin and potential efficiency improvements, i.e. shutting down fans
and pumps when not required, checking for air leaks, etc; in addition,
the consultant should examine the feasibility of using waste heat rather
than electricity to heat fuel oil for the Mahe power stations. This will
involve about one man-month of consultant time. The second part consists
of consulting services to develop detailed operating instructions to
improve the efficiency of operating procedures for power plants in Mahe
and Praslin. Sample operating procedures are found in Attachment 1.
Consulting services to prepare such instructions will amount to nearly
3.2 man-months.

Maintenance Program

3. The maintenance component of the project will draw up detailed
guidelines for preventive maintenance in power stations A and B on Mahe
and for the Praslin Power Station. Detailed information on generators
and auxiliary equipment to be covered under the maintenance program are
given in Attachment 2. The establishment of the maintenance program will
require 11.5 man-months of consultant time. The maintenance guidelines
will include: (a) a maintenance card which gives detailed descriptions of
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-how to perform specific maintenance tasks on power generating units and
auxiliary equipment; (b) a description of the maintenance time schedule,
which will state when and where each specific maintenance activity should
take place; and (c) description of the maintenance report will be used as
a basis for developing the guidelines. Examples of these items are given
in Attachment 3.

Training Program

4. The number of participants would be about 40 persons divided
into several groups. The training would take place in the Seychelles.
The duration would be three weeks and would have to be conducted in three
sessions, since the sessions would require full time staff participation
and some staff must be available for operation of the power plants. The
project will cover the following areas:

(a) basic knowledge about electricity;

(b) basic knowledge about combustion engines in general;

(c) specific information regarding the diesel engines installed and
their auxiliary equipment;

(d) optimal operating procedures (load management); and

(e) maintenance requirements.

The participants will represent different skill levels but it is still
recommended that all participants take part in the entire course. The
participating staff will include shift supervisors, operators, and
selected maintenance staff. A proposed syllabus of the course is given
in Attachment 4. A total of 6.5 man-months would be required for this
effort.

Project Cost

5. The total cost of the project would amount to US$272,000
allocated as follows:
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Component US$

Praslin Power Plant Audit 7,500
Mahe Power Plant - Feasibility of

Waste Heat Recovery for Fuel.
Oil Heating 7,500

Design of Plant Operating
Instructions 48,000
Design of a Preventative
Maintenance Program 172,500

Training Program for Diesel Power
Plant Operation 97,500

Total 333,000
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Annex 2
Attachment 2'

SEYChELLES POWER EFFICIENCY AIuDIr

BASIC DATA ON DIESEL GENERATING EOUTPMENT

ENGINE SPECIFICATIONS a/

STATION UNIT YEARS Fuel Anxitiary Equipment
SERVICE Engine No. MW kV RPM

A 2 15 ESS 16G65C621352-8 1.00 6.6 1,000 Light fuel oil Oil storaoe facilities3 1 7 FRS BC64C2610420 0.46 6.6 T50 Light fuel oil Engine mounted diesel4 16 ERS*8G68D2190244 0.46 6.6 T0 Light fuel oil control panel5 16 ERS 8G68D2200244 0.46 6.6 7>0 Light fuel oil Central control panel
switch gear

Starting oil compressor
(electrically driven)

Starting air compressor
diesel driven

B 1 12 k8 major inline con. 6528.1 2.50 11.0 500 Light fuel oil for 01 storage facilities2 12 k8 major inline con. 6528.1 2.50 11.0 500 starting and Two starting air3 8 k8 major inline con. 6528.1 2.50 11.0 500 shutting down; compressors (oil4 .6 k8 major inline con. 6528.1 2.50 11.0 500 heavy fuel for driven)
5 3 kV 12 major mk 2 vec type. 2.50 11.0 500 normal running. One starting air

con. 6822-2 compressor (elec-
trically driven)
Preheatini equi p-

ment for heavy
fuel oil

Separator for heavy
fuel oil

Portable separator for
lube oil

Direct control panel
for each engine
switchgear (11 kV)

Praslin 1 3 SL 8 con. 13628 0.6 1) 11.0 0 Light fuel oil OiI storage facilities2 3 SL 8 con 13628 0.61 1 1.0 0 Starting air compressor3 3 SL 8 con 13628 0.6 1 11.0 h0 (electrically driven)
Starting air compressor
(oil driven)

Dilrect-control nanel
for each engine

Central Control Panel
-itch gear (II kV)

a/ Engines manufactured by Mirrlees Blackstone, Ltd, ( ng Ii,) with
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SEC MAINTENANCE CARD No B5g1o

1. CLEANING AND CHECKING OF PISTON

2. CHECKING OF CRANC BEARING CLEARANCE

3. REPLACING OF PISTON PIN BEARING

I. CLEANING AND CHECKING OF PISTON

Remove the cylinder head as described
under instruction No. B5-1 "CYLINDER HEAD".

Dismantling

1.1 Screw an M 12 eyebolt into piston top,
pull rope through eyebolt and hang it

Note: If eyebolt cannot be screwed in,
clean tap hole with the use of OOO.142
the cleaning tool. 034.054y 5

1.2 Cautiously pull piston while 2
guiding the connecting rod by 2
hand to avert damage to the
crankpin and the cylinder liner.

3
1.3 Piston rings should only be

removed by use of the piston '
ring expander (034.035) to avoid
over-stressing of rings.

1.4 Remove lock ring and push out 5
piston pin while lifting the
connecting rod to reduce the
binding force. Withdraw connec-
ting rod from piston. 1 Piston

2 Piston ring
1.5 Clean piston, do not scratch 3 Piston pin

or roughen the surface. Flush oil 4 Lock ring
spaces and blow out with an air 5 Connecting rod
hose. S Marking (Conrol

side)
1.6 Take measurements of piston, piston

rings and piston pin clearance, Fig. 4
replace parts as necessary. Table of
clearances is to be found on page 4.

Note: Dismantling of a composite
piston should only be carried
out by one of our service
stations or in the piston
manufacturer's works.

SPARE PARTS

1 set of piston rings (5) per cylinder No. ..........



Attachment 3

SEC MAINTENANCE CARD No Bage 2 of 6

Assembling

1.7 Insert connecting rod into piston so far that bore holes
in piston and rod are in alignment, oil piston pin and
insert it. Fit lock ring which must enter its groove.

Note: The open end of the connecting rod foot should
be facing in the direction of the marking S
(control side) of the piston.

1.8 Fit piston rings in the correct order,
with the ring gaps staggered.
Ring Order: 1st Ring, chromium plated,

angle joint, rising on the
right or plasma ring
2nd Ring, chromium plated,
angle cut, rising on the
left
3rd Ring, step-joint ring
4th and 5th Ring, oil-scraper
rings

2
Note: Rings should only be fitted by use

of the ring expander (034.035). 3
to

1.9 Inspect top of liner flange for carbon O
deposits. Remove deposits, if any.

1.10 Clean ring compressor, check it for 5
damage and oil it on the inside. Place
ring compressor over the piston- ring
set in about mid-position and tighthen
it until the piston rings are compressed
to the inner diameter of the cylinder Fi 5
liner.

1.11 Oil liner running surface and piston liberally and
cautiously lower piston into the liner, by use of the
lifting gear, until the connecting rod seats on the
protecting band on the crankpin if necessary turn
crankshaft accordingly. The letter "S" (control side) on
the piston, i.e. the open side of the crank bearing must
be facing the control side.

1.12 Install crank bearing, instruction No B5-2.

1.13 Screw out eyebolt and remove piston ring compressor.

1.14 Mount cylinder head, instruction no B5-1.



Attachment 3

Page 3 of 6

SEC MAINTENANCE CARD No B5-10

2. CHECKING OF CRANK BEARING CLEARANCE

Remove the crankcase covers and measure the crank
bearing clearance by means of a feeler gauge.
Bearing clearance: 0.10-0.20 (Max. 0.27)

3. REPLACING OF PISTON PIN BEARING

In case the clearance between the piston pin and its
bearing is found excessive i.e. more than 0.20 mm or the
bearing is found scored it has to be renewed.

Dismantling

3.1 The bearing is extracted by means of
the.extractor (M.030.067) attached
as illustrated by tightening the
hexagon nut, size 19. -

Note: If it is a tight fit, slit
bush by sawing to remove the
tension. A slit depth from
the inner diameter of the
bush to a distance of 2 mm M.030-067
from the outside diameter will
be sufficient. On no account
must the bore hole in the
connecting rod be damaged! Fig. 6

SPARE PART

One Piston Pin Bearing per cylinder No. ........

Assembling

3.2 Clean bore hole in connecting rod and the outside of the
bearing bush, remove any burrs or damage.

3.3 Freeze piston pin bush with liquid air (-1940 C) or
liquid nitrogen (-195.80 C) to -approximately -1000 C or
heat connecting rod to +1200 C.

3.4 Take frozen bush from freezing vessel with suitable
hooks.
Caution! Use thick gloves. Danger of freezing!

3.5 Insert bush into connecting rod so that lubricating oil
passages are in alignment and the projection is the same
on both sides.

3.6 When connecting rod and bearing bush have reached normal
temperature (approximately 200 C), take measurements of
bearing bush and enter them in the Engine Record.

Note: It is recommended that this work be carried out by
one of our service stations.
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SEC MAINTENANCE CARD No B5104 o

TABLE OF CLEARANCES:

Dimen- Clearance
sions When new max.

A 115 .0,130
.0,090

A
8 - 0,115-0,170 0,20

C 115 -0,025 C
1-0,040

0 03,5 90,20 -

E - 0,5-0,9 1,2 F 0

F 104 +0,2
0

G 195 0
-0,029

H - 0,135-0,223 0,27

1 195 +0,194
+0,135 G

36 35 95; /2

A 5,15 4,
B - 0,160-0,192 0,40

C 5-0,010 
A

-0,0221

0 5,08.0, 02  - 2
E - 0,090-0,122 0,40 -A
F 8-OG13 3

-0,026 C
0,1 F

u - C,033-o,o6a 0,15 C FG

H 3,02'0,02  - - 5 G

J 1,5.0 - 3,00
-0,10

J o,6+0, 20 .. - 2,00

Ring gao

Ring 1, 2 and 3
Ring 4 and 5
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SE C MAINTENANCE REPORT

NOTES TO BE TRANSFERED TO ENGINE HISTORY BOOK

ENGINE - Type of work Date Sign.



MAINTENANCE TIME SCHEDULE
ESTIMATED CALENDER MONTH DURING WHICH PM -WORK IS DUE
PLANNED TOTAL ENGINE RUNNING HOURS WHEN PM-WORK IS DUE TISCHEDULE SEHOULDCURRENT TOTAL ENGINE RUNNING HOURS WHEN PM-WORK IS COMPLETED BE MADE AS A "BLACK BAD'
PLANNED MAINTENANCE FREQUENCY

EST

PLANNED MAINTENANCE MONT
PLANN - _-_--
TOT RNG

ENGINE No B5 HOURS
CURRNT
TOT RNG
HOURS.(

MAINTENANCE CARD PM 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000 5500 6000 6500 7000 7500 8000 8500 9000 9500 10000Nolfreq Description FRED
10 Cleaning & checking of piston -----

Checking of crank bearing10000h Replacin of piston pin bearing
THI LINE SHOULD BL CK CARI TO RED C RD TO IN-

\--HA\E SPACE FOR INCICATE lIEN DICAT WHEN -----

ALL OCURRI46 MANTENAN(E MAINT NANCE IS DUE
MAINTENAN E CO IPLEDTE

o rt
00 rt

ID P) (b

THIS WAIL MOUNTED MAINTENANCE TIME SCHEDULE, r)XONE PER ENGINE. SHOULD BE rtOPERATED TOGE [HER WITH AN OVERALL SCHEDULE
SHOWING CURRENT TOTAL ENGINE RUNNING
HOURS PER ENGINE AND WEEK BY WEEK
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Annex 2
Attachment 4

PROPOSED SYLLABUS FOR TRAINING OF SEC DIESEL GENERATOR
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE STAFF

(a) Basic Electricity

(1) definitions and relations between electrical units
(2) electricity generating theory
(3) alternating and direct current
(4) the three-phase system
(5) measuring methods
(6) pilot circuits
(7) measuring circuits
(8) the function of basic electrical equiment including current

transformers, voltage transformers, contractors and auxiliary
relays, overload relays, voltage and frequency relays, etc.

(b) Combustion Engines (General)

(1) Basic engine types

- the heat cycle - constant volume or constant pressure
- the mechanical cycle - four stroke - two stroke

- single-acting or double-acting
- piston type of piston rod and crosshead

(2) Cooling methods
(3) Cylinder adjustment
(4) Valve adjustment
(5) methods of firing
(6) Different types of fuels
(7) Methods of injection
(8) High, medium and low speed types
(9) Auxiliary equipment

(c) Diesel Engines Installed in Seychelles

(1) Overall description with references to the points covered above
under combustion engines. Description of the functions of
following components: Main components including bed plate,
frame, crankshaft, connecting rods, pistons, cylinder heads,
etc.

- speed control system
- lubricating system
- fuel oil system and preheating system
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Annex 2
Attachment 4

- starting air system
- cooling water system
- turbo-charger

- electrical equipment including DCP, CCP and the switchgear.

(d) Efficient Generator Operation

(1) Load management, including sharing and load forecasting;
(2) Analysis of engine data and their impact on the operating

efficiency of the unit;
(3) The use of the computer for collecting, storage and analysis of

engine data;
(4) The use of the computer for load prediction.

(e) Maintenance

(1) Theoretical and practical information regarding maintenance of
the following components.

The main components, including crankshaft, connecting rods,
pistons, cylinder heads, etc.

- speed control system
- lubricating oil system
- fuel oil system
- starting oil system
- cooling water system
- turbo-charger

- electrical equipment
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Annex 3

TERMS OF REFERENCE
ELECTRICITY TARIFF STUDY

Objective

1. The objective of the study is to design a tariff structure
which reflects as closely as possible the costs of the economy of meeting
the demand for electricity in the Seychelles. Subject to other important
socio-economic considerations such as revenue requirements of the
utility, subsidization of poor consumers, etc. These terms of reference
review the current tariff structure, and recommend guidelines for
implementation of the tariff study.

Profile of the Current Tariff System

2. Rate Structure. The current rate structure distinguishes
between small consumers (domestic) and large consumers (commerce, indus-
try, offices, etc.) The small consumers pay a minimum fee of SR 10 and
then SR 1.26 (US$.19) per kWh for the first 50 kWh each month. For the
larger consumers, a declining block tariff is in effect. Each month, for
the first 500 kWh used, they pay SR 1.44 (US$.22) which declines to SR
1.31 (US$.20) per kWh for the next 500 kWh and to SR 1.26/kWh for elec-
tricity use above 1,000 kWh.

3. Connection. At the time of connection to the system, the
consumer pays a connection fee of SR 25 (US$6) and pays a deposit which
depends on the size of trip switch ordered, available at the following
amp sizes: 20,40,60 or 100. For a 20 amp switch, which is used by most
of the consumers, thare is a deposit of SR 100 (US$15). A number of
large consumers receive demand meters.

4. Price Level Variations. Adjustments to the tariff for fuel
costs are made automatically but the authority to increase tariffs must
come from the Government. The current oil price paid by SEC includes a
duty which corresponds to SR 0.30 (US$.045) per kWh.

5. Payment Procedures. Consumers receive monthly electricity
bills. The time period for payment is 15 days plus an additional 7 days
before a consumer is put on a list for disconnection.

6. LRMC. The mission made a preliminary analysis of the long-run
marginal cost of electricity supply for various categories of consumers
and comparison with the current tariff structure. This analysis is
discussed in paras. 2.20 to 2.23.

7. The following is an overview of electricity use by domestic
consumers according to size of trip switch:
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20 amps: There are 6,150 consumers in this category with an
average consumption of kWh per month. This level of demand
includes use of lighting, a refrigerator, a fan and an iron.
The peak demand of this category is estimated at between 0.2 -
0.3 kW.

40 amps: There are 3,200 consumers with an average consumption
of 200 kWh per month. Their demand level includes the same
appliances as a 20 amp consumer plus a cook. Peak demand of
this category has been estimated at 1.3 - 1.6 kW.

60 amps: There are 70 consumers with an average consumption of
1,500 kWh per month. These have the same appliances as the 40
amp group plus an air-conditioner. The peak demand in this
category has been estimated at 5-5.5 kW.

Scope of Work

8. Analysis of Cost Structure. The relevant costs are the incre-
mental economic costs of electricity supply to the economy. Strictly
speaking, therefore, shadow prices (for capital, labor and foreign
exchange) rather than actual prices to the utility should be used in
measuring costs, any taxes or subsidies be excluded. For the appropriate
shadow prices to use, the study team must rely on guidance from the Gov-
ernment. If these are not available, the actual prices of inputs (cor-
rected for taxes and subsidies) should be used. It is suggested that the
opportunity cost of capital for discounting future costs be taken at 12%.

9. The first step would be to analyze the marginal costs of
generating, transmitting and distributing electricity at different
places, times and voltage levels to different consumers over the period
to 1986-87, the horizon of the current investment plan. This would
require attention to the daily and seasonal variations in forecasting
system demand for various consumer categories. Much of the required
information for this purpose may have to be specially collected e.g., by
taking substation readings, by inquiring about shift-working, seasonal
work patterns, etc. and by statistical analysis of available load
curves. The basis for the estimates of marginal costs would be the
development program for the period to 1986-87, and any additional
projects for expansion.

10. For time periods when demand does not come up against the sys-
tem capacity constraint (allowing for the reserve margins set to maintain
security of supply), marginal costs would be simply marginal running
costs taking account losses at the different voltage levels. The rele-
vant losses are incremental losses.

11. During periods when an increase in generation would bring the
system up again the security constraint, the marginal cost of meeting
demand would be the addition to all system costs resulting from adding to
generation capacity or transmission and distribution in order to provide
the increased supply with an unchanged probability of failure.
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12. Analysis of Existing Tariffs. The existing tariff structure
and rates should be examined and compared with the structure of marginal
costs of supply derived from the foregoing analysis. A preliminary ana-
lysis already has been made by the mission, which points out significant
discrepancies between the LRMC and tariff rates of specific consumer
groups. Large differences between the LRMC and tariffs charged may be an
indication that the existing system is giving the wrong price signals to
consumers. Examination of the existing system should pay particular
attention to the type of metering equipment in use and the quality of
meter maintenance, as well as administration requirements, etc. since
this would provide some guidance to the types of tariff structure are
feasible.

13. New Tariff Proposals. Collection and analysis of the above
information should make it possible to develop a first set of proposais
for changing the existing tariff system. The mission made several pre-
liminary analysis which should help the study team to tailor the tariff
study guidelines to specific aspects of the SEC system. These are as
follows:

(a) The SEC tariff system should be more in line with the LRMC of
servicing different categories of consumers and in order to
analyze these costs, better data are needed on consumer load
curves. This data should not be difficult to gather given the
small number of SEC consumers (10,000). In fact, SEC already
has begun to monitor some consumers with a recently purchased
metering device.

(b) Future changes in the tariff structure for this small system
should be as simple as possible to meet energy demand manage-
ment and cost recovery objectives, i.e., a two or three part
tariff charge. For small consumers up to a trip switch of 100
amps, a two-part tariff should be considered - a fixed monthly
charge and an energy charge. The fixed monthly fee should
include a non-energy charge related to electricity generation
and distribution (capital costs plus operating and maintenance
costs) as well as certain consumer related costs (i.e., connec-
tion and metering). The level of the non-energy cost should be
proportional to demand by each specific consumer category on
each principal part of the system. In addition to the fixed
charge, there also should be an energy related charge which
includes cost of supply, losses and a safety margin.

(c) For larger consumers, some of whom already are metered for both
energy use and demand, a three part charge sh6uld be con-
sidered. The fixed monthly charge would reflect the same types
of costs mentioned above for smaller consumers, but should be
considerably larger due to more expensive metering, connection,
etc. The energy charge also would reflect the costs mentioned
above for small consumers. In addition to the fixed monthly
charge and energy charges, a demand charge would be included,
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based on maximum demand registered, every month. Its value
should be proportional to the consumers use of each major part
of the system. In addition, some consideration should be given
to the feasibility of time-of-day metering for some categories
of large consumers.

(d) Some provision in the tariff setting framework should be made
for automatic adjustment due to fuel price increases, to enable
SEC management to better control and forecast the Corporation's
development.

(e) Nearly 60% of all consumers in the SEC system are small
consumers in the 20 amp category, the smallest trip switch
available at present. However, these consumers average
consumption of only 60 kWh per month and it is estimated that
the electricity needs of many consumers in this category could
be met with a 5-10 amp trip switch. The feasibility of
converting these consumers to a smaller amp category should be
evaluated.

Cost

14. The tariff study would include four man-months of consultant
services consisting of an economist, a power engineer and a financial
analyst at a total cost of US$60,000. This cost would include three
instruments for measuring kW and kVA, at a cost of $6,000 making the
total cost of the study nearly US$66,000.
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Annex 4

NOTE ON THE CALCULATION OF THE LONG-RUN MARGINAL
COST OF ELECTRICITY SUPPLY (LRMC)

Capacity Costs

1. General Level. The marginal cost of installing new generating
capacity was based on the cost of installing a new 5 MW diesel unit
scheduled to begin operation in 1986-87. There are no further generatiot
investments planned at present. The cost of the five MW diesel unit, in-
cluding a step up transformer is estimated at SR 20 million (US$3 mil-
lion). Based on this cost, the mission has calculated the LRMC at the
generation level using the following assumptions:

(a) unavailability factor of 0.85.
(b) interest of 20% during the construction period.
(c) depreciation over 15 years.
(d) a 12% annual rate of discount.
(e) maintenance and operating costs equal to 3% of the total cost.

Therefore the annual cost per kW of capacity amounts to:

103 kW/MW x SR 201 million x 1.2 ( 0.12 15 + 0.03)

5 MW x 0.85 (1-1.12)

This results in an annualized cost of SR 1,000 (US$151) per kW.

2. Distribution Level. Calculations at the distribution level
were based on the installation of 11 kV lines. Since it is assumed that
most of the new loads are to be installed close to the generating station
in Victoria, Mahe, the marginal 11 kV network is comparatively short,
about 6 km. This investment is based on the installation of 600 kW at
SR 700/kW. Assuming a 15 year depreciation period, operation and main-
tenance costs equal to 2% of the total cost and a 12% interest rate; the
annualized distribution level capacity investment is about SR 1100
(US$165).

Energy Costs

3. The marginal energy cost per kWh at the generation and the
ll-kV level were calculated to be fairly close. For the purpose of the
LRMC calculation in this paper, a figure of SR 0.58/kWh (US$0.09) for
energy costs system-wide.
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July 2, 1984

Julian:

Re: ESMAP FY85 Operations Program

1. The attached draft operations program is optimistic but attainable,
based on the following assumptions:

(a) Full time availability of Messrs. Armar, Alahdad, Floor,
Gulstone, Mitchell, King, Bachrach, Freuh and Akanda;
Mr. Sherbiny from October 1 full time with the exception of a
four-week resecondment to EMENA in early 1985;

(b) Hiring of two research assistants (one of which would be
French speaking) in the next two months;

(c) Delivery of periodic inputs by Messrs. Mian, Ferroukhi,
Newcombe, Malik, Gaskin and Gamba, as already agreed;

(d) No allowance for unscheduled leave, sickness or other
commitments.

2. On this basis, the Program would result in the completion in FY85
of:

- 13 Energy Assessment Status Reports

- 7 Power Preinvestment/Prefeasibility Reports

- 13 Other Preinvestment/Prefeasibility Reports

- 10 Institutional and Policy Support Activities

Of these, two preinvestment activities and one institutional/policy
activity and one EASR may slip if the assumed 100% staff utilization does
not materialize.

3. This Program will not enable us to meet our commitments to the
Swedish Government for power sector follow up in Cape Verde/Guinea Bissau
(3 activities); to the Dutch Government for the Kenya Periurban Study;
and to the Bank for three preinvestment studies in Senegal whose follow
up is expected to be picked up by a proposed Energy Project in FY86.

4. We will also have to defer work on a number of activities which
have been identified/requested by the Governments. These include:

- 7 Energy Assessment Status Reports

- 8 Power Preinvestment Activities



- 14 Other Preinvestment Activities

- 8 Institutional/Policy Support Activities

- Any activities resulting from EASR's scheduled in Niger,
Morocco, Lesotho, Sudan, Nepal or Portugal

- Any other urgent activities identified by ongoing assessment
work

- Any work on gas or petroleum supply sector.

5. As you will note from the attached papers, most of these activities
fall into:

- Power Efficiency Audits and related work

- Industrial Energy Conservation

- Agro Industry Energy Efficiency

- Biomass/Agriculture Residue Utilization

- Petroleum Supply Management

6. I have some ideas on how these gaps could be filled which we can
discuss at your convenience.

ood

Attachments

cc: Robin

MAhmed:aaf.



ENERGY SECTOR MANAGEMENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
FY85 Operations Program

Energy Assessment Status Reports in FY85

To Be Completed in FY85 Not Scheduled*

Haiti - King/Weimper Bolivia

Indonesia - Mitchell/Ahmed Costa Rica

Kenya - Newcombe Fiji/Solomons

Lesotho - Armar Nigeria

Morocco - Sherbiny/King Peru

Nepal - Mian/Mitchell Seychelles

Niger - King Turkey

Portugal - Sherbiny

Senegal - Floor/Ahmed

Sudan - Alahdad/Freuh

Uganda - Alahdad/Freuh

Zambia - Armar/Akanda

Zimbabwe - Armar

* EASRs are also due in these countries, but are not scheduled
because of staff constraints.
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Zft= C 1..... m0 r ASSISsNE FROMM
FY85 Operations Progran

Power Preinvestnent Activities

Expected to be Completed Identified/Cannitted but Nbt Scheduled*
Country Activity Cobntry Activity

Bangladesh %wer Efficiency Audit Cape Verde Power Efficiency Audit (Swedish Grant

Botswana Borehole Electrification Cape Verde 1bwer Utility MIS (Swedish Grant)

Ethiopia Power Efficiency Audit Guinea Bissau Wower Efficiency Audit (Swedish Grant

Ethiopia Northern Systems Study Liberia Power Efficiency Audit

Indonesia Gas Tbrbine Conversion Feasibility Study Muritania Iwer Efficiency Audit

Indonesia Generating Plant Audit muritius Power Efficiency Audit

Seychelles Ebwer Efficiency Audit Senegal lower Efficiency Audit

Uganda Power Efficiency Audit

* Identified and/or comnitted but not scheduled because of staff constraints.
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EE~R NOH MEN ASSISEMOE FK)GRM4
FY85 Operations Progran

Other Preinvestment Activities

Expected to be Completed Identified/Committed but Not Scheduled*
Country Activity Country Activity

Burundi Industrial Use of Peat Ethiopia Agricultural Residue Briquetting Proj

Burundi Improved Ciarcoal Stoves Ethiopia IPG Recovery Project Feasibility

Costa Rica Identification of Technical Asst. Proj. Haiti Industrial Energy Conservation

Gambia Solar Water Heating Yenya (bal mnport Action Plan

Gambia Solar Photovoltaic Project Kenya Fleriurban Puelwood Plant. Feasibility
(Dutch Grant)

Haiti Solar Water Heating Project Feasibility Yenya Tea Dryirg Energy Efficiency Project

Rwanda Improvement of Giarcoal Kilns enya Solar Water Heating Proj. Feasibility

Rwanda Improved Oiarcoal Stoves Mauritius Buildings/Commercial Sector Energy
Conservation Program

Sri Lanka Industrial Energy Conservation Niger Desert Coolers Feasibility Study

Sri lanka Transport Energy Conservation Senegal Industrial Energy Cbnservation

Uganda Tea Drying Energy Efficiency Audit Senegal Groundnut Shells Energy Use Feasib.

Uganda Brickmaking Energy Efficiency Audit Senegal Bagasse for Eergy Use

Zimbabwe Industrial Energy Conservation Prefeasib. Uganda Feriurban Fuelwood Plant. Feasibility

Zambia Industrial Energy Conservation

Will Extend Beyond FY85

Ethiopia Stoves Project
Niger Stoves Project
Plru Stoves Project
Sudan Solar Water Heating Project Prefeasibility

* identified and/or committed but not scheduled because of staff constraints.

Note: In addition, no allowance has been made for any other follow up
activities emerging from EASRs in Niger, MOrocco, Lesotho, Sudan,
Nepal or lbrtugal; or in countries uhere assessment work is currently
in progress.
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nIEwZ S uHN AS -SIS7WE ROGM
FiN85 Operations Progran

Institutional and Policy Support Activities

&pected to be Cnipleted Identified/Canmitted but Not Scheduled*
Country Activity Country Activity

Botswana Power Tariff Charges & Connectio Study Botswana Institutional Assistance to Energy
Planning Unit

Burundi Assistance for Preparing Energy Project East Caribbean Petroleum Supply Management
Profiles for Ibnors Conference

Burundi Assistance for Petroleum Eploration Indonesia Improved Stoves Strategy

Gambia Petroleum Supply Management Mauritius Petroleum Supply Management

Indonesia DLesel Maintenance Plan IORs Senegal Institutional Assistance to Egy. Dept.
Ppua New Institutional Review and Identificatio of South Pacific Petroleum Supply Management
Guinea Technical Assistance Requirements

Papua 1ww Advice on Electricity Tariffs and Regula- Sri lanka Improved Stoves Strategy
Gudnea tions for Autogeneration

Uganda Institutional Review of the Energy Sector Zimbabwe Petroleum Supply Management

Zambia/ Capco: Support to Bilateral Commission
Zimbabwe Reviewing Future Role and Functions

Zimbabwe Power Sector Organization Study

July 2, 1984
MAhmed:aaf.



COUNTRY STRATEGY

A principal objective of the Bank is to assist member countries in formulating rational

sectoral strategies which fit into an integrated overall economic development strategy.

As part of this effort, the Department's objectives for the energy sector are:

o to provide direct assistance to member countries in the formulation and management of

appropriate energy sector strategies and in the mobilization of the necessary

financial and human resources;

o to assist the Bank group in formulating and articulating its own energy sector

assistance strategy for individual member countries;



Direct Assistance to Countries

The need for Bank assistance in country strategy formulation varies across groups of

countries and the Department's specific objectives in this area will reflect this

diversity. These specific objectives include:

o Overall analysis of energy issues and options in countries where there is little or no

indigenous capability to formulate coherent sector strategy.

o Support to governments who are in process of formulating their own overall sector

strategy but require a sounding board or gap filling expertise (e.g. Thailand).

o Analysis of specific sectoral issues (pricing, institutional strengthening, etc.) or

subsectoral issues (e.g. gas strategy, household energy, etc.) in countries which have

an appropriate overall strategy (e.g. India, Brazil) or where more comprehensive

assistance is ruled out on grounds of size, complexity, etc. (e.g. China).

o Support for project definition and preinvestment work where this is necessary to

ensure the rapid and effective implementation of priority projects.

o Assistance to countries in disseminating their agreed strategy at donor/investor

meetings and in their efforts to mobilize financing for agreed priority projects.

Given the vast requirements for this type of assistance in relation to the resources

available for such work in the Bank and the Department, a subsidiary objective is the

mobilization of additional resources from donors (through UNDP) to help fund this work;

the success of this effort will have a critical impact on the extent to which this work

can be carried out in FY85.



Country Strategy

In the Bank

EGY will help the formulation of a coherent Bank strategy for energy operations in a

country. To this end, EGY will:

o Help coordinate and streamline the objectives of Bank departments dealing with

individual energy subsectors in order to establish a common unified Bank strategy to

solve a country's energy problems.

o Help lay the foundations for an energy-related 
dialogue between the Bank and Govern-

ment, and other bilateral and multilateral 
aid agencies.

o Propose action programs for selected countries (for review and adoption by concerned

Bank departments) covering policy dialogue, sector work and lending operations

(including cofinancing) in the country.

o Monitor the implementation of such programs 
and provide support as needed.

Priority will be assigned to those countries 
where:

o There is an adequate base of sector knowledge.

o The lending program includes operations in more 
than one subsector.

o There are special issues of coordination among 
subsectors.



SWPE
ODUNRY STRATEGY

Proposed Work Program FY85

DIRECT ASSISTANCE SUPORT TO O=ER BANK UNITS
ESMAP ESKAP Energy

Preinvest- Instittional/ Subsector Program Economic
Country Assessnent EASR ment Study Policy Study Analysis Paper CPP Reports SAL

Kenya done done X Power X

Tanania done X likely likely Power, Gas

Uganda done X X X Power

Botswana done X Power

.Iesotho done X Power

Malawi done done Power

Zambia done X likely Power

7.imbabwe done done X X Power

April 6, 1984




